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REMOVAL
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STATEPENITENTIARY

TO

Four of the members of the
state penitentiary commission, in
a report submitted to Governor
Mechem last week and made public
Monday, recommend the removal
of Superintendent Placido Jaramillo. The report declares that In
board is retaking thin action the
27, in
iterating its report of July removwhich it recommended the
al of Jaramillo, whom it characterized as temperamentally unfit
for the position.
Those who signed the majority
report are Levi A. Hughes, Warren Graham, Thomas Hughes, and
Robert Ormsbee.
The report is the result of Investrouble at
tigations held following
the penitentiary on July 19. when
one convict was shot and killed and
five were injured.
The Majority Deport.
Following is tho report of the
majority members: M. C.

'

Mechem,
His Excellency,
Governor State of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sir: In compliance with your
tho
instructions of August 8,
board of penitentlury commissioners met on August 22 to make a
further investigation of the circumstances at the prison on July
.19, resulting in the death of one
and the wounding of five convicts.
The state was represented by Assistant Attorney General A. M. Edwards.
The superintendent of the penitentiary was represented by Mr, A.
B. Renehan.
The board sought, under your
instructions, to confine Its investigation to two questions,
One: Wore the prisoners in active rebellion; trying to escape, or
destroying property?
Did the superintendent
Two:
notify the prisoners that unless his
were
orders
promptly obeyed the
guards would be ordered to fire
upon them?
The answer to both these questions In the opinion of the board
must 1m in tho negative.
to-w-

,

rnereiore.t xne uou.ru reuriaica
and emphasizes Its recommendations made to you on July 27 as
rs.nir nf its previous, investiga
tion and in addition to those rcc- ommendntlons is of the opinion
that the superintendent is temperamentally unfit for the position
he holds and should be removeg.
The investigation continued for
more
four days, during which timeexamthan fifty witnesses were
ined. A transcript of the testimony
has been previously handed you by
the chairman of the board for your

examination.
Respectfully yours,
(Signed) MiVt A. HUGHES.
WARREN GRAHAM.
THOMAS HUGHES.
ROBERT ORMSBEE.
Dissenting: J. K. TORRES, Member.
Following is the report which
followed the second investigation:
Santa Fe, New Mexico, August
25, 1922. Hon. M. C. Mechem, governor of New Moxico. Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Sir: In pursuance of
your request to make a second investigation in connection with the
mutiny on the part of the convicts
at the state penitentiary on July 19,
1922, the subscribing members of
your board of penitentiary commissioners respectfully report as
follows:
The board met at the penitenof August 22,
tiary on the morning in
continuous
1922, and have been
for
four
session
days, three duys of
which were occupied in hearing
testimony offered by Superintendent Jaramillo. while on the last day
a number of witnesses called by the
assistant attorney general testified
before the board.
to reThe board endeavored
strict the investigation, under your
instructions, to the single question
as to whether the supevintendent
was Justified in ordering the prisoners to be fired upon on the day of
the mutiny. Counsel for Superintes-

tendent Jaramillo, through the
timony of the witnesses produced
by him, injected many didcollateral
not Inissues which the board

leave at 3 p. m Wednesday, August 23, and not be able to return
until the night of the following
day, and that he agreed to have the
investigation continued in his absence.
He it resolved, that we deeply regret the necessity of continuing ths
investigation without Mr. Torres,
and that our final report and decision will be rendered to the governor after Mr. Torres lias had an
opportunity to read that part of
tho transcript covering testimony
heard after his departure, and an
opportunity given him to participate in the formal report.
At that time it was the intention
of tho board to submit to you no
report whatever until Mr. Torres
had an opportunity to study the
testimony after his departure, but
the
subsequent developments from contestimony: tho temper of tho
victs and the attitude of the officials, are in our opinion, sufficiently serious to Justify our making to you this preliminary report,
the
with the intent of deferring
final and' formal report until Mr.
Torres is relieved from his other
duties and obligation!", and can at
tend a meeting of the board.
Therefore, this report must not be
considered by you as the rormni
reoort of the board, but as express
ing the opinion of the individual
members whose names are attacn

Date for the Evacuation

Sakhalien Is
Given as the Reason.

hereto.

ed

After the exhaustive tnvegtiga
tion made by the board during the
past four days, the four members
of the board Bignlng this report
wish to reaffirm their former report
and to advise you thattheymore
than ever are of the opinion that the
orders to fire upon the convicts
given by the superintendent were
absolutely unjustinaoie, ana mat
the convicts had no warning what
ever of such proposed action upon
the part of the superintendent.
In order to secure the facts from
the convicts themselves, the board
to promise
deemed it necessary
immunity from punishment to the
men testifying, especially if any of
their .testimony was in any way
to the superintendent
Notwithstanding this promise made
tno
Doiirci
io trie convicts, in me
by
presence of the superintendent and
after the superintendent had as
sured the hoard the prisoners
would he protected, during the in
ve$tlgation, at least two convicts
wno were raueo. to tcsiiiy were
punished by being placed in soli
It became nectary confinement.
essary for the board to direct the
superintendent to release oneconof
these witnesses from solitary
finetnent imposed by the superintendent, for no sufficient reason,
in the Judgment of the board. The
superintendent reteased the other
witness after one half day and
a night's confinement.
It will be about two weeks before
tho record of the investigation can
be transcribed for your considera
tion. The members of the hoard
subscribing to this report feel that
the deplorable conditions which
they found in the institution, the
which has
lack of discipline
prevailed in the past and which
must necessarily continue follow
ing this investigation, if the present superintendent remains in control, the danger that the convicts
who have testified will be perse
cuted or punished by some of the
employes of the institution on account of their having testified at
this investigation, and the incompetence of the present superintendent, make it imperative that he
should be continued in his office
for another day.
J. E. Torres, the fifth member of
the commission, who submitted a
minority report, said "it is lm
Continued on Paso Two.
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LEADERS

GALLED UPON TO

tend to investigate, but which have
thrown much light upon conditions
existing in the penitentiary under
RADICALS
Its present management.
Mr. Torres, one of the members
of the board, was obliged to leave
on the afternoon of tho second day
testi- Secretary
Davis Says the
and did not hear all of the
Both tho
mony on that account.
Bloodshed in
and
Strife
atmembers of the board and the reIndustrial
Jaramillo
Mr.
deeply
for
Our
Nation's
torney
necessity for the
gretted the urgent
Are
Life
a
the
Disgrace.
absence of Mr. Torres, and
board caused to be entered in the
Sept. 25.
Tenn.,
resolution:.
Chattanooga,
following
record, the
J. E. Decluring that strife and bloodshed
Whereas, Commissioner
Torres has advised tho board that, in the nation's industrial life have
owing to urgent business, he would reached the proportions of a 'dis
grace to our whole civilization,"
Secretary Davis of the labor de
partment called upon labor leaders
in an address here today to neip
restore industrial relations to an
orderly basis.
"The ultra-re- d
radical" was
FORECAST,
blamed
the secretary for much
Denver, Colo., Sept, 25. New of the byviolence
which attends
Mexico: Unsettled .Tuesday; Wed- clashes between labor and
capital
nesday, fair west, unsettled east For its own preservation, lie
said,
portion; not much change in tem- organized labor must put a stop to
perature.
the activities of these 'agitators'
Arizona: Partly cloudy Tuesday, and
their campaign of 'riot, arson
unsettled east portion; Wednesday, and murders.'
"
in
much
not
change
generally fair;
Mr. Davis' address, delivered at
temperature.
the anual convention of the International Printing Pressmen and AsLOCAL KEPORT.
sistants' Union of North America,
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
at the pressmen's home Included a
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, recital of his own experience as a
recorded by the university:
union man, which, ho said, had
80
Highest temperaturegiven him an intimate insight into
Lowest
conditions which prompt violence
in labor disputes. He knew, he de
Range
64 dared, that
Mean . ,
often the "unscrupub
4f ous employer, facing trouble
with
Humidity at 8 a. m
21
6
m..his working men, had resorted to
Humidity at p.
0
the company guard, the
Precipitation
3
y
Wind velocity , ,
private detective, the bird
Direction of wind. . . .. .Southwest whose solo purpose in lite "is the
Cleat stirring up of hatred and .violence."
t'liaractcr of day....

CHECK

WEATHER

pug-ugl-

Chan Chung, Mancnuria,
bcpi.j
The conference between Jathe
of
pan, the Chita government
Far Eastern republic of Siberia
and representative of the Moscow
soviet government ended in failure
today with Japan's refusal to fix
a date for the evacuation of northern Sakhalien.
The conference adjourned last
week for both sides to await in
structions from their respective
degovernments on the Russian north
mand that Japan quit the
ern hnlf of the Island of Sakhalien,
which she is holding until indemni
fied tnr ihfi massacre or uuu Jap
I
anese at Nikola levsk in 1920.
Today Mr. Matsiiadulra, nrnu o
ii, n Tnkin delegation, notified tl4
that his government had
declined to fix a date for withdrawal from tho debated territory. He
declared that Japan firmly ad
hered to hrr policy or retaining
that territory as a pledge for rep
arations for the Nikolaievsk
25.

Further. Mr. Matsmiaira siaieu,
it would be Impossible for Japan
to meet the Russian demand for a
promise of tho evacuation of Sakhalien as a preliminary to the neof a trade agreement
gotiation
with the Russian soviet government.
then recomMatsudaira
Mr.
admended that the conference
journ for its failure on Russian
shoulders.
Tliis challenge was taken up ny
Adolph Joffe, representative of the
Moscow government, who declared:
"The Russian people, who number 150.000,000 and occupy
of the globe, cannot consent
to be treated as barbarians. The
whole world disapproves of Japan's
Even
of Sakhalien.
occupation
such an enemy as the soviet government as Secretary of State
Hughes of the United States at the
Washington conference denounced
Japan's military expansion in

one-six- th
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HUGHES AT

LATTER OFFICE

of the Rev. Kdward
shooting
Wheeler Hall, rector of tho Church
of St. John tho Evangelist and Mrs.
to
James Mills, wife of the sexton,
the
support the new totheory that
to
tlie
elope
couple intended
Orient.
rector and
the
which
fato
The
the leader of his choir shared, proshave
ecutors pointed out, might which
been hastened by rumors
seemed to have been circulated
of
freely among certain members the.
the congregation, that plnns of had
Brunswick
two to leave New
reached a stage, of action.
AH hi
papers and effects had
been placed in such order by the
slain rector, detectives said they
learned, that tho work of the pastorate could be undertaken by a
successor with the least possible
The first inkling redifficulty.
ceived liy the authorities of an intended elopement came when Prosecutor Strieker of Middlesex, was
Informed that a relative of Mrs.
Mills had a letter from her in
of
which sho herself told in
her plans to elope to Japan with
Mr. Hall.
Mr. Mills, who has been frequently questioned by the detectives of both Middlesex and Somerset counties, regarding all details
of the case, threw added light on
the theory of elopement, when he.
recounted the conversation, which
he now says took place between
himself and Mrs. Hall on Friday
5, on the
morning, September
steps of the church, after the two
say they had spent the night looking for their mates.
The dialogue follows:
"Is any one sick in your family?"
asked Mrs. Hall.
"No," replied Mills.
".My husband has not been home
all night."
"Neither has my wife."
"Do you think they could have
eloped?" Mills i sked.
"No," Mrs. Hall is said to have
replied. "I think my husband has
met with foul play"
Detectives are seeking a woman,
who, when attending the funeral
services of Mr. J all. is report ed to
have remarked in an audible tone
to her neighbor; "Well, they are
carrying him out of the church
now. They didn't get to Japan after
all."
1

Action Will Be Deferred Un- Near Eastern Situation Is
All the
til
Among the Subjects Dis- MINER CHARGED WITH
Signatories
Have Ratified the
cussed; England Would
MURDER OF A BOY IS
Naval Pact.
Welcome U. S. at Parley.
CAPTUREDBY A POSSE
Five-Pow-

er

Washington, Sept. 23. Secretary
Denby announced today there will
bo no scrapping of battleships until
naval treaty
after tho
has been ratified by the last of th-subscribing powers. France and
Italy have yet to ratify the pact.
Five obsoleto battleships have
already been sent to tho scrap heap,
but. it was said, that although
named in tlio treaty, they would
have been scrapped anyhow. They
are the Virginia, Rhode Island, Nebraska, Georgia and the New Jersey.
Officials, it was indicated, have
felt that the Near East situation
might lead to some of the signatories changing plans regarding the
scrapping of vessels beyond the
treaty provisions and for this reason it would not be wise for the
United States to begin actual scrapping until all the powers have ratified tho pact.
five-pow-

PREMIER LENINE
SOON TO RETURN

TO ACTIVE OUT!

Moscow, Sept. 25 ( by the AssociatPress.) l'remior Illinois soon
to return to active duty, it is announced by the newspaper Fravda.
which devotes a special illustrated
supplement to Hie' cabinet chief. his
While, still recuperating at
country place, Lenlne, according in-to
Acting Premier,. Kameneff, has
ed

terested

himself- - In

international

questions and homo affairs. He is
d
In the activparticularly-interesteities of United States Senator Borah, as bearing on Russia and the
work of the American relief administration. Lenlne will appear
as the principal speaker at the
fourth congress of tho third Inter-

nationale

In

Petrograd

in Novem-

ber, giving his views on "the world

revolution."

AVashington,

Auckland

Sept.

Gedde, Riitish

23. Sir
ambas-

Secretary-Hughes- '
was
among
callers today on the hitter's first day back at his desk
in tho state departmtcnt after
an absence in Brazil of several
While no statement as
weeks.
to the nature of the conference
either at the
was forthcoming,
embassy or tho department, there
were indications that the near
eastern situation was among the
subjects discussed.
Want Vs at Conference.
Unofficial advices from London have indicated that the British government would welcome
the
American
participattion indeterto
proposed conference
mine the final disposition to be
made of the Dardanelles and the
It was regarded as
Bosphorus.
amuas-ssado- r
probable that the jjriusn
had sought to learn frin
Mr. Hughes whether an invitation
to send a representative to the
conference would be accepted by
government.
the
Washington
as to the
What
impression
on
the quesAmerican viewpoint
tion ho may have formed from
his conference with Mr. Hughes
was not known.
Up to the present American intervention in tho Near East situation has been strictly confined
The
to relief work at Smyrna.
work of Rear Admiral Bristol, as
high conimisjjiJiier at Constantinople, has not gone beyond that
It Is obvious, however,
object.
that with a growing merchant
marine the Washington government has a very material interest
in any question
involving freedom of tho Dardanelles and the
Bosphorus to merchant craft of
all nations. Whether this interview,
est, in the
Washington
could be adequately safeguarded
in
the
without
participation
the
with
proposed conference
Turkish
authorities,
nationalist
has not been disclosed.
Treaties of Cnpltalatloii
Another matter in which tho
American government might become interested very particularly
as. a result of any settlement
reached by the allied powers in
Kemalist
conference with
the
authorities. is the status of the
between
treaties of capitulation
the Turkish government and the
The
United States,
reports of Americans in
the former Turkish empire, unwhich
der"
they are subject to
triat before consular courts only,
is involved.
"The United Stntes never has
recognized . the right of Turkey
to terminate theso conventions
on its own motion, as. the Constantinople government endeavThe exiir 1914.
ored,
press point of tho treaties of
capitulation is not covered in
the so called national pact 'adopted by the Kenallst government
as its statement of principles.
One of the articles of that pact,
however, appears to touch the
assertion t of
question in "its
"judicial" ' as well as social and
economic
for
independence
,
Turkey.

sador

''

extra-territori-

M. Stalin, a member of the coun-

'

offi-

-

--

m

BE SCRAPPED AT

cil of commissioners, in an article
in 'the Pravda quotes the premier
as saying he considers tho great
powers greedy and inimical to one
another's interests,! and on this
account thinks it likely they "may
at any time fly at eaeh other's
throats."
Meanwhile, he says, Russia "can
afford to await the outcome of the
BURNS D. CALDWELL
conflict" because she has selected
DIES ABOARD TRAIN "the. sure and smoother path of
peace and mutual agreements,
New York, Sept. 25. Burns D. steering straight and yielding neithCaldwell, president of Wells Fargo er to threats nor flattery."
cial, was on his way home from a
fishing trip in Canada when he
died last night in a Pullman stateroom shortly before
his train
reached Burlington, Vt., It was said
today at his offices. He resided
In Orange, N. J., where a widow
survives.
Mr. Caldwell, who was 64 years
old, had been head of the Wells
Fargo & Co. for eleven years and
since July 1, 1918, had been chairman of the board of the American
Railway Express company,
He was born at Placersvllle, Calif.,

I

'T GEDDES CONFERS

Is Recuperating at Country
Place But Is Keeping in
GOLF TOURNAMENT
Touch With Foreign and
QUALIFYING MEDAL
Domestic Affairs.

other-playe-

I

:

Five of the brigadier generals recommended for promotion to majji
Brig. Gen, Andre Brewster, left, and Brig. Gen,
Jenerals. Above.
Howre. Center, Brig. Gen. Edward M. Lewis. Below,
Brig. Gen. Ernest Hinds, left, and Brig. Gen. George B. Duncan.
War Secretary Weeks has rec- William Lassiter. All six won the
ommended the promotion of Blx distinguished service medal lit tho
war and four of them saw
brigadier generals of the U. S. world
in Franco or Belgium or
army to the rank of major general. service
botli countries. They had helped
The six are Brigadier Generals An- write many interesting
chapters in
dre W. Brewster, Edward M. Lew-Is- . American military history of the
Ernest past thirty or forty years before
George B. Duncan,
Howze and the great conflict.
Hlndsi, Robert Lee

MRS. COLLETT WINS

White Sulphur Springs. W. Va
Sept. 25. Mrs. Glenna Collett, for
the second successive year won the
qualifying medal here today in the
national women's golf championship with the remarkable score su-of
81. The Providence girl played
perb golf, only Miss Marion Rollins, the champion, who was paired
with Miss Collett, being in reach
of the long hitting wonder. Thirty-tw- o
of the contestants qualified.
The outstanding characteristic of
Miss' Collett's play was a combination of brilliance from tho tee and
through the fairway and fair steadiness around the greens. She outin the
drove every
tournament with consistent success
and took no more than two putts,
with the exception of the tenth and
fifteenth greens, where she needed
three putts to get the ball down.
Miss Hollins had plenty .of power in her gamo today, but had 8
bad tendency to. slice on most, of
her long putts that kept her in continual trouble and fighting, to get
out without destructive scoring results.

cTv

?

RECOGNITION PEMAMl
DEADLOCKED MEETING
Washincton. Sept. 23 (by the As
sociated Press.) Efforts to obtain
from tlie Japanese political recogtho soviet government of
nition of
Russia, ' according to reports received here, marked every phase of
the negotiations at. the Mnnchurinn
town of Cheng Chun, nly to- arrive at a complete deadlock. Official
reports from Japanese sources
make it evident that tho soviet representatives were willing to make
almost any concession to this end.
The Japanese reports state that the
negotiations wcro characterized by
an entire lack of sincerity on the
part of M. Joffe, head of the
delegation, and his colleagues.
From the beginning the Japanese
consented to the admission of the
Moscow delegates reluctantly, the
negotiations, it is stated, having
been intended to establish business
relations only with the Far Eastern republic, though it was the
conviction of the Japanese that the
Chita government, was dominated
by Moscow. M. Joffe and his colleagues, though really agents of
the Moscow government, it is said,
gained entry into the negotiations
by being given credentials to represent the Chita government.
In a statement tonight. Boris E.
SIcvlrsky, acting chairman of the
soviet trade delegation of the Far
Eastern republic to the United
States, declared that "the situation
in tho Far East is far from being
"The Japanese," he dehopeful."
clared, "are refusing to evacuate
Sakhalien under the pretext that
they cannot do so until they receive
Nicompensation for the
kolaievsk events during which several hundred Japanese and several
thousand Russians lost their lives.
The position assumed by tho Japanese in regard to the evacuation
at Sakhalien seriously endangers
the peace in the Far East."

8!

BEING SMUGGLED

5 MEN ARE CHARGED
WITH THEFT OF SHEEP
Sun Francisco, Sept. 2 5. Five
sheep herders are in a Reno, Nev.,
.lall under indictment of a federal
theft
grand Jury charged with the
a
of sheep from the'
Livestock company, which is under a subsidy of the War Finance
Juscorporation. A department of men
tice operative, today said the
are alleged to .have stolen tsheep
valued in exce'ss of $300,000 in the
f
last few years.
Idaho-Nevad-

A. R. VETERANS

INTO

0. S. FROU

Rev. Edward W. Hall and Are in Memory of Lincoln' CUBA, IS REPORT
Sherman and!
Grant,
Mrs. Mills Were About to
Sheridan; Thousands At- Mock
Sail for the Orient When
Marriages Used to
tend Annual Encampment '
They Were Slain.
This
Gain
Entry Into
De
Molnen.
Iowa, Sft. 2'i.
New Brunswick, N. J., Sept. 23.
of
Who
Women
Country
meet-- j
Several clues were found today byj Mammoth CI. A. R. camp fire
Are Barred by Law,
detectives investigating the aoimie ing. held at the Coliseum tonight,

a

of Northern

Four Members of Prison Board Sign Majority
Report, Which States Jaramillo Is Temperamentally Unfit for the Position; J. E.
Torres, a Fifth Member, Does Not Concur
in This Action, and Prepares a Minority
Report.

TREES FOREIGNERS ARE

WITH ARE PLANTED

ELOPE

SEXTON'S WIFE G.

PROVES FAILURE
Fix

MEMORIAL

'

v

Japan's Refusal to

MUCK FIVE CKNTS.

RE CTOR PLANNED

Generals Slated for Promotion
Have Had Interesting Careers

CHANG CHUNG

A

HE

26, 1922.

Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, September
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MANSIO.y IS BURNED.
London, Sept. 23. The Marquis
of Lansdowne informs the Times
that his mansion at Derreen, coun
ty Kerry, Ireland, has been looted
and burned and the valuable plan
tations on his estate destroyed. He
says he is unaware whether the
outrage was committed by Free
Staters or republicans.

Sheridan, Wyo., Sept. 23. Joe
Trombello, an Italian coul miner,
charged with the slaying last Saturday night of Fred Hoffman, 13
a
years old, at Klccburn, Wyo
coal camp near here, was captured
by a posso at Decker, Mont., last
night after a running fight extending over two miles.
Trombello surrendered
after he
laid been wounded by a shot fired
by ono of the posse. He was
brought to Sheridan for safe keeping.
Trombello is alleged by authorities to have shot Hoffman to death
when tho youth came to his house
to explain that he was not connected witli tho gang of boys who had
been looting Trombelio's watermelon patch.
Trombello is said to have lodgid
a complaint with Hoffman's father, who later sent his son to Trombello to protest his innocence.

and which was attended by thousands of the warriors of the blue
brought to a close the first day of
the Grand Army encampment here.
Commander In Chief Lewis S.
Vileher, RoWrt MoRrldc, senior
iep comnnder, and Governor N. I'l.
Kendall, were tho principal spcak- rri;.
The veterans of the civil war
look possesion of the city early
M,,ii,lnv looininir when 11 special
ranis arriving from nil parts ofj
Hie Cnited Stales deposited their.
inotas ot C.rand Army men.
Clad In their favorite uniform of
blue, rcplrndnnt with gold, the old
soldiers met In knntH on the streets
uniers and In the hotels reviving
i,l memories.
Tho feature event of the dny was
tho memorial tree planting exercises held on the state capltol
grounds. Four oaks in memory of
Lincoln, Grant, Sheridan and Sherman were planted by the veterans.
Mr?. Agnes II. Parker, national
president of the W. R. C placed
the first spadeful of dirt about the
roots of the oaks. Commander
I'ileher followed her and tho task
was completed by tho aged veterans of tho war.
Dr. lloorge T. Harding, 78, of
Marion, Ohio, father of President
Warren (',. Harding was one of the
notable Ornnd Army men present
Interviewed
for the encampment.
by newspaper men he declared his
son Warren was a mighty fine boy,
but he had another son Just as
good. Dr. Harding refused to make
any comment over tho president's
action in vetoing the bonus bill.
,

L0N M'DONALD WINS
TWO RACING EVENTS
Columbus. Ohio. Sept. 25 (by the
Associated Press). Lon McDonald
won two of the four class events
decided at today's Grand Circuit
races. With Binque he won tho
2:19 trot and behind Dottle Day he
took first place in tho 2:09 trot.
There were ten heat winners In
tho 14 heats necessary to decide the
four races, two of them going Into
four heats each. After Itdy Grat-tothe favorite had won the first
heat of the 2:12 pace, Ringonwood.
Jr., a second choice, took the
heat and Julianne, the third.
The fourth heat was won by
sec-nn- d

Bing-enwoo-

Jr.

Binque won tho first two heats
of the 2:19 trot. The third heat
was taken by Plain Mao.
Tolus Roy won the first heat of
the 2:09 trot, but was not a con
tender in lie next two. After fin
ishing eleventh In the first mile,
because of a break. Dottle Day
stayed on the trot the next two
heats and won.
1

STRIKING SANTA FE
SHOPMEN SENTENCED
TO 30 DAYS IN JAIL

Dos Angeles, Calif.Sept. 23.
Three striking
Atchison. Topeka
and Santa Fe railroad shopmen,
Thomas (i. Brower, Albert Trnunt- ner and Joseph Steeklrin. of Needles, California, were sentenced to
day in the United States district
court to servo thirty dns in the
San Bernardino county jail for contempt of court.
The men were arrested following
an attack upon a Santa Fe foreman
convicted
at
Needles nnd were
FIRST REGULATIONS
September 21 of violating a re
PROMULGATED UNDER straining order issued ngainst Strik
THE NEW TARIFF ACT ing employes of the road.

Sept. 23.

Washington,

The first

regulations under the tariff act of
1II2U, governing the entry and withdrawal of wool, were promulgated
today by the treasury
The regulations, which are temporary, set forth the facta Import- era are required to filo with the
entry and the estimate of tho cleat'
content upon which tha duty is assessed. In the absence of a statement by the Importer tho duty is to
on the full weigh; as
the clean content. One bal.; out of
each consignment is to be uesignat-e- d
for examination
by collectors
will follow
ind the appraisers
commercial methods in determining the clean content of wool.

FIRE DESTROYS
REA T

Washington, Sept. 25. Resump
tion of meetings of tho foreign debt
funding commission this week wad
indicated today at the treasury
where it was said that immediate
consideration would bo given to tho
general situation prior to the beginning of interest payments by
Great Britain.
The principal question to be de
termined is' whether this government shall acquiesce in the request
of Great Britain that an appropria
tion of $50,000,000 be made for the
British
interest on $5,000,000,000
war debt falling due in the next
On October 15, $5,- two months.
000,000 of interest from Great Britain falls due and on November 13,
$35,000,000, but at the rate ot
five per cent, while the act creating
he commission authorizes the funding of foreign debt with interest at
four and
per cent.
Great Brltaifl has suggested that
an approximate amount of Interest
be paid in October ana such adjustments as may be necessary
made In tho funding arrangements
to be worked out by the commission
and tho British financial mission,
to reach this
which is expected
country late in October.
er

CAIIFTARER IS KILLED.
San Francisco, Sept. 25. Mina
Thompson, caretaker on a Southern
Pacific livestock train, was killed
and Charles Alden. a fellow care
taker, was seriously injured when
their train was run into today by
an extra freight train at Wells,
Nev,

Ramifications
of
Extend to Capitals
Involve
Many
Europe and
Nations, It Is Asserted,

S in u ggling

Washington. Sept. 25 (by the Associated 1'ressi. Smuggling of
aliens into the United
Slates from Cuba, surreptitious
submerging temporarily in the waters of the Florida const of large
internaquantities of liquors by
tional bootleggers and mock marriages designed to insure entry into
this country of women barred by
immigration law form the basis of
a report submitted to Secretary
Davis by the bureau of immigration.
This report, Commissioner General Husband said today. Is the
review of
most comprehensive
smuggling conditions ever prepared
and Is exofficials
by Immigration
pected to bo considered by the
treasury, labor and agriculture departments in connection with the
of border
proposed
patrol forces.
Valuable Data Gathered.
Government Investigators, by direction of Mr. Husband, visited
Jacksonville,
Tampa.
Tarpon
Springs. Miami, Key West and Havana. They mingled, it Is said, with
tho "kings" of the smugglinsr "industry" and talked with aliens of
every nationality who sought entry to the United States. The data
gathered, it is stated, will prove Invaluable to the government In coning with a situation which has
of federal
taxed the ingenuity
agents to combat.
The smuggling ramifications, It
Is declared, extend to the capitals
ot Europe, and involve Greeks.
Spaniards, Poles, Roumanians, Russians and Chinese.
The report states that, the favorite method of gaining entry to the
United States from Cuba for certain alien women bas been for

them to enter "fake" marriages
with naturalized American citizens,
who, for certain considerations, go
through mock ceremonies and then
acrompany iheir "wives" to some
Florida point, f requently it Is said,

obliging "bridegrooms" have been
paid as high as $200 for their part
In the scheme.
The principal smugglers in Havana, the investigators declare, dci
not confine their activities to smuggling aliens into the United States,
hut also handle whiskey and narcotics. The majority of the leader
are said to be naturalized Americans.
Craft nf Cuban Registry.
A
great many of the smuggling
craft, it is declared, land and d(y
part from Mntanzan, are of Cuban
registry, and do not enter or cleaf
at the custom house there.
There is no employment In Cuba
for thousand of Chinese and Euro
pean aliens now there, it is reported, yet since the present passport
and amended immigration rcstric
tive act became operative in thl
country last May, at least 7.00il
aliens are said to have arrived In
Havana with the ultimate hope of
gaining surreptitious entry to the
United States. There are at present, it is estimated, approximately
111.000 Chinese alone in Cuba for
whom there Is no employment. In
fact, the report avers, the Orientals
will not accept work under any circumstances except to earn sufficient money with which to pny pas
sage to this country or Mexico. The
usual fee charged for smuggling
aliens. It is lenrned, ranges from
$.'i0n to J1.000 for eaeh Chinese and
about $150 for an European alien.

PLUMBER OVERCOME
WITH TEAR GAS AND
TAKEN NT0 CUSTODY

FIG
CROPS

be collected

FUNDING COMMISSION
TO RESUME MEETINGS

LIQUOR SUBMERGED
OFF FLORIDA COAST

Survivors in Smyrna Continue to Live on the Pavements and Quays: Fight
Like Wolves for Food.
Smyrna, Sept. 25 (by the Assoc-alKenial 1'usha has
iated Press.)
lowed until September :!0 for tho
evacuation ot the remaining 50,008
or more refugees here. If vessels
aro not sent by that time, the refu- ees will be taken into the interior.
The American destroyers, whose
crews have borne the brunt ot the
relief and patrol work since the
firo, tiro striving to take as great
a number as possible to safety, but
are hampered by lack ot space.
American relief workers have endeavored to ascertain the fate of
the 200,000 Christians already de
ported, but have met with indifferent or evasive answers by tho
Turkish officials. Kelhl ley, minister ot the Interior, has declared
that the nationalist government Is
willing to exchange the Christian
minorities in Anatolia for Ottoman
subjects in the neighboring counhe added,
ties. The Christians,
must never hope to return to western Anatolia.
Some of the banks are trying to
resume in ten duys with improvised
facilities, but Americans doubt the
success of any business enough
while Smyrna is in ashes and the,
The prosinterior 1h desolated.
perity ot the whole Anatolia area
on
tho
great fig and tobacdepends
co crops, which were almost wholly
destroyed by the fire. The surto live on the
vivors continued
cobbled pavements and the qua:
without food.
Bhelter
and
without
When Americans go among them
distributing bread, they are asBailed
by clamoring refugees who fight
among themselves and snarl like
famished wolves in their efforts to
get food,

Heading, Kans., Sept. 25. After
a.
house
near here, nnd successfully frusto
him
for
capture
attempts
trating
two days, Iester Duclo, 40, a
plumber, was overcome with tear
gas nnd arrested late yesterday.
Officers said he had two guns and
enough ammunition and food supplies in the house to last three
weeks. Ho shot himself just
the capture, inflicting a severe
wound in the left lung.
Duclo, who formerly lived in
Houston, Tex., had been staying at
tho home of Frank Hagan, a relative, in whose house he barricaded
himself. He was left alone in the
houfe last week and, when Hagan
returned, drove him off at the
point of a gun.
All attempts to enter the house
were met with shots.
Yesterday officers ordered some
tear gas bombs from TopeVa and
when one ot these was thrown in
tho window, Duclo threw it out
again. When n bomb was thrown
Into the house from the rear, Duclo
shot himself.

barricading himself in

be-fo-

BURGLARS ATTEMPT TO
BLOW A SAFE, DOOR OF
WHICH WASN'T LOCKED
I'eoria. 111., Sept. 25. Burglars
who made an unsuccessful attempt
to blow a safe at the Superior Oil
company here last night failed to
note a sign above tho vault which
read "Yeggs, safe crackers, burglars and all otherwise interested,
take note this safe door is unlocked. Tull the knob, and the
contents, which -- re merely papers,
will be exposed to view. Don't
wreck the safe. Have a heart."
The door was unlocked.
KEISOSENK 1'IUCli ADVANCED.
25. The
New
York,
Sept.
of New
Standard Oil company
York today advanced the price of
kerosene in New York and New
The
England one cent a gallon.
new price is I t cents.
,
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KLBUQUERIQUE MORNING JOURNAI
BRITISH EMISSARY
TO ARRANGE FOR
PAYMENT OF DEBT

MEETINGS

mm
LOSE THE

BT REPUBLICANS

ILL ATTENDED
At

.

Three

Meetings

Held in the Mora Valley;
Enthusiasm is Hcportea.
Journal.

SpccIbI to Tlio
.
Santa Fe, Sept. 25. An atteno-.,nnf nt least 2.000 people at
three meotlnps held in the Mora
is the
report
valley yesterday
brought home by Governor
to
returned
who has Just
the city after accompanying the
through
republican campaign party
Taos. Mora
parts of Hio Arriba.
and fan Miguel counties. The attendance at the Mora meeting last
night reached over l.uuu, wnne
ihnt nt llolman In the afternoon
pxeceded 600 and at Cleveland
between 300 and 400. AH of
these were unusually largo audiences for that part of Mora
county.
On Saturday
evening the attendance at tho meeting at Taos
exceeded BOO and at Ranchos de
Taos, four miles from Taos, held
nt the same time, over 400. A
short atop was made at Penasco,
part of Taos
in the southern
county on Sunday morning. This
meeting was not on the itinerary,
but nevertheless was largely attended and enthusiastic.
Tho harmony and enthusiasm
for the republican ticket at every
one of these points was remarkable, even for this strongly republican section of the state, and
oxceeded the expectations of members of the party and all republican leaders.
The party consisted of Gov. M.
C. Mechem, S. IS. Davis.
Jr.,
candidate for U. S. senator; C. I
Hill, candidate for governor; Nestor xMontoya, present congressman; Mrs. Adelina
candidate for congress; Pleasant
H. Hill, candidate for corporation
Hilario
rommlssioner;
Delgado,
candidate for state auditor and
Several
republicans
prominent
who accompanied them throughout the trip.
The majority of the party left
Iaa Vegas this afternoon for Santa Rosa, Fort Sumner, Portales,
Clovis and other Pecos valley
points.
Ms-.he-

Otero-Warre-

ARTICLE 27 OF THE
NON
CONSTITUTION
RETROACTIVE, DECREE
El Paso, Texas. Sept. 25. M. E.
Johnson, of EI Paso, editor and
owner of Mexico, local periodical.
Kays he has been informed that
President Obregon has signed a decree and congress has ratified It,
declaring article 27 of tho Mexican
constitution
Article 27 is an amendment
the Mexican constitution In the
regime of President Carranza stating that the Mexican government
retains ownership of the sub-so- il
on all property, giving it mineral
und oil priority rights. It has been
Jield
by three Mexican supreme court decisions since
its passage four years ago and but
two more decisions of a like character would be necessary to make

it

permanently

Contrary to the American custom,
ruling by the Mexican supreme
court does not establish a precedent. It requires five such decisions
in as many cases.

a

DEFENSE RESTS
TIERNAN-POULI-

IN

N

THE
CASE

South Bend, Ind.. Sept. 25. The
Befense in the Tlernan-Pouli- n
case
rested its case late this afternoon
Its
the
state
cross
ifter
had finished
of the defendant,
pxamination
Harry Poulln, who was the last
witness to tak
the stand. The
prosecution will make a short rebuttal in the morning, follcrwlng
which the attorneys will give their
ploslng arguments, an hour being
allowed for each side. The cane in
expected to be in the hands of the
ludge by noon.
No one is so empty as the man
Who Is full of himself.

Strength from
lionized Yeast
Simply Glorious !
It

Follows a Natural Law Which
Never Changes or Fil. The
Entire Body Quickly
Feel New Power I
'Tve just about gone to pieces!"
Do you know that getting back
xtrength Is comparatively easy? But
lo you realise that it is almost imto get back your strength
possible
oy means of unnatural drugs? Do

iHndam. Ironlr-oYenut Will Tlolld
You Ip Amazingly and Quickly t
Jrou know that about one woman
se
ut of every three is exhausted
of nerve and blood starvation?
The remarkable power of

has

been proven.
There is now no further excuse for
Ironbeing weak, sick,
lzed Yeast contains the tremendous
natural building forces of vitamlnes
und iron, and it builds and strength-n- s
in half the usual time. Do you
know why? Ironlzed Yeast is not
l mere mixture of yeast and Iron,
fiut yeast ironized, which Is a substance all by itself. That's what
makes Ironlzed Yeast the most powerful, natural builder in the world
today. You will find a new strength
coming over you, your checks will
ret rosy, your eyes sparkle, your apwill be sharp, you will digest
atite
what you eat, your blood will become rich, your energy will bo mnro
than equal to your ambition. Oct
s package of Ironlzed Yeast todav,
mid beware of substitutes.
Sold at
611 drug stores at $1.00 a package.
Each package contains 60 tablets,
tablet is sealed. They never lose
their power. MTd by Ironlzed
Teast To., Atlanta, Ga.to- Health ana
you.
Strength are now up
run-dow- n.

-

FIRST

GRID GAME

Simmons
College Proves
Too Strong for Cadets;
Score of 19 to 0 Is Piled

Persons

Least 2,000
Attend

192

Up.
Sprrlnl to The Journal

Roswell, ,N. M., Sept. 25. Playing the first game of the season
here Baturduy, the New Mexico
Military Institute football team
lost to the Simmons College eleven
by the score of 19 to 0.
Tho first quarter was swift but
uneventful so far as deciding pluys
were concerned. Brilliant tackles
on the parts of Godfrey and White,
N. M. M. 1., were the features of
tho quarter. In the second quarter, which was hard fought, Simmons scored a touchdown and a
Stratton, of the military
goal.
team, was tho star of tho quarter
because of his two nervy tackles,
Sir Robert Stevenson H rne.
holding down the score.
The second half was played with
Sir Robert Stevenson Home, both
hard. Simteams
British chancellor -' the exchequer, mons scored fighting
two
touchdowns,
will head his country's debt fund- bringing the score to 19 to 0. The
its desperate
ing delegation to the United States. Institute continued
Home is expected to take a lead- line plunges until the latter part of
when
the
several
neat trick
method' the half,
ing part in arranging
and time of payment.
plays were executed. Simmons displayed a well organized machine.
The Institute was in good form
considering the short time the team
has been working out;
FACTS
s
for both teams were
The
as follows:
Simmons.
Institute.
r. e
Gibson
White, N. E
FULLY
r. t
Penn
Jackson
r. g
Mills
Hannerton
niair
...c
McHarcy
1.
Kirven
g
Taylor
.1. t
,
Plake
Brashear
S
I. e
McUrew
Barficld
o-

AUG

line-up-

EXPLAIN

TAnLAC

Smith, P. B
Smith, Fred

q

(captain)

Kimbough
Camp
Knox
Adams

...r.1. h
Bottles Stratton
f b
Godfrey
in
Less
Sold
Than
Were
(cuptain)
Los
Eight Years; Big
EnAngeles Druggists
METHODISTS HOLD
of
Thousands
thusiastic;
YEARLY CONFERENCE
Users Publicly Endorse
IN THE RATON CHURCH

How

30,000,000

h

.

It.
g.

OHIO BANK CASHIER
SHOT AND WOUNDED;
POSSES HUNT GUNMAN
Steubenvillr,
Ohio, Sept. 25.
Posses of deputies from three Ohio
counties and 500 citizens armed
with shot guns, and revolvers
scoured the hills and highways of
three counties tonight to apprehend
a gunman who, while three com
waited
outside,
panions
today
walked into the First National
Bank of Hopedale, 15 miles weRt of
here, and shot and probably fatally
wounded the cashier, George C.
Whlttaker.
Authorities scout the bank rov
bery theory and believe that the
gunman had been hired to kill
Whittaker.
The fact the bandits made no de
mand for money and deliberately
shot Whittaker when he appeared
at the cashier's window led officers
to this theory, they stated. Bank
officials are confident, however,
that robbery was the motive of the
shooting.
The condition of Whittaker is re
ported by hospital nhyslcians as
serious.
FIItST FOOTBALL FATALITY.
Fremont. Ohio. HeDt. 25. Ohio's
first football fatality of the season
was recorded here last nleht In the
death of Albert Swander. 17, mem.
ber of the Clyde, Ohio, Junior hlgn
school tram, who was Injured in
pame with Fremont high school
Saturday.
The laws of the Turkish empire
.re based on the precepts of the
Koran, and the Sultan's will is ab
solute when not in opposition to
accepted truths of the Mohammedan religion ns laid down In the
uacred books of. the prophet.

Continued from rag

PRINCE
REAL MAN NOW;
TRAVELS ALONE

ITALIAN
s

Drew frun actual photefaph
Mary
Mrs. R.
Jtuphin Murray, dauhter
Bract Murray, i220 Limtkiln Pitt,

One.

possible for me to subscribe to the
report made by the majority of said

The evidence
commission.
upon which the report of the majority of said commission is based
was largely that of convicts whose
evidence under any circumstances
would be subject to suspicion, and
wore a class that no attorney would
put upon the witness stand In behalf of his own client." Torres' report, from Socorro, N. M., follows:
To the Govornor:
As a member of the penitentiary
commissioners called upon to investigate the affairs of the state
penitentiary in tho connection with
the trouble which recently occurred at the state penitentiary in
which one convict was killed,
I
beg leave to submit the following:
It is impossible for me to sub
scribe to the report made by the
In
majority or. said commission.
my opinion the only evidence that
should really be considered by the
board Justified tho action of the
warden of the penitentiary on that
occasion.
The evidence
upon
which the report of the majority of
said commission
is based was
largely that of convicts whose evidence under any circumstances
would be subject to suspicion, and
were a olass that no attorney would
put upon the witness stand In behalf of his own client; and yet
upon that character of
the majority of the board testimony
has submitted a report against the warden
of the penitentiary. Practically all
of the evidence of theEe witnesses
who were familiar with the trouble
and who were not of the class
ubove mentioned, shows that the
action of the wardon was Justifiable and that any reasonable man
In the same position would have
acted as the warden did.

Other Matters Brought t'p.
Other matters were
hroueht nn
during the Investigation
which
were really not within the scope
that was intended as suggested by
your letter to the commission when
you asgea lor this investigation
I beg leave to submit that in 'my
opinion if there has been any mis
management, or lack of funds to
property operate the penitentiary,
that responsibility should
not De
placed upon the warden of the penif
has
been
there
a lack
itentiary:
of funds, that, of course, was occasioned by the action of the Btate
legislature; if there has been nnv.

that

could be suld to be mismanagement in a general sense,
that responsibility is upon the commission, and if any censure or crlti-clsshould be made, then I most
respectfully submit that. Regular
reports have been made and regular
meetings of the biard have been
held and no complaint has been
made by anyone to my knowledge,
either from members of the commission or people from the outside,
as to the management of the prison
thing

N. M
Sept. 25. The
conference of the M. E.
church has been In session several days In Baton. All parts of
New Mexico were represented in
the ministerial gathering.- A large
number of dignitaries attended.
The churchmen were greeted by
d
Dr. Samuel Magill for Mayor
in the name of the city.
This was the eighth annual ses- until the unfortunate circumstances
sion of 'the New Mexico confer- happened which has been the subence of the Methodist Episcopal ject of this Investigation,
Having received from you a telechurch.
following gram in which you indicate that
morning,
Thursday
the administration of the Lord's you desire an immediate report
me, it is Impossible, of course,
Supper, the conference was for- from
me to submit such a report as
and
organized,
reports for
mally
from tho district superintendents, would be a full discussion of the
submitted. I cannot subt, testimony
Drs. S. A. Bright and H. A.
and from each minister from scribe to the doctrine that any official
be made the victim of
should
the field, which included all of any circumstances,
unless the facts
New Mexico and El Paso, Texas, derived
from the legitimate testiwork
and the Spanish-speakin- g
mony of credible witnesses Justifor Arizona were made.
fies the same. And U occurs to me
Reports showed splendid mo- that the desire on the part of cerrale on the part of the churches, tain
to have a report cenand fine achievements, though in suringpersons
the warden submitted to
many parts of the field the finan- and ultimately to obtain his you
recial stress, because of drouth and moval Is actuated
motives that
disturbed
Industrial conditions, are not Justifiable byunder
the cirhas been acute.
cumstances.
Bishop Charles Mead of DenI therefore feel compelled to disver was the presiding bishop, and sent from the
majority report and
He respectfully recommend
delivered several addresses.
that the
preached Sunday morning. Among superintendent of the penitentiary
the visitors were Bishop E. O. be exonerated.
Richardson of Atlanta, Qa.( Dr.
Very respectfully,
C. J. Ilestwood of Kansas, Dr.
J. E. TORRES.
II. M. Plngree of Chicago, Dr.
Elmer Hidglcy of Philadelphia.
When a man Is fed up with his
About 50 ministers attending job you may be sure that the Job
the conference were entertained Is fed up with him.
Friday at luncheon by the Rotary
club of Raton.
Dr. Iligley, superintendent of
Indian mission work, delivered a
CAN
message given him for such ocn
casions by Chief
White
Calf, in the sign language, which
he interpreted as "Peace, Prosperity, to Indian and White While
EL
the Sun Moves in its Circle."
This chief has the distinction of
having had the counterpart of
his head placed upon the coin
known as the Buffalo nickle. Dr. It's
Quicksilver,
Salivates,
Higley is a Rotarlan.
causes Rheumatism and
Richardson
of Atlanta,
Bishop
Bone Decay
Ga., followed Dr. Higley, paying
a high tribute to the precepts
The next dose or calomel you
which Rotary aims to exemplify
and amplifying: the theme, "The take may salivate you. It may
shock
In
chieftst things
life are manyour liver or start bone necrosis. Calomel is dangerous.
hood and character."
It
Bishop C. L. Meade of Denver is mercury, quicksil.tr. It crashes
spoke in an optimistic key on Into sour bile like dynamite,
present world conditions, declar- cramping and sickening you. Calattacks the bones and should
ing that all problems now before omel
the nation would be met In the never be put Into your system.
If you feel bll'ous, headachy,
"American way" and worked out
constipated and all knocked out,
to a happy ending.
Just
to your druggist and get a
Invitation
being extended by bottlegoof Dodson's
Jvet Tone for
President Phillips to visiting
to arise and introduce a few cento which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
rethemselves,
the following
Take a spoonful and It It
F. E. McGuire, of Al- calomel.
sponded:
doesn't start
liver and
buquerque, a charter member of straighten you up your
better and quickthe Porto Rico club; Dr. H. R. er than
nasty calomel and withMills, an honorary member of the out
making you sick, you Just go
Clayton club, and Hugh B. Wood- back and get your m uty,
ward of the Clayton club.
Don't take calomel! it can not
be trusted any more than a leop- rd or a wild-cTake Dodson's
Liver Tone which straightens you
right up and makes vou feel fine.
No salts necessary. Give it to the
children because it Is perfectly
harmless a- i can not salivate.

ltaton.

for
demand
The tremendous
Tanlac continues unabated,
Millions have rallied
to its standard unsolicited and
thousands have given public enThat the larife drugdorsement.
gists everywhere are enth'i.-iasti- c
over this sensation of the tvado
Is evidenced
by the lettoia received with orders.
W. A. Hover & Co., wholesale
druggists of Denver, Colo., writing
under date of July 17, state: "We
are submitting today our order
for the fourth carload of your
goods since April 1. Taklnat Into
consideration local conditions this
demand Is not only exceptional
but alone In the record sales for
proprietary articles In this section."
Under date of August 11th, The
Western Wholesale Drug Co., of
Ios Angeles, Calif., states: "Our
sales of Tanlac this year continue
in large volume, and we hope to
make 1922 a bigger year than
1921.
Our relations with your
firm have been very satisfactory
and profitable."
Since the first of the year It
has been necessary to establish
two new branch offices, one in
N(;w York and one in Los Angeles, and the large modern laboratories at Dayton, O., Walker- and Mexico City
vllle, Canada,
are working overtime, but are
still unable to keep up with the
deluge of orders. Tanlac has been
on the market less than eight
years but more than 30,000,000
bottles have been sold to date.
And the foreign field has been
entered with the most phenomenal success.
Mexico now knows
Tanlac as well as tho people of
the United States and Canada,
while Cuba has received the celebrated medicine with enthusiasm.
The reason for this amazing
demand is found in one word:
No proprietary article
merit.
could long survive the acid test
of time and public trial if it did
not possess real value and produce actual and positive results.
It cannot depend merely on
whirlwind advertising and "first
call" appeal. Back of Tanlac's
unprecedented record in the drug
trade is Tanlac's success in pro
and when this
ducing results,
Is
fact
thoroughly impressed
there cannot possibly be any mys
tery in Tanlac's achievement in
such a short time the achieve
ment of gaining the top of the
and holding undisputed
heap
leadership over all preparations
of its type ever produced.
Tanlao is sold by all good drug
gists. Adv.

COMMISSION URGES
REMOVAL OF WARDEN
OF PENITENTIARY

SOYS

er 26, 1922.

Pkiladtlpkia,
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n
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Pa,

her
Doctor's idea

$

was

MARY Josephine

Murray gained
of a
pound the first three months she
lived in this world. Then her doctor recommended Borden's Eagle
Brand Milk. "She commenced to
gain at once" Mrs. Murray reports,
and six months later she had become a normal, healthy child. On
her first birthday she weighed 23
lbs., 5 oz.
"Our doctor always speaks of her
as a fine, healthy specimen of babyhood" writes Mary's mother. "She
is such a good, happy baby and
sleeps all night long."
Naturally, her doctor's sensible advice as well as her mother's care
have contributed largely to Mary's
wonderful health, even though her
mother feels that she owes it all to
Eagle Brand. But many thousands
of other mothers have found Eagle
Brand the best food for their
babies. And a great many doctors
recommend it just as Mary's doctor did in difficult feeding cases
three-quarte- rs

Prince Umbcrt
Prince Umberto, eighteen, heir to
the Italian throne. U making his
5rst tour of Europe's capitals, un
iccompanled by bis royal parents
Be is reported engaged to the six.
PrinseeJ
Belgian
ld

Marie.

PRINCESS HERMINE OF
REUSS BECOMES NURSE
TO 3 INJURED PILOTS
Saabor, Silesia, Sept. 25 (by tho
Associated Press.) Princess
of Reuss, former Emperor
William's financee, became
to three airplane
pilots and an
American correspondent, whose
turned upBide down while
circling over her estate yesterday.
Two of the men were seriously injured.
The hunting lodge on tho estate
was used to house tho four men.
The princess herself, who was renrnrtrt
turning frnm n irlait n
duchess of Baden, hastened with
ner cnimren to attend to their
needs. Pilot Strunk, who carried
Enver Pasha from Kovno to Moscow wlinn iha lnMnt aunncurlml it.
escaping from his Turkish country
men, was one or the quartet.
Her-min-

e

Lin-woo-

Borden's Eagle Brand Milk has been the
standard for a great many years. For it ia
nothing but milk pure country milk combined with sugar. It is the natural food
when mother's milk is not available.
Your grocer has Eagle Brand. You'll find
it always pure and uniform.

THE BORDEN COMPANY

Borden Building
New York
Malert aha Btritn't Evaporattd Milk, Borden' $
Cktatatt MaltU Milk and Bardtn's Cmfttlitniry.

air-pla-

illlBIffilL
fade fork of The Borden
!. MOT.

ii

Comb

BORDt)

m

state

where the child was underweight
or not gaining as it should.
A child's health is so largely dependent on its food, that no mother
can afford to experiment. Nurse your
baby, if you can, of course, but if
for any reason mother's milk fails,
don't risk foods of which you are
not sure.
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For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns.

T TRUST

Two-Gu-

CALOM

AT ALL
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Big

.

121

Glass-Lumb-

er

BAI.DRIDUB LUMBER CO.
Sflutb First Rfrrct.
Phone 402.

C.

V

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. FonrUi.
Phone 1057--

L U M B E It
GLASS
CEMENT

phone 305.

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

I

,

,

-

Ulds Lieht fc ght
Motor Cars

Midii

Ira

Petes

(F. O. B. Albuquerque)

Adv.

Wind Shield

w.

Airamonjfiice

-

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or tele-

!ll!!li1lllll!llllllll!lPillll!!l!lllH
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43A
43A
43A
43A
43A
43A

OLDS FOUR
Roadster
Touring
Semi-Spo- rt

Brougham
Coupe
Sedan

LIGHT EIGHT
..$1135.00

'..$1680.00

47
47
47
47

.$1800.00

47

$1160.00
$1260.00
$1575.00

Touring . . . .
Sport Roadster
Super Sport
Coupe
Sedan

. . . . . .

...... . . ..

. .

.$1575.00
.7$1830.00
. .$1885.00
.$2095.00
. .$2250.00

Oldsmobile The Best Thing on Wheels

Albuquerque Motor Co.
DISTRIBUTORS.

PHONE

905.

-

:

FOURTH AND COPPER.

September 26, 1922.
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TO OLD MEXICO
Livestock and Agricultural
Loan Company Working
on Plan for Relief of
n
Counties.
Drouth-Stricke-

Removal Of 25,000 to 40,000
head of New Mexico cattle to Old
is
Mexico for winter pasturage
being considered by the Livestock
and Agricultural Loan company
of Kew Mexico, which held a
V. D.
meeting hero yesterday.
of Silver City, a member
vt'urray
V
the board of directors, will go
Sonora to investigate condi-- I
ons, and W. U. Moriey of
also a member of the
Jjoard, will make investigations
in
In the meantime,
Chihuahua.
JI the board will endeavor to make
the necessary official preparations.
The move Is contemplated for
the purpose of giving relief to
the cattlemen of Sierra and Luna
counties who have loans from the
corporation, and whose cattle are
in bad shape because of the
Cattlemen of other secdrouth.
tions, who need the relief, will
have the opportunity also of taking advantage of the plan.
Grass is said to be plentiful In
Old Mexico, while some sections
of this state are almost totally
without grass, and it is feared
many cattle cannot survive the
winter. The Investigators will report on range conditions, and on
the probable menace from bandits and from wolves. If the cattle are moved, they probably will
be handled in a pool, with the
expenses
Three years ago, large herds
were brought into New Mexico
and Texas by individual owners
in Wyoming and Montana, which
states were suffering from drouth.
While not done under federal supervision, as would be the case in
the proposed cattle movement
from New Mexico, these movements give a precedent for such
action.
There is a good market for cattle in Old Mexico, and it is not
unlikely that many of the steers
could be sold there at the expiration of the pasturing period and
at a good price.
That the saving of New Mexico
livestock is important to the state
is shown by the fact, the board
pointed out, that 75 per cent of
the wealth of New Mexico Is derived from the livestock business.
The New Mexico Loan agency
of the war finance board also held
a meeting here yesterday, at
which applications for loans in
the amount
of about $100,000
were approved.
of the loan
Representatives
;ency who met yesterday In the
office of the secretary, .J T). Her-roJr., were J. li. Herndon, A.
O. Simms,
D. T.
Albuquerque;
J oskins, Las Vegas; Lee Baldwin,
10.
l.
A. Cahoon,
Socorro, and
Mag-flalen- a,

pro-rate- d.

Ros-wel-

Directors of the loan company
atjithe meeting were W. D. Mur- W. R. Morley,
i Silver City;
igdalena; C. S. MarSorf, Santa
;l Victor
Culberson, Silver City;
hn W. Poe, Roswell, and C. E.
gelow, Albuquerque.
IMPORTANT INDIAN CASE.
W. C. Reid has gono to Washine- 6, D. C, where he will represent
b Santa Clara Indians of south-- p
Arizona in litigation regarding
iservation lands.
The case has
cn under way for several months,
Id a great deal of testimony has
en taken by deposition. Indians
l ant title to lands that they de-- 1
are belong to them and that have
I een
given over to settlers.

LBUQUERQUD

MOW RIDING TO

The
district court recently
gave a judgment for the Continental Oil company against C. B.
M.
(ionzales of Clapham,
N.
Through error the judgment
was reported to have been given
against C. G. Gonzales.
An application has been filed in
the district court by Mary Frances
Tooley against the New Mexico
Construction company for compensation under the workmen's compensation act for the death of Fred
O. Tooley, her son. She asks for a
lump sum settlement of J2.000.
The Occidental Life Insurance
company has filed suit against J.
II. Doyle for the collection of
$462.54 alleged to be due on a
promissory note.
Suit lias been brought by the
Continental Oil company against J.
S. Phillips for the
collection
of
$38.00 alleged to be due on a mer
chandise account.

TONIGHT IS VAUDEVILLE
NIGHT AT THE CRYSTAL
Tonight is regular vaudeville
night at the Crystal. Some exceptionally good acts make up a program that is more than pleasing,
bill and Hattie Carr appear in a
Musical Oddity, using violin and
guitar in something very different
from anything this theater has
ever played.
The number a9 a

whole is u splendid musical offering of tuneful melodies perfectly
rendered. DeVore and Worth have
a unique little skit staged on the
deck of a ship. The act is entitled
"All Hands on Deck" and there
plenty laughs. They carry their
own stage setting, which is strik
ingly realistic. liesides being good
comedians, these artists have sing
ing voices far above the average.
Their rendition of the beautiful de
scriptive duet "The Wreck of the
Good Ship Love" being especially
worthy of mention. The Romanos
Sisters are pretty young ladies,
their dancing is artistic and graceful. The girls wear very beautiful
costumes. This act is conceded by
eastern critics to be one of the best
of its kind on the American 6tage
today. Ed Hastings is said to be
in a class by himself in a Comedy
Juggling Novelty. The management of the Crystal announces a
special matinee tomorrow afternoon at 2:30: Adv.

18,000 PEOPLE

SAW
BIG CIRCUS SATURDAY

Eleven thousand persons attended the afternoon performance
of the Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey circus here
Saturday, and 7.000 were present
at the night performance.
These
figures were reported by the cire
cus people. Tho big tent Is
of seating 12,000 people. The
circus management, which had ex
pected to play to a comparatively
small crowd in Albuquerque, was
pleased with the attendance. The
circus does not usually stop in
cities or less than DO, 000 people.
At Phoenix, Ariz., which is sur
rounded by a prosperous farming
o
country, the
and Ring.
ling Brothers and Barnum and
tsaiicy circuses both played on
the same day. Each reported two
capacity crowds.
cap-abl-

Sells-Flot-

BANK SUIT IS FILED
IN FEDERAL COURT
The suit of tho Holbrook State
bank against the First National
bank of Albuquerque to recover
$50,000, filed sometime ago In the
district court of Bernalillo county
and subsequently
dismissed,
by
the plaintiff, has been reflled in
the district court of tho nrito
States at Santa Fe.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

WETTER rJURSES

LWAYS

D

UNUSUAL FEATURES
. IN CASE NOW BEING
TRIED AT SANTA FE

MEXICO 15

cr,(n

AFMKLE
Candidate for

Democratic
Governor

Declares

Ex-

travagance and Waste in
State Must Be Stopped.
Special to The- Journal

Santa Fe, Sept. 25. Dropping
into the slang of
occasionally
the moment, James F. Hinkle,
democratic nominee for governor
made his remarks so pointed and
apexpressive as to provoke
plause from a large audience in
the heart of tho enemy's country.
Coming southward from a
y
Journey through northern New Mexico, Senator A. A.
Jones- - and Hinkle found in Santa
Fe Monday night tho largest and
most appreciative audience they
A
have had in the campaign.
geat many republicans, including
a
in
number prominent
quite
party affairs, helped to swell the
audience.
And they were among
the most attentive listeners.
Within tho . last seven years
tho
state's expenditures have
leaped from six to fifteen million
dollars, and New Mexico is now
"riding to a fall," Hinkle declarA little more o this recked.
lessness would soon begin to result in a loss in population and
then, "good night," he warned.
waste
and
must
Extravagance
be stopped, ho said, and can bo
done by the application of a little
business Judgment, such as a successful man would exercise in
the direction of his own business
enterprises.
How to Reduce Expenses
Merely to favor a reduction in
the present high taxation is not
sufficient, he said he told the
resolutions
committee
of
the
state convention.
"Go ahead and
pledge tho reduction, and then
make tho reduction. I know this
can be done by substituting efand
ficiency for incompetence,
and
economy for extravagance,
is
the thing
done."
"My party has nominated at
least one man who has no strings
on him. I have made no pledges,
and I will not make any. When 1
am governor and I speak advisedly I will appoint to office
no man who has not the ability,
honesty and efficiency to handle
the Job acceptably.
And I mean
this for notice that no man need
apply for appointment simply because he can carry a precinct.
"I have had enough experience as a member to know that
a New Mexico legislature will
'

ten-da-

appropriate

anything that

Is

loose.
This practice should be
discontinued.
We ought to git
down to business, eliminate the
overhead
and make our
frightful
appropriations to fit tho revenues available."
Ilond Building Expense
Referring to the useless overhead In road building, he said
that in his county there is a project that has now been surveyed
five times and is Btlll being sur.
He
described
veyed.
another
road that has been constructed
middle
of a lake bed.
through the
Touching upon the penitentiary
episode, which is in the public
prints again, he declared that if
he wore governor he would remove such a warden In 30 minutes.
Senator Jones, introduced
bv
Mrs. tieorge Neel, was lauded
for his efforts in behalf of tho
resolution to submit the nineteenth amendment. He nrefneed
his remarks by expressing his
gratitude and saying he had no
doubt that on November 7 the
women will recognize the Justice
ui a great cause ana roll up a
tremendous
for
the
majority
democratio ticket.
His address was devoted to
national and international issues
Dut ne spoke rather more briefly
than heretofore.
The
leaves
party
Tuesday
morning to spend four days in
Rio Arriba county, which is another of tho enemy Btrongholds.
but which
numbers
several
prominent
democratic
leaders
among its citizens.
-

COMPLETE COURSES IN DAY AND
NIGHT SCHOOL
There Is a good position awaiting you if you are
to
hold It. If you can't attend day school, enroll inprepared
our night

EXPOSITION

L

THE BUSIEST

MAY & HOSKIXG, Proprietors

Special to The Journal
Koni as. There
evi

PLACE
III ALBUQUEROUE

are

unusual and sensational features in
ilia no now nn trial before juune
Colin Neblett, in the United States
district' court, In which J. II. Ferguson, Lafayette Bennett, A. Paul
are
Siegel and Fred Simmons
charged with conspiracy to defraud.
The intownation unuer wnicu
nmwiiMnn la hoine conducted and
the evidence of witnesses so far in- trduced, show that J. H. lerguson,
ac n Hrmniv United States,
!.,
Sprau-limarshal, arrested Samuel
on a charge of manufacturing
in
liquor. Ferguson, it is alleged,
formed Spradlin tnat rsenneii., a.
Tpviis. had been
..,i, nt
arrested on a similar charge, and
with a largo sum of money h.iu.i
prose-..purchased immunity from
, fim information
IJJJ.
UUUUU.
ms
shows, was made to deed over
homestead to Eon C. Mccrory,
acknowledgment to tho signature
on the deed being before Siegel, nn
which is in
attorney of Nara Visa,
Quay county, near tho InTexas line.
that secBennett has a ranch
tion oud is alleged to have been
present at the time of the offense
that is charged. The government
is undertaking to prove that he was
"in on the pluy" and helped se-to
convince Spradlln that he had
cured his own immunity through
use of money.
Officers of tho rederai court '. nrrnat nf the defend!... SIIIUU h v..
IIIUI.
ants in this case, the prosecutlm.
witnesses have been arrested wu
or four times on charges against
nf the peace
i.. h i.mtim
.i
court. .The charges are reported
"
to have been dismissed anii
fleers regard the arrests' as at
tempts to Intimidate.
n

,

Page Three.

UNION LEADERS ARE
REPORTED INDICTED
j
BY U. S. GRAND JURY
"II" Theater "Bought and Paid
Los Angeles, Scot. ;.". Secret
For," a William Ue Mllle production, but a Paramount picture, with Indictments were returned
Annes Ayres and Jack Holt as tho
Judge Bledsoo hero toprincipal stars, is the main attrac- day by tho federal grand Jury,
tion ut the "B" today; also show- which under tho direction
o
ing reels of "Pathe Review" and Hiram C. Todd,
special assistant

Theaters Today

"Current Events" pictures.

Crystal Opera House A high-clavaudeville conpany opens an
engagement at the Crystal tonight,
in musical oddity, comedy Juggling,
novelty dancing, etc. See them;
they are good.

ss

"The Prodical
I.yrlo Theater
Judge," based on the world's famous novel by Vaughan Kester, fean
turing Jean Paige and other
stars, is the main attraction
today at the I.yrlc; also showing the
comedy, "Building Up."
well-know-

I'astlino Theater William Far-nula at the Pastime, starring in
"The Inline Star Ranger," a romance of tho great southwest; also
showing Fox News, Cartoons and
Jimmy Aubrey in "The Riot."
A

R

CAST

IN

"llOl'tiHT AM) PAID FOR,"

1 AM NOT RETIRING
FROM THE RING', SAYS
of Fanny Blaine in "Bought and
Paid For," William do Mille's pro-i- !
GEORGES CARPENTIER
ui lon for Paramount which comes
m tho "B" theater
today, with
Paris, Sept. 23 (by the AssociatAgnes Ayres and Jack Holt in the ed Press.)
"t mi not retiring
featured roles, celebrated her first from the ring.
I shall resume
motion
as
a
picture training as soon as I have recovanniversary
of
that
the
filming
player during
ered, and if Battling Siki, as I hope
picture. During her year before ho will, decides to meet me again,
tln KliPglights, she played in "Too you can be sure tho bout will
not
Much Wife," and "Bobbed Hair" go Rix rounds."
with Wanda Haw ley, Cecil B. do
Thus tho Journal this
Mille's production, "The Affairs of quotes Georges Carpontier, morning
tho deAnatnl," and In "Bought and Paid throned light heavyweight
chamFor." Prior to that time Miss pion pugilist, ns having said yesterl.p.ih

Wyant who plays the role

it hns done
you
Please deny tho state.11
ment
DGE,"
'THE PRODIGAT,
that I am coinir on the Ktairo.
I am a boxer, and 1 mean to re
WITH JEAN PAKiE, AS
STAR, AT THE IARIC main ono as long as I have the
strength to put up iny fists."
Jean ralgc, whose face is remembered throughout the country
's
FLYING BLUEJACKET
for her splendid portrayal in
masterpiece, "Black BeauSELLS HIS AIRPLANE
Prodity," is the heroine of "The
gal Judge," which will be shown
Proscott, Ariz.. Sent. ;s. O. A.
at the Lyric theater today.
Tho book by Vaughan Kester en- Porter, tho "flying bluejacket," who
started
to fly from San Diego to
was
joyed a huge success when it
home in Longniont, Colo., has
published a few years ago, and the his
film version has been made in such sold his airplane to George Thomp
a manner that It is one of the out- son, in Jiellemont, Arizona, and
standing productions of the season. bought a railroad ticket from Belle-moto Longniont, according to
word received hero today. Porter
POPt'LAR WIM.IAM TARM'M
ran into bad luck at Bellemont,
IS AT THE PASTIME IX
when
ho at"THE IvONE STAR RANGER" which culminated
tempted to resume his flight, but
was
to
forced
Willand.
Beginning today, the noted
liam Fox star, William Furnum,
will be seen at the Pastime theater
VERDICT OF SI K IDE.
for two days in "The Lone Star
St. Louis, Sept. 1!5. The
Jury which investigated the
Hanger," a dramatization of the
death of Jncntis Villiard eliior
striking novel of the Texas border
Mr.
this
In
Zane
play
and
by
Grey.
linguist, and who was kidnap
Farnum is said to give one of his ed in Chicago in December of l'J20,
finest portrayals of western char- robbed, held for ransom and later
acter.
released, and who was found In bed
The story contains a love theme today with his throat slashed late
exquisitely developed. Admirers of today returned a verdict of suicide.
Mr. Farnum in this city already
know his ability to throw his
magnetic personality into an emotional role, and there can be little
doubt that a treat is in store for
them.
Director J. Gordon Edwards
staged this picture.
mo good.

Vita-graph-

DIAMOND

SOME MORE GOOD NEWS

Just

Received Shipment

Ladies' Millinery
of

the Latest New York Style

Sale Price $2.98 Up
REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

rilOXE

352-35-

orrosiTE

T. M. C. A.

NOTICE
The members of the Executive
Committee
of the
.Republican
Party of Bernalillo county are
to
called
meet
at the
hereby

DYES

Burke.
A meeting of all of the teachers
of the county has been called for
10 o'clock Saturday morning at the
"Diamond Dyes" add years of courthouse.
Checks will be dis
wear to worn, faded skirts, waists, tributed and ft talk will be
given
coats, stockings, sweaters, cover- by Dr. O. C. West, city and county
ings, hangings, draperies, every- health officer.
thing.
Every package contains
directions so simplo any woman
can put new, rich, fadeless col- FT. WORTH IS GIVEN
ors into her worn garments or
SEVERE DRUBBING AT
draperies even if sho has never
THE HANDS OF MOBILE
dyed before. Just buy Diamond
Dyes no other kind then your
material will come out right, be23. Mobile
Mobile, Ala.,
cause Diamond Dyes are guaran- gave Fort Worth Sept.
a severe drubbing
teed not to streak, spot, fade, or this afternoon, knocking Wachtel,
run. Tell your drugcist whether spitball pitcher out of the box in
tho material you wisli to dye is the sixth inning and winning by a
wool or silk, or whether it is score, 8 to 2. The
series
now stands:
linen, cotton or mixed goods.
Adv.
Mobile, won 3; Fort Worth, 2.
Tho teams left tonight for Fort
Worth.
Manager Nlehoff was the hero
of the game. In the sixth inning
with the bases full, after Mobile
had sent one run over, Nlehoff
drove the ball over the center field
fence. It was the longest drive ever
seen here. The Mobile fans In their
appreciation presented the Bear
manager with a paper sack that
appeared to be full of money.
Acosta was very effective. Hs
pitched the best game of the series
against Fort Worth. His outcurves
puzzled his Panther opponents.
Wachtel used his spittcr with little
effect.
Score by innings:
002 000 000 2
Fort Worth
8
000 215 OOx
Mobile
Goodbrad
Batteries:
Wachtel,
and Haworth; Acosta and Baker.

They all knew
the value of

Resinol
e

POUND SALE
On Thursday the 28th day of
September 1922, at 10:00 a. m..
In front of the city hall, on
North Second street, I will sell
one brown bay horse, will weigh
about 900 pounds, 10 years old,
branded
on left shoulder and
left thigh.
J. R. GALUSHA,
City Marshal.

Fresh Milk srallon lots, also
Butter milk and Cottage cheese.
Swaynes':' Dairy
Adv.

Plione
'r,

1K15--

TABLET IS PRESENTED
TO CHURCH

BY WILSON

Staunton, Va., Sept. 25. Former President Woodrow Wilson
has presented to the congregation

the First Presbyterian church
this city a bronze tablet in
memory of his father, the Rev.
Dr. Joseph R. Wilson, who was
pastor of the church from 1855
to 1857. It was during the Rev.
Dr. Wilson's pastorate here that
of
of

Woodrow Wilson was born.

DECISION TO SHEVLIX.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 25. Eddie
Shevlin, of Roxbury, was given the
Judge's decision over Alex Tram-blta- s,
of California, at the close of
their
bout here tonight.
They are welterweights.
ten-rou-

Dr. SiM
atulirtf erfiof Mint
Si
la all .llm.i
be sealed
ALAN i
elHOD
Rmom nw

mr

igtontitnl'
INTH

ha.M
far lorlli, Mrtl'nl.r .iMren THf IMI aWt
t
ITHOn fin.. K.ltf SO. tinl,. I. .ana
.
Loa Angelas, Calif.
Key
it,
Aroid Inhalant Method Imitators,
H

IS OCTPOINTED
Philadelphia, Sept. 25. Tommy
Loughran, Philadelphia, outpointed George Shade, Los Angeles, In
a fast eight round bout tonight.
The men are mlddleweights.

ble."
"I began to feel weak and all
played out not myself at all," as
Mrs. Vanhook describes her condition. "For about six weeks I was
Just a nervous wreck. I had to
have some one do all my housework.
"My doctor told me my Imprudence had caused shock to the nervous system, and the thing to do
was to use a .tonic to build up my
strength.
"Ho recommended
Cardui
Very soon I saw an improveme. t
in my condition. I used three bottles of Cardui and . . . my health
was restored.
"I am a strong, healthy woman."
Thla Kentucky lady adds that
she "never
fails to recommend
n
Cardui to weak and
lady
friends."
Thousands of women praise Cardui to their friends.
This mild, harmless, vegetable
tonic medicine has been in successful uso for over forty years, In
the treatment of many common ailments suffered by women.
Tour druggist sells Cardui.
Let him supply you, today.

...
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YOU'LL GET RID OF

only,

AO

VwwO

Tuesday
s

Bur Bar Skirting

Bar Skirtinjr in oyster white
only $5.50 value special for Tuesday..
40 inch Bur

Apr

$LtoUO

Wide Spanish Lace'

Beautiful quality Spanish lace in brown and white.
This fabric is being used extensively for various
kinds of trimming specially priced for (?(y A A
Tuesday

VTEtJ

32-In-

Renfrew Gingham

ch

Value in beautiful colors and color combinations in stripes, plaids and plain, special
OQt,
for Tuesday
35c

Single Cotton Blankets

blankets in grey, tan and white,
a splendid value for
borders,
iancy
Cotton

04-8- 0

Tuesday

95t--

;

50c Value pound

Pound Paper

paper in blue, white
and yellow priced special for Tuesday.,
Three-Quart-

39c

Sox

er

Value Three-quartsox in brown,
white and blue, broken sizes, for Tues- day's special

black,
nn
aWtC

Women's fine muslin gowns, $1.50 value,
stitching and lace trimmed, V neck, short
sleeves, special for Tuesday

AO

Made of pink and white webbing,
to 11 values to $1.50, each

CK.t
ODC

!55c

er

Women's Gowns

Bandaux Brassiers

sizes

:J4

Children's Muslin Wear

fancy

iOC

drawers, waists, and gowns made of fine
white muslin, embroidery trimmed, values
to 75c Specially priced each

Slips,

Tennis Shoes

Broken lines of tennis shoes and oxfords in
black and white Special for Tuesday. . .
.

Martha Washington Shoes

Martha Washingtotn black kid shoes
pers values to $8.o0 broken sizes
special

Children s Shoes

and

slip- -

Qr
D.tD

frey

Sizes 8 2 to 11 'in this assortment are value3
from $3.00 to $1.00. Included are patent, button,
J
black and dull calf lace shoes, to close
Qff
out at
1--

tf--

Ol.yD

Save Money on These Specials and Buv Tickets to the

FOR SIX WEEK

.

Chamber
of
Commerce
on
Wednesday,
September
27th.,
This too thine healing ointment It tor ti
1922, at 7:30 p. m., for the purpose of fixing the date for the uh oi mry number of th lamilj bscauaa th
holding of Precinct Primaries in Mmt propartial lht mike it so effective hi
the said county, to elect dele kin troubles, mekt it ideal for
gates to the county Convention
Sore
Bum
for the purpose of nominating a
Cut
Boll
Chafing!
county ticket.
Scratches
Stings
Felon
FRANK A. HUBBELL.
Piles
Wounds
Chairman
FinpUs
P. M. CHACON,
Al oB drutglttu
(Adv.)
Secretary,

Crepe

,

DIE

SPIRIT

Splendid quality Crepe de Chine in navy
40 inches wide, special for

NERVOUS WRECK

SCHOOL MA'AMS NAME
FIRE IN CONSTANTINOPLE:
FOR
COMMITTEEMEN
Kentucky Lady Tells How
Constantinople,
Sept. 25. (by
BOOK BENEFIT BALL
She Became Strong and
the Associated Press, 10:40 p.
m.) A fire la raging in upper
Recommends
Healthy
Plana wero made for the annual
Pera street, a main thoroughfare
of the capital.
The population school ma'ams' ball to be given by
to Weak
Cardui
is in a. state of panic.
the county school teachers for the
Women.
poor children's books, at a meeting of the school superintendents
on Saturday. No date was set for
the affair but committees were
Mount Vernon, Ky. Mrs. CynBLOUSE OR
named to take care of all arrangements for the dance benefit.
thia Vanhook, formerly of StanCommittee chairmen were ap- ford, but now
residing here, says
pointed as follows: Tickets, Miss
Kern and Miss Cecilia Mur- that after her third child was born,
Elda
BABY'S GOAT IN phy: war
tax exemption, Miss Ruth she undertook
to resume
her
Peyton; music, Miss Marie Balling; housework too Boon, "and this
refreshments, Miss Louise Thomp
trouson; hall and license, Miss Irene caused me a great deal of

N.MCA.
A NEW

Tuesday de Specials
Chine

liar-sto-

NOW AT "B" THEATER

ie

Busy as bees are the carpenters
and decorators at the armory
transforming the interior into a
place of beauty and brilliancy for
the Merchants Kxposition which
opens Wednesday, Sept. 27, 7:30
p. m. It is safe to predict standing room will be at a premium.
"Simply grand" is what you'll
say as you enter the big auditorium on the opening night. Twenty-six
of Albuquerque's live wire
merchants will have interesting
exhibits. Free eating samples and
souvenirs and free prizes will be
distributed nightly. Specially arDon't
ranged musical program.
forget the day and date, Wednesday, Sept. 27, 7:30 p. m. Adv.

to Attorney General Daugherty,
condihas been
Investigating
tions growing out of the strike of
railroad shopmen in the Southwest.
It was unofficially reported the
indictments charged eight persons
with "obstructing and preventcommerce
and
ing interstnto
transportation of tho mails."
Names were withheld ;enrtiiiK
arrest of tho persons indicted,
but Mr. Todd
intimated
tiny
"wero among tile union lalmr
leaders", at Needles. California,
where a number of Santa
trains were held several
dnya
were reported
while passengers
to have suffered from tho desert
heat.
It Is understood the next inquiry will be into the holding of
trains and passengers and mail
on the Santa Fe lines at
and Seligmar,
California,

learn,

BEVERIDGK ACCEPTS
Sept. 25. Albert
Indianapolis,
J. Beveridge, republican nominee
for United States senator today,
invitation from
.an
accepted
President Harding to open the
republican campaign in Ohio next
Tuesday in Columbus.

ALBUQUERQUE.

AN OLD STORE WITH

before-Federa-

IF YOU DO NOT GET
Wyant had an extensive and varied day.
"t made a mistake," but I learnstage career, playing with Willie
YOUR RECORD TODAY,
Coliicr, Madge Kennedy and other ed my lesson. One is never too old
REASON
THE
'
HERE'S
screen notables.
to
and
see
25. Sam
Sept.
Washington.
Robinson has been tho house leg
man for the Congressional Record
almost since the time it began
tho only
publication. He is about hill.
Sit
on tho
popular reporter
waair Un hns cone to the
governments big printing plant
with enough copy to cnoKe an elephant. He never fell down until
today.
After tramping through the
house office building until he was
fnnxnrs and wenrv. Sam produced
such a small lot of bright, snappy
items that the editor deciaeu noi
to go to press tonight and that.
the heels nf Carnentier's
ir,
coll'apso and with tho world series
almost at tho ball rans aoor.
Before the house adjourned
nearly everybody got permission
to print undelivered speeches, and
like a good reporter Sam went to
eet them. But in most cases he
found nobody at home.
"Not your fault, Sam," said tno
editor. "Run along to the movies
and try again tomorrow."
And that'3 why the Record
missed the malls and why It
won't be on your breakfast table
In the morning, with its hot Btuff
and its features.

Golden (Rule 6Vore

B.P.O.E. 46t
KIjKS'
I ncl.
Oct.
3--

cuuts

EN"' Carnival.

Hinkle Does Not
Equivocate
S;inta Fe, Sept. 21.
In answer to a telegraphic
Inquiry from Dr. ii. ft.
Mills, of tho Methodist conference now In session in
Katon, as to his record and
present stand on prohibition,
Dr. Charles L. Hill has just
wired:
"Answering your Inquiry,
wish to state that 1 supported the dry amendment
to the constitution of thu
United States and the precinct in which I resido in
went
Dona
Ana
county
strongly In favor of ' state
which I also
prohibition,
supported.
"I consider liquor a menace to health and a financial handicap and certainly
of
favor the enforcement
national and adequate state
on
laws
the subject."
C. L. HILI.
(Signed)
Hinkle's answer to a similar inquiry by the conference was weak and equivocal.
STAFLIW
Publicity Manager.

Mills. Pept.
R. H. Carter. County Chairman, Katon. N. St.:
Question has arisen
our attitude toward
reYou are
prohibition.
to
quested and authorized
say to tho Methodist conference that we favor the
KiKhteenth amendment and
stand for the strict and
enforcement of
Impartial
all prohibition laws thereboth
federal and
under,

itate.

A. A. JONES

JAMES F. HINKLE
The above Is a copy of a.
telegram sent by Senator
Jones and Hinkle.

.

Adv.

VAUDEV

BLACKHEADS SURE
There Is one simplo, safe and sure
way that never fails to get rli of
blackheads, that Is to dissolve them.
To do this get two ounces of calo-nlpowder from any drug store
iprlnkle a little on a hot, wet sponge
rub over the blackheads briskly
rash the parts and you will be surprised how the blsckheads have disappeared. Big blackheads, little
blackheads, no matter where they
dissolve and disappear,
ire, simply
leaving the parts without any mark
whatever. Blackheau are simply a
mixture of dust and dirt and secretions from the body that form In the
pores of tbe skin. Pinching and
squeezing only cause irritation,
make large pores, and do not get the
blackheads out after they become
hard. The calonite powder and the
water simply dissolve the blackhead to they wash right out, leaving the pores free ami clean and in
natural condition.
their
blemtroubled with these unsightly Anyone
ishes should certainly try this simple method,
te

Adv.

ORE FEET

8oothd and healed by

rubbing nightly with

HIGH CLASS SELECTED ACTS
TODAY AND TOMORROW
Matinee Wednesday
Bill & Hattie Carr
A Musical
2

Oddity

Ed. Hastings
Comedy

Juggling Novelty

Devore & Worth
"ALL

HANDS ON DECK"
Comedy Act.

A

Romanos Sisters
CInssy Xovelty Dancers

"The Woman in Room 13"
DON'T FORGKT THF. MATTNFF WEDNESDAY
AETEKNOON AT 2:150

PRICES:

7:15 ami 9:13.
Xlghts:
Mutlnoc: 2:30 Wednesday
Night. 53c. 35r: Children, 23c.
Matinee: S3c; Children. 10c.

t
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Vapor uk Crystal Opera House
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Ail
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Easing

the
25. (by
Sept.
Press) Smiled, which
Lord Curton's face as
the
from
ho departed
prime
in
office
residence
minister's
afthis
afternoon
Downing street
ter linking a detailed report to
the cabinet of his Paris mission,
typllied the general easing up of
in the Near East
the tenseness
from
the
situation as viewed
British capital.
Kverywhore in official circles
of relief
therfl iiro expressions
thai the war crisis uf last week
has been replaced by old .diplomacy with such an old hand as
Ciirznn
directing British 'policy,
and although there is no word
that the allied note has. yet been
delivered' to
Xenial
Mustnpha
Pasha, thtr nationalist leader, it is
nil iniated
that his refusal to
coin" to terms is extremely un-

g

1

1
1

likely.

1

Always Wauls a First Offer
view is held in authoritative allied circles that immedlute
would
be
acccptanco
against
Turkish
propensities".
"trading
It is said that the Turk in baror other-wi-- c
gaining diplomatically
always wants a lirst offer
made lo him. When he holds the
other to it and angles for further concessions.
Tho allies have
made Kemal Pasha a dellnito offer to Constantinople.
Thrace to
the Maritza river and membership in the League of Nations,
but it is believed that Kemal will

1

Tiic

'

'
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Two-bas-

La-va-

Double
Burns.
plavg Parkinson to Wrightstone
to Leslie; Fonseca. to Bohne to
Base on balls Off BeDaubcrt.
han, 1: O. Smith. 1. Struck out
Bv Behan, 2: by G. Smith. 8: by
Rixey, 3. Hits Off Behan. 7 in
4 innings:
Smith, 9 in 5. Hit by
pitcher By Behan ( Rixey I. Losing pitcher Behan. Time 1:4 2.

r. Parkinson.

d

T.

1

2

4
4
4
4
4

a

1

1

2

1

0
a
0

1

3

0

1

0

4

1

1

7

ii

1

o
0
0
0

1

0
0
0

37

3

9

Tlapp. oh

William cf
Walker, rf

.

.

.

Parkinson, 2b..

Lee, If
Leslie, lb
Peters, c
Behan, p
Mokan
O. Smith, p

xxllenllne

1

...

Totals

1
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o

0
0
0

1

0

1

1

0

0
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0
0
1
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3
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2

2
0
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S

3

1

4

0
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Totals

Batted for Behan
Batted for

G.

innings:

Cincinnati

Philadelphia

3
8
3

0

n

0
0
0

12

0
0

r

ft

1

2
2
0

O

5

0

7

1

1

0

2

0

16 27
in fourth.

3

Smith in ninth.

200 400 10310
3
1 000 000
hits Pet-
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Summary:
Puncan,
ers, Roush,
Hargrav.
Home run Daubcrt. Stolen bas- e

Two-ban-

I,

Young Men
Down!
They' Make Women, Too, m Puzzle!
How S. S. S. Stop. Skin
Eruptions PotitiTelj.
Pimples ajid skin eruptions hira a
you pay for every pustule,
frlce,
black-heaand pimple on your face.
Pimples produce prejudice and preTent
prosperity. Tour heart may be cold.
d

ClANT. Mfk.

NATIONAL I.EACilE
W. L Pet.
New York

89

Pittsburgh

.S3

St. Louis

82
S3
78

Cincinnati
Chicago
Brooklyn

Philadelphia

Boston

CS

74

71
70

53
50

93
97

.605
.303
.350
.330
.523
.493
.372
.340

The

8. 8. Will Bid

ef the Crmhlnf

YANK MSR.

Club
5landi$

AMERICAN

93
90

S7
61

79

73

Chicago
Cleveland ...
Washington .

77
76
60

Boston

D9

74
76
81
87
92

.620
.590
.520
.510
.500
.449
.412
.391

Detroit

Philadelphia

mission.
The
tion, however,
going to
York Sun.

are

61
'

-
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outting and partnff merely makrt a bad1
matter worne. Million! of others ar
wiser. They know how canity and quickshrivel and peel
urn and
ly '"Gcts-It- "
calluses eff In one piece.
Get your
money back If It falls. "Wear new shoes
with comfort. Get a bottle today.
Costs
Lawrence & Co,, Mfr Chicago.
but a trifle everywhere. Sold In Albuand
querque by Alvarado
Pharmacy
Adv.
BriEgs Pharmacy.

cfw.

I

Guard Your Health

AjST

We

ga6

Sure To Lie

PREVENTIVE

AlStitf

CATARRH
ot PLAUUtw

Afford Uimotit Pretaoltsn
'i libelee. Kft H ) Ii
H Druajir!ta w
it
Co.
H r9 Ijewkman St.. Ngw York

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Fr

Smoking is for pleasure. Have you found
the cigar that can please you best? If
you like it "mild", then Mozart is well
worth your trying.

It

"mild" cigar, above all
things, but the Havana vie have chosen
is made to be a

for it has a fragrance worth experiencing.
An uncommonly
beautifully made

mild, fragrant cigar

Consolidated Cigar Grporation

j

'ra

iJf fc

i

gjpF

LOUIS LEWKOWITZ

have

coal,

New

n

j

T
W
WESTON S

--

specially
prepared
Malt

Syrup
HopS.r
, ana r Alter jl

t?h5di grade
U.

Shipped anywhere
in United States

J(ai? OtxL'rr Solicited

E.J.Weston

.HlW.SiS Los Angeles

Copyright, 1921, by the International Js'ows Service.
Begistered U. S. Patent Office.
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CORNS
and

important ques-i- s
whether we
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
if

liff

CLUB OWNERS IN THE
WESTERN LEAGUE TO
capital and chief
MEET NEXT FRIDAY cityConstantinople,
of ' tho Turkish empire, was
originally tho ancient city of ByPresident zantium. In 330 B. C, the Emperor
Chicago, Sept. 23.
Tearney, of the Western league, to- Constantino niado it the capital of
a
issued
call
annual the Roman empire, and culled it
for
the
night
fall meeting of the club owners to after his own name. The city lies
be held in Tulsa, Oklahoma, next on an arm of the sea called the
Friday. The series between Tulsv Golden Horn, and is protected by a
winner of tho Western league pen- great wall built by the Byzantine
nant, and the winner of the Dixie emperors.
series between Mobile and Fort
In area Turkey is not much
Worth, will be arranged at that
time.
larger than California.

;

YISIIU.E SI IM'LY Ol" ;UAI
New York, Kept. 25. Tho visible supply
of
American grain
shows
the following
changes:
Wheat increased 055,000 bushels;
com increased
444.000
bushels;
oats decreased 807, 000 bushels;
rye.
increased 2,045,000 bushels;
barley increased 231,000 bushels,

"Want 1,100,000 francs net, ex-- ,
elusive of income tax. Am ready to
leave immediately and have Sikl
light Wills October 20."
The extra 100,000 francs above
he million mark, Hellers explained,
was for the expenses of the trip to!
tho United States and for training
expenses.
with absinthe!
"I am through
from now on," Siki said to the As-- j
1 am a
soclated Press tonight.
champion now, and I must behave
to
refused
He
like a champion."
partake of a glass of champagne u
which was offered him during
toast to his victory.
Meanwhile Carpentier is lying ill
and badly battered ut his home.
He is not yet aware that he lost
hla lunrr-ln thn man from Sene
gal. He still is under the impres-- l
slon that the negro was disqualified.
This morning Georges asked to
Those at the
see tho newspapers.
bedside, however, told him the
doctor's Instructions were that ho
must have absolute rest and that
he must not read owing to the con- -

TO LfcARN THE
Pet.

.

but who wants to klas eruptions?
Pimply men don't look like toe owners
ef anything. Pimply women, too, are
and ift
.puzzles, with no prospects
power. Young men and women, here
the positive way out. Physics and
purgatives will fall. What you need
is a scientific
8. 8. B.
Is one of the most powerful destroyers
of blood impurities. Tou can prove this
In a short time. S. S. H. bas been
passed on by a Jury of millions of people just like yourself. It is considered
one of the most powerful vegetable
blood purifiers and
in
That's why you hear of so
existence.
many underweight people putting on
lost flesh in a hurry, why you hear of so
many rheumatics being freed from this)
scourge, with S. 8. S. Start today with
B. X. H. and see your face clear and
your skin get ruddier, your flesh
firmer. It will give you a boost in your
rsreer. 3. 3. 8. Is sold at all drug
stern, In two sizes. The larger alee
Is the more economical.

LEAGl'E

W. L.

New York ..
St. Louis. . .

--

38
66
07

n

CilGAR
Mild as a May Morning and as fragrant

New York, Sept. 25. Battling
Siki has lecn offered terms for a
contest either with Harry Wills,
negro heavyweight, or Harry Greb
of
Pittsburgh, American
light
heavyweight title holder, Thomas
V. O'Rourke,
matchmaker of the
Republic Athletic club, said tonight
in confirming Associated Press despatches of a proposition made to
the conqueror of Georges Carpentier.
O'Rourke. however, said that his
offer was for $25,000 or a privilege
of 25 per cent of the gate receipts.
Instead of the cabled figure o(
$20,000.
ORotirkc tonight had received no
direct answer from Siki's manager.
L'ntil he does lie declined to indicate, whet utitudo ho would take
toward the Senegalese boxer's demand for 1,100,(100 francs, approximately $83,000 at the current rate
of exchange, for a contest with
Will;! next month.

lows:

Pimples Keep

r.

of
Carpentier,
Conqueror
His
Manager,
Through
Cables His Price for a
Bout in U. S. October 26.
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of people liav. only Ihtm-ftlv- e.
Thouiand
to blame for, corn aguny,
etc. Triinnilnif ana "Irosuins."

.11

dition of his damaged eye. He has
not been told that tho ,1udges reversed the decision of the referee
awarding him the bout on a foul
and still believes himself the
of the
champion
world.
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PRIEST DROPS DEAD
WHILE READING MASS
Wankon, Iowa, Sept. 23. Father
Slattery, Westridge priest, dropped
dead while reading
mass In hi?
church Sunday morning.
Father
Slattery, fifty years in the priesthood, was 75 years old. He was a
native of Ireland, and served as
nriest in churches
at Lyeurgus,
Farley, Storm Lake and Fort Dodge.
Kurlul will be held Wednesday
morning in charge of an archbishop
from Dubuque.
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Burns, rf
Viaubert, 1b
Duncan, It
Tloush, ef
Fonseca, 2b
Hargrave, o
Pinellt, 3b
Bohne, 8
Bixey, p
x
xx
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Don't Baby
Corn's -- Use

Raton, N. M., Sept. 25. One of
the largest bears in New Mexico,
a monster black grizzly, which
has killed 13 head of cattle within the past few weeks in the vicinity of Chloride, was trapped
last week by Federal Hunter L.
Inmann. The bear carried the
trap five miles through
heavy underbrush before it was
caught. The trail was followed
by tho hunter and his pack of
dogs, several of which were injured by tho bear before he could
call them off. The bear skin is
the largest one received by the
biological survey for several years.
Katou Gets Cup.
At a meeting of the Northern
Colorado
New
Baseball league, the silver trophy
cup won by Hie .Baton team in
mo seasons games was presentee,
to Manager McDermltt
for tho
team.
which was
At this meeting,
preceded by luncheon ot the cafe,
the season's business was closed
tip and plans discussed for 1923.
It Is possiblo that La Junta and
Clayton will enter the league next
year. Tho Do Luxo management
tho league directors
presented
with a fine cake at this meeting.
Those present were John Carulh-ers- ,
president, Van Houten; Frank
Crouch, secretary, Berwind; Earl
Dawson;
Scoit,
Harry Joyce,
Trinidad; .1. L. McDennott, Baton.
Mexico-Souther-

1922.

2G,

nfter-noon-

Paris, Sept. 25 (by tho Asso- cialed Press). One million francs
is the amount which
Battling
of Georges
Sikl, the coimueror
a
America
to
Carpentier, ask to go
to light Harry Wills nt the Polo
AMKRK AN LKAOVK.
(.rounds on October 20. Slanager
None scheduled.
Hellers cabled Tom O'itourke,
tho American fight promoter, this
i
i:.
wi:sti;kx
evening in response to an offer
Oklahoma City. 2; Tulsa, 3.
of $20,000.
Dcs Moines, 2: Sioux City, 11.
considered
he
Hellers
said
No others scheduled.
inadeoffer totally
O'Kourke's
quate. Hi: added that he had rea
or
for
sum
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
ceived an offer
large
St. Paul, 3; Indiannpolls, 0.
Sikl to meet, the winner of the Joe
Beekett-P'ran.Muran fight in EngKansas City, 19; Toledo, 2.
No others played.
land on "liuxlnff day." the day after
Christmas. Ueckett and Moran will
fight October 12. Tho manager of
tho Senegalese said lie did not desire to cu to the I'nited States un- hesa the financial inducements made
it worth while.
Sikl himself at first was disinclined 10 make the trip to the United Slates, but later said he would
do so if Heller's terms were accepted.
It is the opinion of Heller
that It would be a good thing for
NATIONAL LF.AGIK
Sikl to meet Wills immediately as
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
ho considered Wills tho only man
Brooklyn at Boston.
standing In the way of a built be
tween
Siki and Jack Dempsey fori
AMERICAN LEAGVE
the world's championship.
Open date.
The message sent by Hellers to
n O'Rourko this evening was as fol-- !
NATIONAL I.KAt.lK.
Cincinnati, 10; Philadelphia,
New York, 5; St. Louis, 4.
.No others scheduled.

BIGGEST BEAR SEEN
FOR MANY MONTHS IS
CAUGHT NEAR CHLORIDE

is one of tho young

the season, best
ability to empty-goosegg fritters down the big
Bambino's neck, and the rest of the
Kt. Louis twirling staff, Davis, Van
Gilder, Wright, Rayno and Kolp,
have sparkled In the display.
it's going to be tough for tho
s
boys who spent the summer
on th grandstand to go
the
winter
without
long
through
r
watching a Williams, Pruett or

known

FIT WILLS

TO

ESULTS

series today.
Kppa lilxey turned
in his twenty-thirvictory of the
season for the Tieds. Score:
Philadelphia.
A 13. It. IT. PO. A. !:.
YVrightstone, ss 4 0 2 2 43 '10

Lefty Pruett
sensations of

II

WANTED

DAYS

Philadelphia,
two Philadelphia
pounded
hurlers for an easy ten to three
same of the
second
tho
in
victory
nati

United States.

MILLION FRANCS

YESTER

10: I'lilludolphia. S.
23. CincinSept.

Cincinnati.

w

pci at uro on a hike skyward with a.
lusilade of home runs that throat
ed to knock Babe Ruth's golden
una pea a into the dismal swamp.
George Hisler hus been the grand
n id glorious outstanding,
figure of the Browns. He was the
first 'bambo In either league to
chalk up 100 hits, also the first to
He stole bases
score fifty .runs.
with the dexterity of a city slicker
working on the Jays" pocketbooks
at a country fair.
The name of Urban Shocker has
become a household word in the

Tl.o St. Louis Browns arc out of
the P' rvant race, but you've gotta
hand it to them for one thing: They
furnished the majority of fireworks
for the season of 1922 and provided
and arguments
more excitement
But
than a presidential election.
for them the race would have been
the
Yanks.
for
a walkaway
With the corpulent Lee Fohl at
In th holm of the Mound City's war
ship, the smoKP oL me oaiue na
in been Fast Indian incense to the
nostrils of St. Louis fandom.
Ken Williams started the tom- '.'

n 11 39 22
37
Totals
for McQuillan
xx Batted
ninth.
xxx Batted for Cunningham
ninth.
Bv Innings:
300 000 001
pt. i.ouls
000 102 001
New York
hits BanSummary:
hits
croft, Young. Three-bas- e
Home run-K- elly.
Krisch.
Hornsby,
TSottomley,
Sacrifices
Jfeusel:. Double plays Bancroft
Kelly; Frisch - Bancrorvasc
on balls Off
ft-Kelly,
McQuillan, 3; fiyan. 1: Pfeffer. 4.
Struck out By McQuillan. 1: llyan.
Hits Off McQuil1; Pfeffer. 4.
lan, 8 in 9 innings; Ryan, none in
one.
pitcher Ryan.
Winning
Time 1:30.
-

Urban
SnocKm

0

!)

3

3
n

rf.

li

Xlyan,

8x28 10

4

out when winning

n,

London,
Associated

New York
N'cw York, Sept. LTi.
clinched its tenth National league
championship here today, wlion the
(Hants defeated SI. bonis in a
game five to four. It. was
llio eighth rlmnun.ship won in
Xcvv York miller .McO raw's learler-.-hi- p
nm and marks tho first
time since 1!U3 that a national
lias repeated,
league champion
(jooige Kelly's hitting was largely
responsible for Now York's victory,
lie. tied the score in tlie sixth inning Willi ;i home run with Young
on hare, while his single in th-.tenth, after Young had been intentionally passed, drove in Frlse'i
with the winning run. Score:
St. I mis.
ir. ro- a. k
ar, u.
n 0
1
1
Blades. If
0
5
- 0 'l
.1. Smith, ef
:l
)
2
f.
3
Hornsby. CI
Bottomlev, lb.. 3 n l S 0 0
0
2
4
t
Stock, 3h
1
0
a
0
4
Sehultz, rt
"
L van, ss
3
O
3
d
:!
"
Clonionj. c
4
0
'
1
3
0
Ffeffer, r
:

I

Up of the
Tenseness x in "the Near
East Situation Is Reported in the British Capital.

General

Its Tenth
Championship, Defeating
St. Louis, 5 to 4, in a
g
Contest.

New York Wins

1

1

probably reply with a demand
for all of Eastern Thrace and
complete retirement of the British from the neutral zones before
the Turks enter Into a peace conference.
It is taken for granted, however, both in Paris and London
that no reply will bo forthcoming from the nationalists leader
Franklin-BouilloM.
sees
until ho
the French envoy, who
Is expected
to reach Smyrna
Thursday.
All Dniigcr Is Not Tast.
That all danger is not past
is evident from today's despatches reporting a new Kemalist incursion in the Chanak zone, neca further
warning
essitating
from tho British' commander
there.
Details of the affair are
meager, and it may not be serious, since, according to The
Times
Chanak
correspondent,
small Turkish
cavalry patrols'
were still in tho zone yesterday,!
but ho anticipated no difficulties
as Turks were showing a gen
uine- desire to bo reasonable
Even when Kemol's reply js
received there are likely tto be
for it is
prolonged negotiations,
believed that Kemal will demand
the admission of Ittissia and
to
the
Bulgaria
conference,
which, in itself, would provide
for
protractopportunity
amp!
ed discussions.
In the meantime the British government
is
not relaxing its ' military
and
naval preparations.
More battalions of guards aro making
nt
Aldershot
for
the
ready
early embarkation.
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A STENOGRAPHER'S

ROMANCE

STRIPED SUIT FOR x
WINTER HIKING

AM) BICYCLE
HIDING.

Chapter

7

"What a lonesome sort of a place
this Big Town is!" Nellie said to
Cora. "It's something fierce.''
"You won't notice the loneliness
when you find the Idnd of work
you want and like," Cora returned,
"I was Kick with loneliness at first."
"Honest? Well, I guess if you
stuck it out I can! Then I have
you. What on earth I would do
without you now .1 don't know.
Jump off the dock, I guess."
"Oh, no you wouldn't, unless you
can swim. You have loo much grit
to give up, Nellie," Cora spoke seriously now, "and I am not going to
lose faith in you your pluck."
Nellie's forlorn condition .appealed to Cora. Her witty speeches
amused her. Although unaware of
the fact, she needed Nellie almost
as much as Nellio needed her.
Nellie worked hard. At times
Cora was afraid she would break
down, but tiny as she was she
seemed to have a wonderful store
of reserve energy. She earned all
and more than Mrs. Thompson
gave her, so gained her good will.
She studied for hours, spelling each
word out loud several times until
she knew it perfectly. She practiced on the typewriter to Increase
her speed, and ns this was the, part
of her work she really liked, she
improved vastly with a rapidity
that astonished the more plodding
Cora.
Rut shorthand that was her despair! The little lines and pothooks
that meant so much, or were supposed to mean so much, stood for
nothing to her. Yet she kept on
doggedly, declaring she'd not he
stumped by those horrid little
scratches, not if she knew it. Nevertheless, it was slow work. Kven
Cora became almost discouraged at
times.
"It'll come all of a sudden someday," Gladys Doran, a friend or
Cora's, told her. "I was Just as bad
as you are. Nellie. T couldn't, seem
to make any sense out of shorthand
at all. Then after I was almost discouraged it came to me, and now I
am called an expert, because I can
lead the shorthand others write as
well an my own."
"That's the way riding n bicycle
came to me.' Nellie replied, much
impressed. "The grocery boy let
me ride his'n. I tumbled oft of toner than 1 got on. gee, you should
have seen me! I was that black
and blue! Honest you couldn't find
a place big enough to put a pin
down that wasn't. Then, Just as I
most give up, it come as easy and
I never tumbled off again."
"That will be the way shorthand
will come to you," Gladys returned
laueliinglv.
"Only vou won't be
hi:- - l; and blue."
"Won't I? I guess if you could
look into my road, you'd find my
brain black and blue If T've got

AXSWEKKD

C. S. II.:
Soften the warts by
rubbing into them either salt,
olive oil or lemon Juice: and, each
time the hand": are washed, use a
little pumioo on them.
With reddish brown
X. Y. Z.
hair and deep blue eyes you ran
wear all colors:
but the best
choice will bo all shades of green,
brown or blues. To retain that
glint in your hair, shampoo once
in throe weeks using a fine quality of soap such as castilo or
similar.
Lila: Extract the coarse hairs
Kleacli the
by using tweezers.
finer onrs with peroxide.
Mrs. jr. C: Henna shampoo is
mndo by ndxing one ounce or
Egyptian henna with three ounn-of powdered castile soap. This
makes enough for several shamof
Take a tablespoonful
poos.
this mixture and put it Into a
pint of hot water: rub this ovr
tho head, working it into a lather.
Let it remain from 10 to 15 minutes and proceed as in any shamThis gives luster and richpoo.
ness but in no way changes the
shade of the hair.
Anxious M. C: The condition
causes
which
neuralgia
your
could affect your hair, as the
hair's health follows that of the
wholo system.
H. M. D.: An ounce of Epsom
Salts to a pint of water will form
a strong solution to be used in

)
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pretty."

Gladys Doran bad left home
when she was 15 years old and had
struggled for five years to attain
her present position. She knew
what it was to be both hungry and
cold, but she had always kept her
She was quick, a
independence.
good worker and a good girl. But
she knew the seamy side of
officework
far more intimately
than did Cora, who with her better
due
her refinement,
education,
largely to environment, had never
been exposed to the coarser side of
life at home, had seen little of it,
due in a measure to her letters of
reference.
Gladys, like Cora, realized thai
Nellie's unusual beauty niijht bo
more of a hindrance, than a help
to her ambitions, but neither of
them told her so. She would find
it out for herself soon enough.
Tomorrow Study and Hard Work.

REPUBLICANS
TO NAME
DATE FOR CONVENTION
IN BERNALILLO COUNTY

LKTTERS

NEW YEAR

A

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.
By 10LOISIJ

Sports suits for winter wear are
practically tho only suits in demand this season except for a
few strictly tailored navy trieo-tin- e
models. It has been unanimously decided a coat season and
the few sports suits are the only
kind which command attention.
Mixtures, dark tweeds, homespuns,
trelains and novelty weaves are
the favored materials for sports
wear. They come in all shades
of tan, brown, gray and blue and
in many mixtures and a few high
colors. Stripes are not usual but
now and then a novelty suit uses
stripes with telling effect.
It is the material which is the

IStSY DAYS,
Tho sexton views the rows of
tombs with pride, because he
planned them: ho says, "These little quiet rooms! All sorts of folks
demand them. Pew wish to sleep
beneath the grass in robes that
havs no pouches; and yet they will
step on tho gas, and I prepare their
couches. One sees a railway train
approach, the sand and gravel tossing, and ho should halt his choo-cho- o
coach, and not attempt the
crossing; but foolishly he thinks to
pass, and save a half a minute, and
fiercely steps upon the gas mark
yonder grave! he's in it. One would
enjoy an evening's Jaunt, a harmless sort of revel; he takes his wife

MRS. SIMS WEDS
H. P. MALKUS IN
SATURDAY

'

WANTS mi

Mick's

-

I

massaging the fleshy part of the
a ikles for
reduction purposes.
Katharine C. It is not advisable to peel the skin, as it would
bo left in such a dellcnte state
that it would be affected by every
chango of temperature or , other
renditions.
Tho few blemishes
that you have now will be nothing
those you will
with
compared
have after making the skin sensitive through this unnatural process.
Ton can bleach tho liver
spots by persistent applications of
lemon Juice or cucumber lotions.
L. A. it
If vou curl the hair
by using heated irons you would
not have any need for the curling fluid.
K. K.: Spirits of camphor is
drying to the skin. Do not overdo
Hie applications.
The best
method for clearing Iho skin was
siven in the chat of yesterday,
the flesh not oniy
squeezing
bruises it but it will cause tho
largo pores to coarsen even more.
AYhen powder
Header:
does
not stay on the skin, it is not so
much tho fault of tho powder as
the condition of tho skin; if it is
inclined to be dry the powder
blows off and if the skin is very
actlvo it throws the powder off.
If the skin is dry rub into it a
bit of cream before using powder;
if it is oily remove all secretion
first. There are any number oC
good powders and among them
are those made from rice or lyco- podium.

Appointments of Methodist;
Bishop Include Return of!
Local
Minister;
Bright
Remains Superintendent.

at

Following is the list of appointmoots made by Bishop Charles
Mead at tho annual conference i!
the Methodist JSplscopal church ol
New Mexico, which recently finished a four days' session in Den-- ;
ver:
Knj;lisli isli'ict.
Dr. S. Alonzu
Superintendent,
Bright, Albuuuerquc.
Albuquerque, Frank K. McGinn;;
Belen, to be supplied; Cimarron, 1.
U. Traveller; Clayton,
J, liylej
Keegan; Clayton circuit, to be supplied; Columbus, to be siipplu-dDos Moines, supplied, C. C. ltrowu;
Ml Paso, First Church, Henry
ValkenbuiK; Orchard .Park. G. A.
Crowder; Fstaucia, F. K Kdwapis;
Elephant Kutte and Mesilla. G.
Hartou; Las Vegas, II. K. .Mill'-Maxwell, H. M. Merited; iMHIi,
James Fletcher; Mountainair, to b
supplied; Mogollon, to be supplied;
Nara. Visa., W. H. Stevens; Katun
and Itaton parish. Unfits C Ha Inland Supply; ltoswell, T. K.
Santa Fe, S. W. Marble;
Santa Itosa. to bo supplied; Silver
City, F. C. Harding: Solano and.
Mus'iuoro, I.. F. Dunlap; Springer,
J, W. Van Gundy; Taos, to be supplied; Tres liedras, to be supplied;1..
Willurd and Fort Sumner, Ira
l.iulwick.
Spanish District.
Superintendent, Dr. H. A.

X

eight-year-o-

ld

-

o'clock, and the rest of the
day will take care of itself."
"X

A cup of fine coffee like

Schilling's helps a lot.

CITY OF SANTA FE IS
INTERESTED IN CODE
OF BLMLDING HERE
Santa Fe is considering modeling
its building code on that of Albuquerque. City Manager P. H. Calkins yesterday received from Colonel U. E, Twitchell, president of
the Santa Fe chamber of commerce,
a request for copies of all city or
dinances
building.
regulating
plumbing, wiring and sewer installations. Colonel Twitchell's letter
stated that Santa Fe business men
have decided to take the lead in
arousing interest in modern regulations governing building.
It Is
presumed that the ordinances of
this and other cities will be taken
as a basis for new ordinances in
Santa Fe.

few-oth-

Albu-ouerq-

Wings of the morning!
"Be cheerful until ten

and maiden aunt to hold the rear
seat level. Another auto would
pass by; it honks and seems to
worry; why not let it do bo why?
lie's in no earthly hurry. But he's
a sport, and naught shall pass, no
boat can beat his Lizzie; he steps
down hard upon the gas and so
they keep mo busy. One journeys
sadly while It rains, and sighs. "I
know I'd ought to, but how I hate
to put on chains!
"Take chances''
is my motto. I hate to kneel in
dirty grass, in mud and slime to
wallow, and so I'll feed the old bus
gas' ho rests in yonder hollow."
The sexton often sighs, "Alas! My
lot is hard and heavy, hut while
the boys step on the gas there's no
rest for the weary."

GOVERNMENT KILLING
PRAIRIE
DOGS
OVER
LARGE AREA IN N. M.
Over 121,000 acres of land in New
Mexico were treated for prairie dog
extermination by the United Slates
biological survey during the month
of August, according to
figures
compiled at the offices hero. The
crop lands treated totaled 1",22."
acres and the range lands, lOS StiS
acres.
The work was done in practically
all of the counties of the state, the
iargest tract of 24,007 acres of
range land and over 2,000 acres of
crop land being treated in Colfax
The extermination work
county.
required 7,724 quarts of poisoned
grain as bait for the destructive
rodents.
Turkey has 26 official holidays in
the year, when business is

t,

A box of tho finest New Mexico
apples from the i:io Grande valley
will bo exhibited at the Mississippi
state fair, which will open at Jackson, Miss., on October in. A crate
of blue ribbon winners from the
Bernalillo county produce exhibit
is being shipped by D. K. McKee,
secretary of the chamber of commerce.
"We want to show them how we
grow apples here," said Mr. McKee.
"They think we don't raise anything
but sand storms and horned toads.
Mississippi will have to go some, to
beat these apples. We're sending
several varieties of apples and two
specimen pears."

NEGROES ARE FINED
FOR TAKING CANNED
FOOD WITH GARBAGE
4

llim.nw TJoitra onrl

C

M. PaVnC,

both colored, landed in the county
jail yesterday. They were arresieu
on a larceny
Yesterday forenoon
Afn. o hearing before
j,n,
Mon- Ice'
Desiderlo
of the Peace
Just
and sentenceo
toya they wore fined was
employed
to Jail. Paige, who
bv the Hanlln Supply company,
which operates the commissary for
the Santa Fo shopmen, was charged
n.uu ivincr tho nnmnanv's supplies
of canned food to Payne, . who
hauled it away witn tne

n

vi

rnl

aeml

Anv ohotO- -

nn,l the HW tO Tlll'keV. foT
to the Moslem the picture of any
person signtnes a. curse.

ndnh,

Bulbs. Dutrh. Japanese: Tulips.
Vor fall
Hjarlnths, Daffodil. 732.
Adv.
planting, Ives, pliuue

COLONEL
A

MINE-OI-

DIES

IN

I,.UI

'

j

PROMOTER,
ALBUQUERQUE

Colonel George TT. Johnson,
aged about 70 years, died in a
hospital here Sunday night following an emergency operation
Colofor cancer of tho stomach.
nel Johnson was taken violently
111
Sunday afternoon, and the seriousness of his ailment was not
known until it was found an operation was necessary.
Colonel Johnson had been Interested in New Mexico mining
and oil drilling operations for sevHe had been here
eral years.
several months making preparations for drilling for oil on the
Harlan rancih near Los Lunas.
During the war ho developed and
operated manganese mines west
of Socorro.
Ho also
developed
mines in tho southwestern and
west central parts of tho state.
Ho was in charge of oil explorations on the San Augustin plains.
Colonel Johnson was in New
Mexico about six years. He was
originally from New York, but
spent a large part of his life in
the northwest.
The body is being held here
pending the arrival of a daughter. Miss Johnson,
from New
York.

The police yesterday

to
man, it was stated, hud
EI Paso.
Tho nature of the case
on which be was under bond is not
known. Hoffman came hero about
two months ago and announced
that ho would teach the latest in
dances, including a now tango.

Cold
TRY Armand
Powder! Notice

CUTICURA HEALS

its perfect smoothness,
delicate fragrance, unusual density and the way
it stays on till you y?ash

ITCHY PIMPLES

Accordions
Banjos

Ocarinas

Ukuleles
Violins

Fifes
Bugles

Harmonicas

Drums

These Instruments arc of Best
Makes and will Be Sold at

partment Store

On Face. Irritation Great, Could
Not Sleep, Face Disfigured,

" My trouble begin with an itching
nd burning of the skin which later
broke out in pimples. The irritation
was so great that I scratched my
face. I was very reetlesa at night and
could oot sleep, and my (ace was
disfigured.
"I read an advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
Je returned.
ent for a free sample. I purchased
as
Ask your dealer for, or more, and after using four cakes of
Cuticura
Soap and on boa of Cutisend us 2oc for a weekcura Ointment I was healed."
end package containing
(Signed) Miss M. R. Baleaterl, 514
generous samples of Figuerroa St., Monterey, Calif.
Armand Cold Cream
Use Cuticura for every-da- y
toilet
Powder, Armand Bouquet,
purposes. Bathe with 8oap, sootha
Rouge, Cold Cream, with Ointment, dust with Talcum.
Vanishing Cream, Talcum ( SuTlHMrnkr:Mtt.AMmM:Cnnt4k.
and Soap Address
t.t.rlM,
DI.E,lUluil,MM." Sold mrr- Soa fee. Olntamt tt nod 60c. Talcum ttc.
Iwhtra.
8mp iImtm without But.
ARMAND Dea Sloinca

De-

Prices-Whi- ch

are much lower than you've
Been Accustomed To Pay.
PETIT JURY IS NOT
COMPLETED; THIRD
-

ADOPTION OF BABY
;
CASE TO BE TAKEN
TO SUPREME COURT

VENIRE NECESSARY

third venire returnable ;it
o'clock this afternoon l;a3 bctn
necessary to fill tho panel of the
petit Jury for tho ScptPiulier term
in tho district court wlilc'i open
ed yesterday.
Only 1 s of tho '1
so- necessary jurors have
A

2

1

cured.

it off.

Jazoo

Mandolin Banjos Tambourines
Cornets
Guitars
Mandolins
Flageolets

received a

COLD CREAM POWDER
y3fri7JZE PINKVWlilt J3CKES

ft'e believe you will Iovo
Armand. For Armand is
Ihe only satisfactory dry
face powder which has in
it a touch of cold cream.
It is sold everywhere for
$1, in the little
hat-boAnd unless
you are perfectly satisfied
with it, you may take it
back and your money will

Mi.

G. H. JOHNSON,
L

telegram from C. T. Smith, captain
of detectives in El Paso, asking
them to arrest and hold P.. Hoffman, dancing school master, on a
charge of jumping a bond. The
officers were unable to find Hoff-

Araiand

.!

Anti-Saloo-

DANCING MASTER IS
WANTED IN EL PASO

NEW MEXICO APPLES
TO BE EXHIBITED AT
MISSISSIPPI FAIR

-

Installed
a Com piete
me of

Thur-reso-

IT.
O. Costales;
Albuquerque,
Helen, to bo supplied; Bernalillo, to bo supplied; Clayton, I). Costales;Hemlns, Silver City and Hurassistant,
ley, R. P. Candelaria;
Kpigmenlo Flores; Douglas, Ariz.,.
C. W, Ports; Duloe and Laimberton,
T. Z. Salaxar; F.1 Paso, I Fernan-- ;
dez; Flagstaff, Winslow and AYil- Hillsburo
liams, John Burnian;
and Hot Springs, Antonio Jimenez;
Cruz;
Yletoriano
Garcia and Ccrro,
l.os Griegos, supply; Las Cruccs
and Dona Ana, h. D. Sandoval;
Mesa, .'.riz., Supply; Mountainair,
Supply, Euialio Irene; San Mareial
and Val Verde, Juan C. Chavez:
Socorro, La Joya and Eso.ondido,
Juan C. Chavez; Taos and Plael!
Lake, Manuel Flores; Tucson, Ariz..''
Hipolito Ramirez; Wagon Mound
and Springer, Dionlsio Costales:
B.
Seneca
Colorado,
Denver,
Garcia.
Sjieclnl Appointments.
Tt. E. Farley, supertendent. Anti- Saloon League in New Mexico.
T. M. Harwood, assistant supern
intendent,
League in
New Mexico.
H. A. Bassett, superintendent,
Harwood Boys' school, Albuquer- que.
William Vlmont, English district,
Evangelist.
Mrs. Minnie Gorrell. superintend-- ;
ent, Methodist Hospital. Albuquerque. Miss Mary J. Pittarcf, assist- ant superintendent, Methodist Hos- pit a.l, A lhuquerque.
Miss Pebecea Munoz, deaconess.
Miss Edith Gorby, deaconess.

HIV

we Wave

.

Eas-sct-

TV

'WW

Albuquerque

The date for the republican
county convention for the nomination of county officers will be selected at a meeting of the executive committee of the republican
party in liernnlillo county to be
held Wednesday evening at 7:30
o'clock at the Chamber of Commerce. Chairman Frank A. Hub-be- ll
yesterday issued the call for
the meeting. The meeting also will
name the dates for the precinct primaries and issue the convention striking feature of this sports
and primary calls.
suit.
It is made of imported
boucle cloth with border
Women veterinary surgeons are striped
and bandings of solid color. A
in England, large
becoming numerous
wide
convertible
collar,
While the Koyal College of Veteri- sleeves
and deep pockets are
adas
does
not,
Surgeons
nary
yet,
touches which please the wearer.
mit women students,
there aro The belt is worn low in the front
N. Y.
veterinary schools in Liverpool, Ed- and is run under the back panel
inburgh, and Dublin where they leaving the back to hang straight
T1V.
Announcement of the marriage
Too may attend.
"You've brains enough!
from the shoulder. Tho suit is a
three piece model with a straight of Mrs. Alida F. Sims and Hu
lino one piece frock giving addi-- i tert Paul Malkus in New York
11.
C.n1
,...,.'..
city on Saturday has been re
INVALIDS
ceived by relatives here.
The
CHILD
KILLS
KACLE
romance of the
two
writers,
ASK FOR
;
Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Sept. 2o. both now of McClure's MagaAn caglo with a wing spread zine began two years ago when
of seven feet, killed by the
they were members of the staff
of Mose Petrie, of the Morning Journal.
the Original a farmer,daughter
was brought to the
The ceremony took place at fl
The o'clock Saturday
Soo, for exhibition today.
afternoon
at
Avoid Imita Hon eagle,
nearly as large as the Graco church. Tho service was
In
nd Substitutes
attended by Mr. and Mrs. S. S.
child, had attacked a goose
the Petrie farm yard. The girl McClure, William Moss of the
tho
New York World and a
attracted
commotion,
m
rowaer
by
Rich milk, malted er.mertr.et
rInrflnH,Tnv.fidiind Growing Children
struck the bird over the head
Intimate friends and was
NourUhinf
Diftlbl. with
No Cookin,
Tta Mttad rood. Drink For All Ate.
a stick.
followed, by a wedding supper.
Mr. and Mrs. .Malkus are living at the Ambassador hotel until their apartment is ready. They
will both keep their positions on
McClure's magazine.
Mrs. Malkus has been in charge of the
art department
of
McClure's
since the magazine was revived
and Mr. Malkus recently Joined
the staff as editorial assistant.
Mrs. Malkus lived in
for about four years,
making her home with her sister, Mrs. George S. McT.nndress.
She held a position
the
with
I'. S. Food administration during
the war and latter served as
society editor of both daily pa
pers. She left the Journal staff
over a year ago to enter maga
zine work in New York.
She
has published
numerous maga
zine
and
feature
newspaper
art ieles.
Mr. Malkus came to
from Omaha and served as
city editor of the Journal for
over a year. He left to Join the
Associated Press service in Den
ver and was later transferred to
Philadelphia. He has been with
the magazine only a short titme.

,

FOR

By Edna Kent For be.

many perhaps. But you see if I'm
not right."
"You've encouraged mo anyway.
I soems to feel it will come now
but 1 hope it won't be after I'm
dead."
Uladys Doran really bad encouraged Nellie; that and the rcmemr
brance of how bicycle riding had
evaded her so long, then suddenly
semed so easy. She applied herself
more closely than ever, fretted lens
about her failures, let her small
successes encourage her. Immediately Cora noticed an improvement.
"Nellie is the sort that needs enSome of us are the
couragement.
other way, the harder it is for us
the better we do; but she wilts
without a. little praise. She's always had it hard, been kicked
around, and a little apreciation
goes a long way with her," Cora
told Gladys as they lunched together Gortly after Gladys visit.
"You must come again ami talk to
her and don't forget to notice her
improvement."
"I'll come soon, the poor kid, and
so

COMES

TO ALBUOUEROUE

BEAUTY CHATS

BY JAXE PnELPS

SllOItTlI.iM

Pafoe Five,

On thti tlrst veniro

Issued

yes--

!

terday morning I t jurors quali
fied. A special ismid tor '1 o'clock
yesterday afternoon resulted in
seven more Jurors nml another
special

venire

hud

yesterday eveninfr.
not begin
morning.

on cases

LECTURE

BY

to be issued
Work
will
until Friday

BISHOP

MEAD HERE TONIGHT

x.

A lecture by Bishop Charles I
Mead of Denver, Colo., v. Ill feature
the men's banquet at the First
Methodist church fit 0:30 o'clock
this evening. Bishop Mead will
eomo to Albuqueniuo ufter attending the conference at Itaton. lie
will be a guest of honor at the banquet and will later give an address
on "World Opportunities." Womon
will be admitted to the lecture at
7:30 o'clock.

In Turkey the moment the roof
is built over a new house It is customary to hang from the most
prominent eve a string of garlic,
with nn old shoe, to keep off the
evil eye.

Nofii-of an appeal In the cas
of Estella
of tho guardianship
Chavez, a year old baby, has been
glvon by Felipe Ortiz and Virginia,
Ortiz, who have been ordered by
tho district court to turn tho chllol
over to Francisco Chavez and Carolina Chavez.
The child was adopted by tho
Chavez family from its mother,
Lucy Alanine!!, with her permission, it is stated by them. They
claim that Mr. and Mr. Ortiz took
of
tho child without permission
either the court or tho mother, and
that they have declared their lnten- it until the mother
tlon
pays them $200 alleged to be tlue
them.

tBcanty Contented
Toe are lway coofliknt
that your beauty bat been
developed to the highest

of it possibilities arte
using Coaraud't Oriental
Cream.
Send lie. for Trial SiM

EvFJ.T.Hki.4S
Kw York

J
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The Green Caps

r

By W. A. DAVENPORT.
New Vork, Saturday.
there was a railroad
ON'CE porter a Red Cap who
believed that to achieve success one should do just a little more
than he was paid for doing. In that
and in other respects he was a
unique boy, and it la too bad that
his name seems to have been lost in
the shuffle out of which this tale
has been drawn.
It was on a morning when our
immediate hero's resolve to win himself fortune was particularly strons
You can almost hear him thinliicn
thus:
"Just gimme a chance, thass all:
just gimme a chance, first big b)V
asks me to do him a favor for a rime
or so I'm going to slip him a dollar
worth. Thas me. All I asks 13

i

standing here and there. For want
of a better name and because they
have sprung into being due to the
above mentioned limitations of the
Red Caps we shall refer to them as
Green Caps.
These Green Caps fundamentally
are messengers who are prepared to
execute commissions for persons In
too great a hurry to attend to them
themselves. They may be summed
up by calling them Georges, becaU'sJ
upon them has been unloaded all the
onerous tasks that we Americans n
our priceless slang have been wont
to shirk by saying:
"Let George do it."
Suppose rather than tire oursclvis
by long winded dissertation concerning the uses to which these sre:?i
capped Georges are dally being pat
we divide our time between the mi'-bl- e
counter of their headquarters and

"Sounds reasonable. What's her
number?"
"Didn't tell us. Don't you know?"
"How should I know? Who's the
lady?

"Aren't you Mr. Epps?"
"Sure."
"Weren't you on your way to Boston?"
Hate the plaoa.
"Good Lord, no!
Wouldn't go to Boston even to ap'.to

I can pay my own
way."
The Green Caps have been allude!
to as messengers. That Is a term of
convenience. A capable Green Cap
Is a soothsayer, a magician, a maj-niftce- nt
looking for aid.

detective, a nursemaid,
diplomatist, a he goat. In fact, ne
is what his patrons demand him to
be or else he is a berated numb-skulConsider, for example, the one who
was addressed by a hurrying man
who relieved his mind as follows:
"Hey, here's your dime, and for the
sako of all that is sacred don't fn'.l
me. I'm supposed to meet my wife
hero and take the 6:03 to I'olham
with her. I can't make it. If I don't
get a message to her she's liable to
howl. She'll be there at the information desk at 6. Tell her that I
can't leave until the 7:10."
Uefore the Green Cup could protest
the man was gone.
Now, had it been you or I we
doubtless would have put that dims
l.

pick out one about the age of or
slightly younger than the man who
had wished this commission upon
him.
That left about 300 to select
from.
Then he walked boldly up to the
nearest of them and said:
"Pardon me, lady, but are you Mrs.
Yelk?"
Tho lady clutched her pocketbook
and opened her mouth for a bit of
screaming.
"Because If you are," he hastened
on, "I have a message for you from
."
Mr. Yelk Mr. Henri Yelk of
"Well, where Is he?" demanded thj
lady.
And tho message was delivered.
Did Mrs. Yelk praise the Green
Did s.io
Ca,p for his perspicacity?
marvel that his genius directed him
to her first off? Did she express
admiration because out of 300 waiting women he had found her wit a
one sweep of his eye? She did not!

scheduled to take the Wolverine for
Detroit. The train leaves In seven
minutes. For heaven's sake help me
find the useless creature."
The maidless lady plowed through
the crowd before tho young man
could explain that he was not supposed to retrieve lost maids. But,
aiming to please, he looked about
him, and there, standing patiently
amid much luggage near the gace
through which ono should go O
board the Wolverine, stood the misi-ln- g
maid. There was no mistaking
her.
"Madam," shouted the Green Cap.
But Madam did not hear. She wa-plunging here and there looking
maid, who was wondering where
her boss could be.
"Madam, your maid," said the
young man, catching up with tae
,
desperate lady.
"Yes, my maid. What do you want
to do hold a conference? Go on and
look for her and don't follow mo
around."
"
"But
But the Irate lady was gone again.
Tho crowd was huge and the
young man was new on the Job. Ho
wanted to show his worth.
He
crashed his way to the Wolverine
gate and grabbed the maid.
"Come with me," ho commanded,
giving her a tug that had no effect
upon her other than to infuriate,
"your missus is looking for you."
"Let loose of me, man," warned
the maid, "before my hand knocks
wisdom into you."
Th-Ha gave another wrench.
maid swung with her right. And vs
she let fly she screamed:
Robbers!
Robbers "
"This man trying to steal me away
from my mi&sus's baggage," sho explained to the responding police.
"Telling mo soma crazy story my
missus wants me. My missus wants
me to stand here with the baggage
and. no boy In no green pans is going
"
to fool me away with no
She swung her right again and
tripped over a suit case, Bcforo they
restored her to her natural perpendicular the Wolverine had departed
and the employer of the faithful
guardian of the family luggago
struggled to the messenger's side.
Did sho explain all? Did she reward the Green Cap for his earnest
efforts? She did not. Sho did everycalled him
thing but shoot him.
harsh names. She referred to him
as being more or less unsound mentally
"If it hadn't been for you I would
not have missed the train," she
fj.-th- e

Poh-leec-

"Poh-leec-

!
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chance and there am'l no combination can keep a boy from his chanc-.-.UK!
Chance camo loping alont;,
fetching with her a bright looking
young man carrying a brief case.
said tho bright looking
"Boy,"
young man, "I'm in a hurry and I
want you to do me a favor."
"Yessir and thanks," said the P.ed
Cap.
"I have Just one minute to catch
the trim for Atlantic City. Call up
this telephone number and ask fjr
Be sure to get Mr.
Mr. Biezeigel.
Tell him that Mr. Rusk
Biezeigel.
that's me will be unable to be thebecause I am ill. Understand?"
!t
"Sho'ly. Mr. Rusk. Just leave
to me."
"Don't say any more than th.tt.
Tell him that and then hang up."
"Yesslr. I won't pass the time of
tell hltr:
day with Mr. Biezeigel. Just
you is sick and can't possible bt
there. Not another word."
Tho bright looking young man
handed the Red Cap a dollar and
sprinted for the Atlantic City train.
"Chance and me meet here every
morning," sang the Red Cap, takl.ig
to a telephone booth. "No tellini?
who the gentleman is. Maybe big
millionaire looking for a bright boy
for his personal valet or somebody.
Is Mr. Biezeigsl
Hello!
Hello!
there? Yessir! This here Mr. Biezeigel talking to me? Yessir.
Just a moment, because this
here's most important.
"Mr. Rusk he ain't golnta be with
No, sir, not this day, hn
you
ain't. Mr. Rusk he Is sick, powerful
sick. Yessir, powerful. Mr. Rusk lie
like to die. Yessir. that boy sure
low. Thought I'd tell you 'cause I
know you and him got important
business between you. Yessir.
"What? Say what? Me? Yess'.-- ,
this am the doctor speaking."
We shall leave that energetic Red
Cap to consider another member of
his profession. Now this was a ta'i
Ethiopian of a different temperament. He harbored no illusions concerning his future.
One day a man was hustling acro-'the floor of Grand Central Terminal
determined to take a train for Chi
cago or somewhere West, He was
met by a friend who reminded him
of nn unkept appointment.
"Oil, rats!" snapped the prospective traveler. "I hope I never sej
him. Won't you telephone him and
say I'm dead or something?''
"Not me," refused the memory
Every time 1 try
Jogger, "not me.
fixing things there is a revolution
and I'm the defeated side. Get a Red
Cap to ring him."
"Good idea. Here boy."
"Yessir."
"Please ring up this number and
tell Mr. Pottle that it's all off. No,
don't say that. Tell him I've bejn
called away hurriedly. No, don't say
that either. Just tay I've gone to
to to to Brazil.
Yes, say Brazil."
"Yessir."
"This Mr. Puitlc?" droned the lied
"Mi,
Cap through the transmitter.
Pottle? Mr. Krcenis tell me to call
is gone
you up and t,uy that
to Brazzle.
Yessir, Brazzle. No, si",
lie don't say notliin' but he's gone to
Brazzle and won't be home all night."
Now, perhaps, having set up a
more or less reliable background we
nay proceed with our story of human
nature.
If you have been In tiie
Grand Central Terminal since June 1
you may havo observed certain
pruce young men In green uniforms
-

y

Yea-si-

r.

the Hour of the station where they
arc posted. We are, then, loafing at
the marble counter overhearing the
duty dodgers and the too hurried.
A somewhat harried looking man
or so presents himself.
of
"I have here a strange proposition
for which I am willing to pay well,"
says he.
"We are not frightened by strange
replies the young
propositions,"
woman behind the marble slab. "W9
charge ten cents per commission plus
the expense of execution."
"If you can get away with this it a
worth $10."
"We guarantee to give the maximum of human effort."
"Very well, get set," says the
client. There is, perhaps, no man
so lazy as my son. To divorce him
from his bed in the morning is mor.t
I am going to Canada tjT
difficult.
three weeks, and it is my desire that
my son be aroused every morning a1
7 that he may present himself in tho
office at 10."
"Very good, sir."
"I have had a large gong substituted for the tinkling bell with which
the telephone In my son's room was
equipped. He has promised me not
to stuff paper or other muffling material in the gong. Briefly, I desire
you to ring him out of bed every
morning at 7."
"The bell shall ring, sir."
The tired father paid and went
away hoping.
Next a young man who lives in
New Rochclle,
"Will you please call up my wife."
he asked. "Please tell her that I am
bringing Job Trotter home to dinner
fifty-fiv-

e

The girl on the other side of the
counter maintained a calm demeanor.
But she Is a very human young
woman, blessed with all that curiosity
that Is said to be an especial characteristic of her sex. Incidentally,
they're no more curious nor scandal
loving than we men are; but It seems
a shame to kill all the nice old Victorian legends. But, as I say, she
must have wondered why her customer didn't call up his wife himself,
and perhaps he received her mental
question telepathlcally.
"She always argues out of It wh9n
I want Job to the house," the youiv
man needlessly explained. "If I call
her up and tell her it will be all off.
If you call her she can't argue. She
will have to get set for Job whether
she likes It or not."
From the switchboard somewhers
back of the girl at the counter comes
tho telephone operator.
"There Is a woman on the wire"
she explains. "She Is all wrought up
over something or other. Call one of
the messengers and have him page
Mr. Epps. She says that we aro to
tell Mr. Epps not to go to Boston and
that sho didn't mean what she said.
Sounds like romance to me."
"Mr. Epps! Mr. Epps!" calls the
messenger in the vicinity of the train
for Boston gate. And presently a
mild looking man of middle years
f
acknowledges the proprietorship
that name.

he-a- ll

Acts as Interlocutor.
"Lady has called saying please
don't go to Boston and that she
didn't mean what sho said," report" 1
the messenger.
"Fln!" said Mr. Epps. . "What
would you suggest that I do about
it?"
"Search me. Why don't you try
calling her up?"

Besides, young man, if
you'd use your eyes you'd see that
I'm not the sort of man to get mixe 1
up in this sort of
But the Green Cap had fled, looking for the right Mr. Epps.
And then there were the negotiations between a mother and her son.
Something had gone wrong at homn
and the boy had run away. Now
he was no more anxious to stay awav
than his mother was to lose him.
But each In their blindnesses failed
to size up the situation.
The boy paid his fee and had the
message exchange telephone hli
mother as follows:
"Am leaving for China
"If ho Is still near by," replied thJ
mother to the girl delivering the.
message by telephone, "tell him no;
to leave until I can see him off."
"Tell her," he countered, "that she
needn't come to see me off, because
I'll come home If she'll drop that
violin foolishness."
"Tell him to come home and we
shall never have a violin in the
house."
"Tell her I'll be home for dinner."
shouted the youth triumphantly.
Up to the marble counter pattered
a blond young woman, who laid a ten
dollar bill down and asked:
"I want to buy a ticket for a mii
who Is arriving on the train that
getS In at 9 o'clock."
"At what station does the trai.i
arrive?"
"Why, this one, doesn't It?"
"Maybe; where is he coming
from?"
"I don't know. He was In Denver
last week, and I just received thU
telegram that says he'll be In a
9 o'clock, and I thought it would bo
nice if I bought his ticket for hltr.,
because he hasn't much money."
"But he must have had his ticket
when ho got on the train at wherever
it was he got on."
"Oh. isn't that too bad? And I
thought I'd surprise him so. Where'
tho other station?
Maybe they'll
know more about it there."
She toddled off tremendously perplexed. It would have been interesting to have followed her and watchei
her block traffic, cause motor car
accidents and eventually board a
subway train going In- - the wron?
direction.
The Green Caps posted on the floor
of the waiting room and concourse
lead frenzied lives. They are asked
to hold babies, post letters, straight 3fl
out travelers who have become involved in fearful snarls concerning
train connections and the difference
between daylight saving time and
None of these
Eastern standard.
things is required of them by thei.
employers, but that makes no difference to tho men and women In tha
station.
"Is there a good hotel near this
station?" asks an elderly lady Just in
, on the train that has made ever
stop between New York and Buffalo.
"Yes ma'am."
"Is it handy to Simpson street?"
"Simpson street in The Bronx?"
"No, right here in New York."
"Tho Bronx is in New York, lady. '
"Well, maybe I'd better stop In the
hotel In The Bronx. Is thcro a gooS
hotel there?"
"Lady, I don't know. I live Jr.
Canarsle."
"Is that near Simpson street?"
You better try tha
"No, lady.
Traveler's Aid."
I ain't
"Don't bo Impertinent.

a woman.

a"

in bank along with tho rest of our
dunes and said nothing more about
it. But this Green Cap is a much,
much better man than I and probably Infinitely superior to most folks.
Came 6 o'clock and he surveyed the
crowd In the immediate vicinity of
the information booth. Look that
crowd over any night and see foi
yourself the Job this lad had on his
faithful hands.
First of all he tried to single on',
the women folks who seemed to be
waiting for some one. That narrowed him down to about 450 assorted females. Then he tried to

"You are a nuisance," was h
comment. "A fearful nuisance. If
you had minded your own business
and not paid any attention to my
husband he would have met me hern
now as he promised."
On another occasion a large, Imposing woman grasped the arm of
one of these bedeviled young men
in green uniforms and informed hiin
that she had lost her maid.
"My personal maid, dressed In
black and made more conspicuous by
a white cap and white sleeve facings,
Is missing," she explained. "She Is
about 5 feet 5. With me she Is

wailed.

"Madam," said the Green Cap, Just
before fleeing, "I'll bet your family
Is Just as sorry as you are that you
missed the train providing they live
in New York."

Smoking Car Tales

By F. P. KIMBALL.
are a night out from Chicago. Watches have been
changed, and after breakfast this brave band or seers of
America first prepares to get that
for which it has dared railroad
strikes and coal strikes and for
which some have pledged their last
sou a glimpse of the great open
spaces, the West. The view from
the window, however, is only a prospect of rolling country, and, much to
tho disgust of the children, a country
unmarked by the graves of dead
Indians.
Pillows have been set out in Pul- man seats. The children, the truck
driver and the men who can't bear
smoking indoors have seized the obThis annoys
servation platform.
other passengers, who are assured
by the porter that observation Is unrestricted.
The former Representative from
Rhode Island hails me. "What State
is this?" he asks.
I think it Is Kansas.
"Oh, Lord!" he groans. "Then I
can't get a smoke here. Can't smoke
anything but cigaretteB, and they
won't sell 'em in Kansas. I learned
that In Congress."
It occurs to me that the porter
might help us out. But no.
"Can't be done, boss," he says.
"The cigarettes are locked up. This
Is Kansas."
"Thank heaven this train doesn't
go through Missouri," says the
as we exit into the smoking room In quest of the filthy

WE

weed.

We miss this first few hundred
of Kansas, but we meet a
rare traveler, a pouchy,
person with huge mustachios and
loose fitting sack coat. The hugeness
of this coat Is explained when lie
draws a quart bottle from its recesses and displays it proudly, although there aro twelve men in the
smoking room.
He helps himself to a drink, passes
the bottle, and the Jury finds the
evidence good and heaps expressions
of gratitude on the host.
"That's White Horse, gentlemen,"
explains the Man with the Scotch.
"Divine beverage of 1906. What Is
one bottle among friends? I have
three bottles left.
I will
have bourbon. From where? That's
my business. I get it. That's why
I travel. I hate drinking in the
same place. A train Is my automoI
bile, my caravan, my hostelry.
have traveled 7,030 miles and haven't
seen any scenery I can remember.
I haven't bought a picture postcard,
and if I want to .know where I've
been I consult my Pullman 6tub3.
Copyiieht. Itej. by Tli Now York McrnM.
miles

thln-halr-

I save all of 'em. Sccnory Is for
guldo books and for my fellow
traveler, who tells me about it if
I'm sober enough to listen. But I've
had the best time in the world. My
ticket cost $300 and I've spent $1,700
on candy and chewing gum." (Ho
winks and roars with laughter.)
"The customs! Ho! I recall at
Rouses Point a cockney customs man
who saw me sitting like a frog with
this coat bulged with bottles, and
he says: 'Have you anything to declare for his Majesty's duty?' and I
said: 'Not a thing. What are you
going to do about it?" 'Oh, it's only
a matter of form,' says he. 'I get
you,' says I. And I gave him a
drink. 'Bally good,' said he. 'Matter
of form,' I said."
Colorado sunsets are admired, appearing much reddar than the Boston variety. Porters scatter warning that the sun will be redder still
in Arizona, the next stop; also that
travelers had best be prepared for
hot weather. The porters are right.
During the night the heat sweeps up,
and at dawn, with the train in the
Arizona desert, it is around 90. At
4 the same afternoon It is 110.
The scenery is striking a vista of
long mountain ranges, devoid of
trees, and marked only, as Is the
valley through which the trail
A
passes, by crinkly sagebrush.
wagon trail can be distinguished. It
is not banked like a road, but Jut
wanders over the sand. Two automobiles aro stalled there, two hundred miles from water. The train
moves slowly, but the motorists ralae
no signal of distress. They are tho
only human beings observed In a
day's travel, except tor the scant
populace of the watering stations.
The heat gets the better of the
gentleman from Rhode Island.
"What a fool idea making civilised
men and women go through a holl
like this!" he shouts. "Those crazy
autoists ought to be Jailed for risking
their lives. Swelter and dirt!
I
haven't a clean shirt left now. Never
again. I'm going to run for Congress this fall, and I'll get elected as
sure as the devil. And when I dj
the first thing I'll have done is to
rope the desert off the tourist map.
It's no good to anybody. A snaue
can t live in It."

Insight Into Bert Williams.
The heat conttnurt

Ho subsides.

through the night, and thick desert
dust sweeps in and covers the berths,
stifling the nose. At midnight most
of the men, In pajamas, gather on
the observation platform, trying to
smoke away discomfort.
The porter comes to the rescue.
He has some stories of Bert Williams, the comedian. The Man witi
the Scotch fills the porter's glass and

admits him to tho brotherhood. For
two hours the Porter tells Williams
Ho reveals that Williams
Jokes.
preached sermons, which have been
printed in a book.
"He was tho saddest," the porter
declares after a series of roaring
Jokes. "In one of them sermons he
said of the hereafter, 'I'm going, but
I'll bo back.' Do you reckon that's
true?"
No orje answers. It is too hot to
think.
Tho Porter That's what Williams
said. A Jackass just goes off In the
field and you g t up In the morning
to look for him and he's gone. But
I recall what Williams said to a
man that went to sleep and slept so
hard nobody near him could get
started, and Williams poked him
awake and then said: "Man, slow
up. You'se sleeping so hard you'll
have your nap out befo' day!" T
think that was the saylnest thing I
ever heard.
Every one has learned more about
Williams than they ever expected
by the time day breaks. It develops
that the porter had never actually
seen the comedian. "I've only been
where he's been and near where he's
been," ho says.
Children of the train are greatly
excited in the morning at seeing
'dobe houses standing crazilly off in
the desert, and sometimes within
stone shot of the train. It is near
the Navajo reservation. At Gallup,
not far from the Arizona border,
three Navajo belles, in crepe de
chine dresses to their knees and
carrying parasols, stroll along tho
platform. They are not concerned
about the heat, which Is 110. The
brakeman drops off to exchange a
word, and a flapper aboard the
limited Is urged to attempt 'shifter
talk to the maidens, but refuses.
A young man comes out of the
heat and boards with a ticket for an
upper berth. Ho has a blue shirt, but
is shaven, and therefore more presentable than many of tho men tourists. He is promptly taken in by the
Man with the Scotch, who scents a
story.
Tho newcomer says ho Is "through."
He means he has "cleaned "n." He
one thousand dollar
has thirty-fiv- e
bills. He has change amounting to
$500, all of which ho displays without compunction. He asks about New
York, which he says he expects to
visit on his honeymoon, and remarks
there are gunmen in New York and
have to put his money In a
bank when he gets there, lie goes
on:
"I struck gold ten days after I
started my claim. I worked a year,
Seven days a week In a mine 300
miles south of here. When I saw
day I took my pick and worked
l

claims I staked out. This one was
I have staked twelve others,
but I doubt If I ever go back, I've
had enough, and when a bird from
Montana offered me $36,000 cash I
took it. Some day I may be sorry I
didn't stay and make a million."
He reaches Into a bag and brings
out nuggets of gold, hard for the
travelers to distinguish until he
picks into the soft rock with his
knife. Ho gives away some of tho
nuggets. The movie queen displays
sudden Interest in mining and attempts to draw the youth out on the
subject, but he only grins bashfully
and tells her about his girl "back
home" in Wisconsin.
The train "drives on for a n Jht
and brings the travelers in the mld-dl- o
of the day following to a watering place In Arizona just too late
for them to view ono of the best
shootings In a fortnight of desert
history.
Tho form of a man lies at tho
track side. Tho man is dead, and a
pesso arrives after a futile search
of the mountains for the slayer.
Tho cattleman makes an investigation. "It was a clean shot," ho
says. "Drilled In the head by a .45.
big as your wrist. Chased him clean
to the tracks and shot him."
Tho train Is delayed an hour whilo
the dead man is, put uboard to be
carried to the nearest undertaker,
200 miles further on.
Children on
the observation platform havo witnessed tho whole thing and aro told
tho harrowing details by tho professor.
We reach Williams, where a short
line runs to Grand Canyon. The
guides say there are pumas and
catamounts in the fastnesses at this
point. A bedtime story is provided
for the children by a traveling man
from Jersey City, who tells how ho
bought a bear in a royal preserve In
Canada and locked the beast In his
hotel room at Banff Springs. The
bear broke out in the morning and
set the place In an uproar, and the
traveling man said it cost him $300
to get the bear restored.
This Is tho last but one of the
stories told on the trip. The other
comes from the truck driver, who
has been sharing potencies with tho
Man with the Scotch most of the
journey. He comes to life as tho
train strikes Needles, in California,
and then crosses the divide at Summit to drop into the valley leading
to the coast.
The travelers for the first time in
two days see real trees and become
buoyant as If they were entering a
promised land. In less than 200
miles the train descends 3,000 feet
toward sea level.
Deep valleys rich with follago of
eucalyptus, and pepper and willow
trees range by the eye. Tho train
sweeps down long winding curves,
always dropping; mountains take on
greenery and begin to drop into the
background, but there are severe
passes. Pasadena is only six hours
ahead and beyond that Los Angeles
and tho coast. Palm trees now and
then stand out like a glimpse into
Egypt, and' the Professor recites
from Wordsworth.
"We decided the best thing to do
was to go bacjt, and we did. I
Jumped in the driver's seat, singed
by tho flames, and kicked off 'the
brakes, and then the helper and I
pushed on the tail board, coaxing the
truck to the edge of the canyon. I
don't know how long it took us, but
it was a desperate chance we took.
There was a ton of dynamite and
tho truck weighed two tons, but we
moved her and she shot over the
edge like a meteor. Down a thousand feet she went, and there came
an explosion that sounded like a
thousand guns. That was all there
was to it. We had to walk ten miles
to water at the camp."
The truck driver has been over
passes Just to the north, by Johannesburg, where there are silver
mines. The truck driver was near
death there.
"I had a truck of dynamite," he
says, "and if I ever get anothei
squeak like that I'm going to quit.
It is as hot up there as the desert.
Me and my helper drove the truck,
to the top of the pass, when the gas
exploded and the front blew up. The
flames shot out. We Jumped, but
we couldn't think of any place to
run that the dynamite wouldn't get
good.

--

us.

The Man with the Scotch refreshes
the entiro party after the thrilling
narrative. His White Horse has
vanished long since and he has only
a few half dozen bottles of bourbon
to ease tho ending journey. ' But he
la still known as the Man with the
Scotch. He is given an affectionate
leave taking a few hours later at
Los Angeles. He announces his
..
plan. "I'm going by boat to 'Frisco, but
I'll not stop there. I'll take a train
to Seattle (he called it Sea-teand
I'll stop by way of Vancouver a bit
till I start for Winnipeg, and I think
I'll try Tia Juana before heading
back to Montreal."
But It is the professor who offers
the parting shot. Summoning the
male travelers to the smoking room
he breaks the seal of a choice bottle
of wine, from which' he pours out
golden libations. The professor is
gifted In the ritual,
"I Iiad saved this for a sick aunt,"
he says with twinkling eyes.
"But there is one among us who
may benefit more than she, one who
has made our Journey rather famous
In days as stringent as these.
I
drink, we drink to him. May he
continue to bring cheer till he
reaches the journey's end." We stand
and drink deeply, it's wicked, but
l)

wu do,
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CONFER

General Manager and Chief
Engineer Coming From
Amarillo to Discuss Viaduct Construction.
Within ten days. F. A. Ihman,
lreneral manager of the southern
division of the western lines of the
.Santa Fe railway, and F. M. Bisbee,
chief engineer, will come here from
their headquarters In Amarillo to
discuss with city officials the re
construction of the Coal avenue
viaduct. City Manager B. II. Cal
kins was advised to that effect yes
terday in a letter from W. C. Heid,
New Mexico solicitor for the railway, with headquarters in Albuquerque.
Mr. Reld's letter said:
"I have a communication from F
M. Eisliee. our chief engineer at
Amarillo, stating that he deems It
inadvisable to submit plans that
the company officials have discussed among themselves prior to
Uielr coming to Albuquerque to
confer n to the reconstructing of
the viaduct. They have two or
three different views of this matter,
and a discusffion would be more
than submitting plans. Mr.
Bisbee says lie thinks General Manand he can come here
Lehman
ager
within a week or ten days and thoroughly (Jisouss the question."
The letter from Mr. Reid was the
result of a letter trom Mr. Calkins
a few days ago stating that the city
expected some action from the
Panta Fe without further delay,
and requesting' that if the officials
of the road oould not come here
that they send in the plans of their
Several weeks ago a
rnjilneers.
large ritizrns" committee, appointed to handle "the viaduct matter,

delegated to a committee of engineers of which the city manager
waa one, the task of coining to an
agreement with the Santa Fe engineers on the engineering side of the
The city voted bonds
problem.
many months ago for the viaduct
Improvement, and took up with the
Santa Fe the matter of having the
road
in the building of
a new structure. The old viaduct
has been deemed out of date and
Inadequate for several years.
Messrs. I,ehman and Bisbee likely will meet with the committee of
engineers, as well as with the city
manager and commission, it was
said yesterday at the city hall.

III

"ALLIES MUST YIELD
CONSTANTINOPLE OR
FACE A HOLY WAR"

L

s,

s,

the state department had been
formed of the approaching visit, it
is in no sense a diplomatic mis-

rS

sion.
The Utah, after being relieved by
the Pittsburgh, will proceed to
home waters to join the Atlantic
Ma, Gen. Sir Charles Townshend.
fleet.
The allies must grant
Jumping at conclusions Is about demands for the return Turkey's
of Conall the mental exercise some peoor face a "holy war,"
stantinople
take.
ple
in the oninion of Mai. Gen. Sir
Charles Townshend, Brit'sh hero of
Kut el Amara. He Issued this
warning on his recent return to
London from Turkish headquarters,
where he conferred with Mustapha
Kemal Pasha, lesder of the
Turks.

Public Now Prefers

JfegetableiLaxatiies
ANT FAMILY MAT TRT IT FREE
Thousands of promts are weing
ihrrrtxrLvi'i, "Where can I find a trustworthy laxative that anyone in the
family eon use when constipated?"
I urge yon to try Syrup Pepsin,
I vilt gladly provide a liberal free
sample bottle, sufficient for an adequate
test.
Wrile me where to emit it.
Address I)r. W. H. Caldwell,, St5
Washington St., Moniicello, Illinois.
Do it now!

publio is constantly b
more discriminating
in its choice of things. Those
subject to constipation try to'
learn what makes them consli- -'
Spated, and then
avoid it. If con
stipation persists
in spite of all
their efforts they
take the mildest.
tol- 4 most
easily
.i i

THIE

compound of Egyptian senna and
aro
pepsin with pleasant-tastin- g
matic, and has been satisfac
torily sold for 30 years. Unlike
and the harsher physics it does not
obtainable,
a habit, and increased
j not a drastic produce
doses are not required; in fact, it
them for days afterwards. As so trains the stomach muscles
over 10 million bottles of Dr. & that in time medicines of all kinds
CaldwelTs Syrup Pepsin nre sold can be dispensed with.
)
a year, a large proportion of tlio
Many take a teaspoonful 'of
of
must
tliisi
country
Svrnn Pensin once a week as n
fieople
that this mild vegetable health
safeguard. Others use
compound is the proper remedy only when romiired, as, for exam-itfor them, and so it is. No need
Mrs".
J. W. Borroughs of
le,
to take salt waters and powders
ittlo Rock, Ark., who finds it
that dry up the blood; coal-ta- r
for herself and
valuable
equally
dings in candy form that produce the children, and Mr. Enas S.
skin eruptions, or calomel that Cosla
of Watsonville, Cal., whose
salivates. These drugs aro "heroic
uses it regularly. Try
measures ,
.weak- s family
Dr. Caldwell's Ryrup Pepsin in
ening and griping.
j constipation,
bihousness, piles,
The best constipation remedy headaches, sallow complexion, and
is the one that moves the bowels to break up fevers and colds.
A generous-siz- e
without (shock to your Bystem,
bottle can be had
and such a one is l)r. Caldwell's ot any drug store, and it costs
is
a
It
cent
about
a
a dose
vegetablo only
Syrup Pepsin.

,j
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Dfll MEET HE

E

Officers From Southwestern
Clubs Holding
District
Conference; Many Social
Honors Extended.
Informal conferences on club
and social gatherings
business
with the local Rotarlans are filling the two day meeting hera of
officers of all Rotary clubs in
New Mexico, Arizona and El
Paso. The conference will close
tonight with a smoker for the
Visitors at the Elks club.
The meeting opened yesterday
morning at the chamber of commerce parlors with an address of
welcome by Mayor William R.
Walton.
It was responded to by
Charles B. Austin of Phoenix,
Ariz., governor ot the Eighth Rotary district. Mr. Austin gave an
account of the recent meeting of
the international council at Chicago, whero plans wore made for
the coming year's program. The
morning session was devoted to
an outline of the year's work for
clubs In this district and the afternoon to a discussion of intimate
club problems.
A banquet in honor of tlio viswas given last
iting Kotan'ans
night at the country club by the
local Rotary club. An after dinner program of muRic and talks,
r,
with. President Austin, as
was given. Cicorgo Geake,
Louis
McDonald
and
William
Hesselden, accompanied by Mrs.
D. W. Faw and Mrs. William McDonald, gave vocal solos, and
Ernest W. Hall gave a juggling
act. The board of directors and
the chairmen of committees of
the local club were in attendance.
The regular weekly club luncheon has been advanced
from
Thursday to today in order that
the visitors may attend. The
luncheon Will be held at the
at 12 o'clock and will be
followed by a special program.
The guests will be ta :en for an
automobile drive about the city
after luncheon.
Those in attendance at the conference are:
Charles C. Austin
of
of the
Phoenix,
governor
Kighth district; Robert Kellahin
and C. M. Enhart, president and
secretary of the Rosvvell club; C.
E. Rose and Osborne D. Walker,
president and secretary of the
Tucson club; Arthur C. Taylor
and Mel Flckae, president
and
secretary or the Phoenix club; W.
V. Jourdin and II. L. Osborne,
president and secretary of the
Miami club; Leslie Riffner, vice
president of the Prescott club;
It. W. Wilde, representing the
new club being formed at Kingman; Herman B. Hendrlx, president of the Mesa club; Col. A. J.
Macnab, president of the Nogales
club; I. S. Koch, of Flagstaff;
K. L. Goff and William Chapman,
president and secretary of the
itaton club; William II. Springer
and R. C. Jackson, president and
secretary of the Las Vegas club;
Charles Jt. Woodul, secretary of
the El Paso club, and Dr. L. 8.
Peters and W. C. Oestreich, president and secretary o tha Albuquerque club.
toast-maste-

Expansion Depends Upon Earnings

rE

telephone system must keep
of the needs of its community. That costs money. The
expenditures for expansion, however, do not come from earnings, but
from new money which is constantly
being invested in the securities of the
company.
A reasonable dividend must be
paid on this investment exactly the
same as reasonable wages must be
paid to employees. If earnings are
too low there vvill te no 'dividends
and therefore no new investments

and no extensions-anbetterments.

no important

Remember: tnafrf company which

is not prosperous cannot render good
service nor extend its system to meet
the demands of growirig-- t communities.

The Independent Leaeuo of Wo
men Voters held
meeting last
niirht at the chamber of commerce
at which addresses were given by
Mrs. Charles Dletrick, of Hastings.
director for the
Nob., regional
Sixth regional district, and John F.
Simms, ot Albuquerque.
Mrs. Dietrich said that the constitution ot the United States grants
the right to protection and happi
ness, but that the men, in
of political affairs had been
iinli.nt with narilrfni? protection.
while to the women is now beins
given the task of Dringlng aooui
n.tinnai hnmiing. she declared
that women should not be straight
party voters if they wlsn to recent,
consideration from the male politicians, but should be independent
In her opinion, women should investigate the moral character and
the ability of candidates rather
than vote for nominees because of
party lines.
Mr. Simms, in a
adarcas, said that nu n
had always regarded political dishonesty as something npart from
moral 'dishonesty, and that wonwn
He
can change this viewpoint.
urged women not to pay too much
slanders,
attention to
and not to allow party zeal to keep
them from voting for principle.
Fitness for office and personal integrity are becoming more Important In polities since women have
had the vote, he declared.
"The scratcher has been characterized as a brindle dog," ho said,
"but it is better to be a brindle
dog than a yellow dog. If women,
who instinctly know and lov the
right, will vote for the right, they
will serve their party best by voting for the right, and will make all
parties be right in order to git
their vote. Women should go to
the polls and they should have long
memories. It is ull right to change
one's party for a moral cause, but
not for expediency.'
Mrs. W. R. Walton, newly elected
president, presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Dietrich will go today to Santa
Fe.
men-contro-

in-

Mnit!

it is impossible

In Constantinople

eoamunicnte with any one bv
mail. Instead, it is necessary to
send a servant with the message or
go oneself to make the communica
to

tion in person.

H

SWEET LITTL
BABY BOY

Makes a Bright Spot in
Every Home. A Comfort
in Years to Come
Park Rapids, Minnesota. "I have
taken vour medicine Lvdia E.Pink- llSIIIIUPHIIIillll

Compounda
when I was girl

for pains and before and after my
marriage. I now
have a sweet lit
An tle baby boy and
will send you his
HI!
picture if you wish
to publish it. My
sisters also take
yourmedicineand
find it a great
recommend
and
I
it to those
help,
who suffer before their babies are
born." Mrs. Wm. Johnson, .Box
156, Park Rapids, Minn.
To marry and arrive at middle age
withoulexhildren
is a great disappointment to many women. Think of
the joy and comfort other women
have in their children as they grow
older.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
Compound has helped to bring great
happiness to many families by restoring women to health. Often the
childless home is due to a run down
condition of the wife, which may be
helped by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It brought health
and happiness into the home of Mrs.
Johnson. Why not to yours?

p

Adv.

Not a Laxative
Nujol is a lubricant not soa
medicine or laxative
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is produced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol

because

acts like
natural
this
lubricant and
thus replaces
It

II
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STATES

STRONG
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Never
The Cost of
Great as the Cost of NOT Painting

The paint question is a simple problem in arithmetic. Certain facts
are fundamental. You cannot dodge them. For example : Without
paint, property goes to rack and ruin. With paint, property is
preserved, in almost its original form, and at almost its original
value, for many years.
.With a pencil and a piece of paper it will take but a moment to find out in
dollars and cents whether it is the part of wisdom to buy a little paint, and
keep property values up, or Bave the little that you would pay
lose almost the whole value of your property.

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache
INDIGESTION

Stomach Trouble
)

--

SOLD EVERYWHERE- -

and

t,

matter how many times or in how many ways
you figure It, youll always got this answer:
No

The Cost of Painting Is Never as
Great as the Cost of NOT Painting.
And when It comes to what paint, you need go no
farther than remembering that, for 33 years, people in this region, and their painters, have found
that McMurtry Mixed Paint is the most eronom-Ita- l
paint because of Its longer life.
Sold by All Leading Dealers

P

IKA

j1

Manufactured by

TSPMuRTRYMFaCO.
Paint and Varnish Makers
1533

Denver

Arapahoe Street

r.

K&m

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
Albuquerque, N. M.

-

to know why he
Curiousity
had been "busted" in the Jaw led
Jl. B. Caldwell, a plasterer, to
pro back to make a peaceful Inquiry, and the only explanation
bo got waa another Just like tin;
first, Caldwell told.- Pollco Judee
George Koddy in city court yesterday evening. After that, be
said, he decides to make no
In flmf Aiiicta.
niorA inmlirfp
Caldwell waa describing events
that occurred Saturday evenins

Free
To every home

-

at

the

South

-

"X
Caldwell said.
went
and
washed off the blood and gave
my temper a chance to calm
down.
Then I aatd to myself,
"X
groins back, and find out why
he did that.' I had no more
than entered the door than he
came rushing up and 'busted' ma
again before I could open my
mouth.
I saw ho waa too much
for me and wouldn't answer a
question, and so I stayed away."
"The man came into my place
and his conduct was objection
able", said Parsons, "and I led
him to the door.
Jle tried to
come back in, and I pushed him
In the face with my hand.
When
he came back I thought he meant
trouble, and I put him out

again."
Judge Roddy did not go into
the technicalities of how hard
ft "push" must be before it becomes a "bust", but lined both
men $15. He said that the next
time Parsons wishes
to
put
somebody out of his restaurant
he would
better summon
a
policeman.

test

Simply send coupon

Teeth
Why
Pretty
Are shown everywhere today
Look about you. Note how many teeth now
glisten. Note how people show them as they never
did before.
Millions of people are brushing; teeth in a new
way. If you don't know the good results, make
this free test

Fight dingy film
One object is to fight the film on teeth that
viscous film you feel. It clings to teeth, enters
crevices and stays. Food stains, etc., discolor it,
then it forms dingy coats. Tartar is based on film.
No ordinary tooth paste effectively combats
film. So, under old methods, beautiful teeth were
seen less often than today.
Film also holds food substance which ferments
and forms acids. It holds the acids in contact with
the teeth to cause decay. Germs breed by millions
in
They, with tartar, are the chief cause of

it

pyorrhea.
Very few people escaped such troubles under old
ways of teeth, cleaning.

Ariz., Sept. 25.

Dictionaries also are forbidden
entrance to Turkey becauso the Sultan is Usually mentioned in such
books, and that is contrary to Turk

Five effects
But Pepsodent brings five effects. These are
very important It multiplies the alkalinity of the
saliva. That is there to constantly neutralize the
acids which cause decay.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva.
That is there to digest starch deposits on teeth
which may otherwise ferment and form acids.
Those are Nature's
agents. Every use of Pepsodent gives them manifold effect
Pepsodent also polishes the teeth so film adheres
less readily.
tooth-protecti-

ever-prese- nt

These glistening teeth are now seen nearly the world
over. Careful people of some fifty nations are now using
Pepsodent And those whiter teeth mean safer teeth.
They mean new dental era.
Tube. Note how clean
Send the coupon for a
the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence of the visdiscous film, See how teeth whiten as the

ThomaH

city.
was found
William E. Acker
guilty Saturday on a charge ol
murder In connection With the
death of Knge. The verdict carried
with it the death penalty.

New ways found
Then dental science found two film combatants.
One acts to curdle film, one to remove it, and
without any harmful scouring.
Able authorities proved these methods effective.
Then dentists everywhere began to advise their use.
A new-typ-e
tooth paste was created, based on
modern research. The name is Pepsodent. In that
tooth paste are embodied those two great film
combatants.

You see them now nearly the world over

y

film-coa-

ts

appear.
This test will be a revelation, amazing but delightful
Cut out the coupon so you won't forget
10-Da-

Prescott all afternoon ot June 11,
when Enge was
attacked and
beaten, eight miles south of the

ish law.

a

restaurant

operated st
Second street by Carl
Parsons, who, he said, was the
man that struck him.
"I never know what happened
until he Jerked me by the collar and hustled ma out of hie
theplaoa and onto
sidewalk,
where he "busted" me in the
face and knocked me
down",
20(1

ten-da- y

W. Burge, charged with being an
accomplice of William 13. Acker in
the murder of Ivcr Knge,' near here
last June 11, will endeavor to provu
an alibi, it was revealed today when
his attorneys sought and obtained
a continuance of hia trial from today until the next Jury session of
tho superior court. Uurgo's counsel
represented to tha court that two
witnesses could be produced who
would testify that Hurge was in

roR

for-pain-

HIT ONCE; ASKS WHY;
GETS ANOTHER "BUST,"
MAN TELLS THE JUDGE

Prescott,

Special to The Journal

'i

Yourself
Figure It Out
as
Painting Is

entertained this summer wen

impressed with the building and
general activity, and T heard they
had made complimentary remarks
and romments nil the way from
California to the eastern coast. The
most questions I had to answer
wero from a man from Maine."
Mr. Strong said he told inquirM-what he believes to be the truth:
that Alhuquerque has tho best climate on earth: the best irrigation
possibilities; the best, s.matorl and
the most numerous for a place ot
this size; that it is the trade center for a growing state: that it if
an Important railroad center; thai
It has the best of schools, and tha'
it is putting in municipal improve
ments as fast ns possible.
"I found that I did not know hrdf
as much about Albuquerque as
should." he said yesterday, "and
this should be a lesson to me and
every Albuquerquean to teach him
that he must post himself before
going out Into tho question zone.
We must follow up this wonderful
It appears to me that
advertising.
Albuquerque advertising has vaccinated the whole country and that
tho vaccination has begun to take."
Mr. Strong said his observations
led him to believe that Albuquerque, is building more rapidly than
Denver in proportion to its size.
Many Inquiries, including a large
casket company, said they intended
Investigating Albuquerque as possible business or home location.

MAN WILL ENDEAVOR
TO PROVE AN ALIBI
IN ENGEJVMJRDER CASE

COMPENSATION
FIGHT
HAS JUST STARTED,
MACNIDER DECLARES
Chicago. Sept. 25. The fight for
compensation for the men and
women who served in tha world
war has Just started, Colonel Han-forMacNider, national commander of the American legion declared
In a statement upon his arrival
hers from Terre Haute, tonight.
Colonel MacNider is on his way to
Rock Island to attend the Illinois
"Nothing can
legion convention.
stand between the wish of the people and what they believe to be n
just obligation. If It had not been
for the absentees, the bill. that failed last week would have gone
through," he declared.

"I believe that Albuquerque Is
the moat talked ot city in the
west,," said II. O. Strong yesterday,
on his return from tha annual
Funeral
meeting of the National
l)irectors' association in Denver. "1
waa asked so many questions about
Albuquerque that I did not have
any time to devote to matters of
business that took me to Denver,"
Mr. Htronp continued.
Somo of tho questions asked Mr.
Strong were:
"Why is Albuquerque building
more rapidly than any other city
of its Biie In the country?"
"What have you fellows down
there to make such a lively, growing town?"
"Havo you struck oil?"
"Is it a fact that the city made
thu second largest gain in postal
receipts this summer of all the cities in the United States?"
"They tell me that J2.000.000
worth of business houses are going
up In Albuquerque. Is that true.'";
"Have you room ror more peo- Pie?"
"We have heard that more hous-- ,
es are going .up in Albuquerque
thnn in Denver? Is that a fact?"
Mr. Ktrong said that if lie had'
known he was to be asked so many
questions he would have taken a
Kripful of Chamber ot Commerce
advertising matter with him.
Nearly everybody who made inquiries had been entertained hero
with tho delegations from the
Sliriners or Itotariana during the
summer, or had relatives or friends
who had been in those parties.
"I believe that was the best advertising Albuquerque ever did."
Mr. Strong declared.
"I think we
should entertain every special train
that stops here. The people win

.

d

Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Co,

PARTY

Mrs. Charles Dietrich and Local Business Man at Den
ver Convention Is Kept;
John F. Simms Address
of
Independent
Busy Answering Inquirers!
Meeting
From All Points.
Women's League.

SAILS FOR EUROPEAN
WATERS ON OCTOBER 2

Dr. Caldwell's Syrop Pepsin
prompt relief in a nttoral wijr

RIGHT.! MUCH DISCUSSED

DESPITE

cruiserTittsburgh
The
Sept. 23.
Washington,
cruiser Pittsburgh, now being refitted at the Brooklyn navy yard, expects to leave for European waters
October 2, going direct to Gibraltar
C.
Andrew
where Vice Admiral
of American
Long, In command
will
waters,
in
vessels
European
transfer his flag to it from the
Utah.
Admiral Long will proceed with
the Pittsburgh direct to Constantinople to confer with Rear Admiral Mark Bristol, American
high
commander there, and familiarize
sitEastern
with
Near
the
himself
Admiral Long probably
uation.
then will visit various foreign pflrts
to inform himself as to the general European situation, he having
been only recently given command
of American vesselB in European
waters.
At the navy department It was
emphasized that Admiral Long's
visit to Constantinople was In the
natural course of events and while

URGED TQ ALBUQUERQUE IS

FOR

VOTE

Page Seven.

y

Tube Free

THE PEPSODENT COfc'ANY

Dept
Mail

The

New-Da- y

10-D-ay

Chicago.
Tube of Pepsodent to

Dentifrice

Now advised by dentists the world over.
All druggists supply the Urge tubes.
Only on

tube to a luntljr.
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THREE NEW GOVERNESSES FROM THE CONGRES-

country is in the center of troubled
ope. ine nauonai sporc, 13 snoouiig arm

Eur-'TH- E

rimi ,frquf mohning Journal

Why isn't Switzerland like Tonga?
Why does it have the big proportionate
armv that its taxoavers are forced to
D. A. MACI'UMiSON
It is because Tonira is sur
Secretary Uurmort?
rounded by the far reaches of the Pacilie
0
tire..i;u' itii.i 1.7! Ocean, and no other country has been'
Telepltonrs
'1 greedy enbugh yet to grind it with the!
s
maun
Kurort a
u0n neei. tswiti. .ana fias gone inrougn
17! centuries of warfare with all the
of
M.mii
greedy
of
Congress
M.. ,,cnUine. under act
nations that surrond it. It is the victim
hi'j.
of geography.
rates
But Tongans and Swiss are alike in
or mail
due liK'iilli l'.v carrii-ffSVithis they mind their own affairs, thev
Three months
Six Months
;$;um arc prosperous and they have seen the!
(me. ii:ir
'value of education.
If all the nations of the world would
adveutimbnts.
Th
impend the brains and money on education
.
ttu V.,Vu,
of. thanks, res- that now go for war plots and rotten
f,ir Kri,,etv meeting, cards
,..itrrh sociuls. lectures, no- - diplomacy, the Swiss could throw their
cBlirfoV'cJ urch meeting
txc.pt Sunday
ns and guns away, and all the world would be
rch programs) .re considered as adverUs
-
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for at regular advertising rates.
PHESS
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED entitled to
exclusively
of all new. credited to
in this paper and also
credited
otherwise
not
or
it
the local news pupnaneu

tJTPlon

Corn

Sept., (i LM
Slav. 61 He.
Oats Sept., 39'ic;
May.

They probably decided to let the Turk intothe
League of Nations to give it an air of respectability.
Que No'.'

The Usuri railway in Ttussia probably
name from the fares it charges.

got its

We turn over the colyum for the rest of
to Mr. I. B. Smart, who contributes thusly:

the day

t

Jerked Out by the Roots.
Eperienco of others has taught us to shun the
woman who keeps a diary.
Have you ever thought what a Joke it would bo
rattlesnake if it should strike a wooden legged
man on his wooden leg. break off its fangs, and
then suffer with the toothache evry night all win- ter.' (Ana the man would have no excuse to use
that ancient remedy? Dug Out.)

1

on a

j

LIVESTOCK

j

&
j

Bananas are more digestible when peeled. If
not peeled they should be soaked in a strong lye

solution to soften the skins.

j

The better calf contest at the county fair Is
being held in the nick of time. Of course, long
skirts are not going to reduce public interest in
better calves, or in fact in any kind of calves, good,
bad or indifferent, but they will seriously decrease
Uie opportunities for observing and Judging.
. (But
!, - ,..,
will
,,1
r,--

t

,.,

1

1

ami sec if I left my pajamas and
shaving kit. Hurry, I've only five
iininules now!"
Tim boy hurried. In four min- iites ho returned out of breath.
"ies, sir," he panted, "you left
them.'' American Legion Weekly.

-

j

j

H

The Morning Journal on Sunday published a letter written by E. F. Hulick to
the Leader, of Chariton, Iowa, Mr.
former home. It is a letter which
should be read by every person who lives
Hu-lick-

's

in

Albuquerque.
There are thousands upon thousands
of people throughout the country who,
for one reason or another, are seeking
new homes. Their chief source of information is invariably the publicity and adof enterprising
vertising
As a rewhich is oftentimes misleading.
of
victim
the uncredulous
a
sult, many
land-agen-

ts

k
finds too late that
scrupulous
he has been duped.
The Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce can do much toward promoting the
interests of Albuquerque through legitimate advertising and widespread publicity, but the whole burden should not be
placed upon that organization.. Whatever
benefit may result from its efforts will be
shared by everybody. There is no more
effective medium for advertising your
home town than by describing its attractions in a personal letter to those who live
in far places. It is inexpensive and carries with it the weight of personal
interest.
land-shar-
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he must
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.
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"Why,"
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hound in disguise, hay Sid. I heer
47,
84 g
.
for four Tobacco Products
Teddy opened tho window for the "you are charging me
the
Union
distance
Kansas City.
understand
I
Pacific
.151
miles.
a
sutch
o
last
boy,
nite,
berglers
a
half
miles."
Kansas City. Sept. 23 (U. S. DeITnited States Steel
,inn',i
watch dog, he cant even watch his is only two and
68
..
of
ns
a
admitted
L'tah
It
rule,
sir,
partment
is,
Copper
Agriculture). Cattle
own talc without keeping on tern-- j
In Roswell yesterday the democrats nominated ing artonnd.
Calves, fed
Receipts. 46.000.
the taxi driver, "but, you see, we
steers and better grade Blockers
1'orclan Exchange.
G. A. nichardson of Greenfield, Chaves county, as
Is that so. well he's tho best skidded a lot." Los Angeles
New York, Sept. 25. Foreign ex- and feeders steady: all other classes
member of the council from tho counties of Lin- watch dog you ever saw. Hid sed.
change, steady. Great Britain de- slow and uneven, with early sales
Enybody that says enything agenst
er. Top heavy fed
coln, Chaves, Grant, Otero, Eddy, Grant, Dona Ana, this
it.
mand, $1.414: cables, $4.42. Sixty-da- y steady to 25c
Tlcttor iJitc Than Never.
dogs character has to prove,
choice yearlings,
and Luna. W. M. Jlclver of the Xogal district was, he K.d. and us fellows all la f fed
bills on banks. 4.39
France steers, $11.35;
Tho host was nervous and inexbest vealers, $10.50 to
$10.75;
named for the assembly from the counties of Lin-.lienything, saying. 80111c watch perienced and he rose hurriedly at demand, 7.61; cables, 7.62. Italy
few
cows
11.00;
around $6.50;
Belwith demand, 4.23; cables, 4.23.
dojr, gqud nite wy dident he show the conelusio.i of a song
coin, Chaves, and Eddy.
was wile he which one of tho guests had been gium demand, 7.1G'2; cables, 7.17. bulls. $4.00ffiG.OO: most grass heifware
thein
the
joolry
4
cables, ers, $5.00(8 6.00: bulk bulls. $3.50 (fi
Germany demand. .07
was about It. If I had a dog like that obliging.
4.00; canners, largely $3.50
3.73;
At the Eagles' initiation last night, the follow- Id drown him wile he wns a puppy,
"Ladies and gentlemen," ho be- .07. Holland demand, 3S.G8;
"Hefore Mrs. Smith started bles, 38. lii. Norway demand, 16.89. bulk cutters, $3.00.1.50.
Ben Bothe, wy dont you get a good dog. Sid, gan.
ing became members of the order:
10,000.
Sheep
Sweden
Iimbs
Receipts,
26.47.
Denmark
me
demand,
her, ah
thats Jest, a to sing she ah told
Frank Vaio, Charles Melini, Ed Myers, and that aint eny dog, Sid,,
de- mostly 25c lower;
20. ST.
top westerns,
Switzerland
ornament, hay Sid if that was my voire was not In the best condition demand.18.70.
bulk. $14.00(11) 4.23; top
J. 13. McManus.
mo
to
mand,
asked
Spain demand, 13.32. $14.25:
ah
and
then
and
apologize
him away
Id
give
dog
natives.
$14.00;
better
degrades most4
move so he couldent find me agen. for it, but I neglected to do so and Greece demand. 2.50. Poland de- ly $l3.00fi)13.75;
sheep steady; fat
.0114.
mand,
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The
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ah
all
O
well
thats
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you
that
so,
Foundi-the
and
Yesterday
Albuquerque
mand, 3.14.
Argentine demand, ewes largely $5.30 6.25.
chine works which has been owned and operated know", if you wunt to know steel American Legion Weekly.
35.50. Brazil demand, 12.12. Mondident
those
wy
berglers
Deliver.
treal, $1.00.
by r.. Hall, was Incorporated by Mr. Hall and wife
enything but a lot ot old no good
Denver, Sept. 25. Cattle Reand John Munn. Mr. Munn will have charge of stuff and Teddy knew it wasent any
ceipt, 6.00O. Market steady and
New York Money.
the plant during Mr. Hall's stay In California for good and we'd bo glad to get rid
Beef steers; $0.508.00:
New York, Sept. 25. Call money weak.
nu in, lis v.y 110 uiuvii,
Ol It
$.1.75 U 6.25:
health reasons.
easier. High, 5 per cent; low, 4', 4 cows and lielfers.
Sid sed, and up fellows sed, O yes,
$6.
ealves,
00(99. 00; hulls, $2.50ii'
per cent;, ruling rate, 5 per cent; 3.50; stockers
like fun, like heck. O yes, like fun.
and feeders, $5.00
closing, 4 ti to 5 per cent; last loan,
Miss Nellie Taylor, the talented pianist and vocal- and 8id sed, Well Id Jest like to see
Hf the Associated f rein.
7.50.
4'2 per cent; call loans against ac
IIors
ist, has returned from London, where she spent a enybody toutch me wile Teddys
Receipts, 900. Market 50
ceptances, 4 ',j per cent.
see if he was a good
to 75n higher. Top, $10.20; bulk,
year studying; in the London conservatory of music. watch they'd
Time
loans
Mixed
rirm.
Market
so
or
he'd
bite
them
not,
10.00.
dog
collateral, 60 and 90 days, 4 $ $7.75
harl they'd never know what hit
Wall Street.
4
cent; four nnd x months.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Bursum of Etnta Fe, accomJest toutch me, thats all.
them.
New York, Sept. 23. The up- 44 per
commercial stonrly 25c lower; yearlinKH, $13.00
per cent;
ward movement in prices was re- paper, 4 H 1 M prime
panied by their young child, passed through here Just toutch me, he sed.
cent.
per
to
all
Jump- sumed in today's stock market, but
do,
Wich we started
lambs, $12.7513.25.
on the way from California to the capital.
ing ,on him at once and slapping trading was relatively light and
Liberty Bonds.
him with our caps on the hed and fluctuations generally were within
New York, Sept. 25.
Liberty
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kellogg, who have been yelling and giving him fearse cracks narrow limits.
$101.28; sechim all
A heavy accumulation of week- bonds closed:
spending two weeks here visiting their daughters, on the back and pushing
4 Us, $100.54;
ond
$100.00:
first
4's,
to
started
a
and
Jump end buying orders imparted
Chlonifo
Mrs. J. E. Elder and Mrs. WatBon Downs, left last erround, down Teddy
third
and wag his tale as if strong tone to opening quotations, second 4 Us, $100.02;
25 Butter MarChicago.
up and
$100.02: fourth 4 '4s, $100.28; Vic- ket hifilior. Sept.
night for their home in Pueblo, Colo.
extras, 31c:
Creamery
something wonderful was going on, but when these were disposed of tory
Vic4'?4s
$100.66;
(uncalled).
em.
Sid yelling, Sic em, Teddy, sic
firsts, SS'.iHSiic; extra firsts, 37
thu market lapsed into dullness.
$100.28.
44S
tory
Kid
(called).
broak
and
31
40o; seconds,
Revived reports of mergers and
32c; standards,
Wich Teddy dident,
B. Huppe, president of the New Mexico Asso3714c
saying, Hey, stop that, cut capital readjustment were partly
ciation of Firemen, is sending out invitations to the away
ReMarket unchanged.
Krks
thi.t out, Quit that wat the hecks responsible for the continued rise
members throughout the territory, inviting them to the matter with you ?
in Standard Oil shares. Standard
ceipts, 6,071 oases: firsts, 2S(3 33c;
to
a
dident
199
Oil of New Jorsey crossed
You told us to toutch you,
come to Albuquerque to attend the association's
ordinary firsts, 252fic; miscellaneous, 272Sc; refrigerator firsti,
Chicago Hoard of Trade.
you? us fellow sed. and Sid started new peak price for tho year and
meeting.
Material 25 W 25 Vic.
Chicago. Sept. 25.
to wawk away loomng lnsuuea min Standard Oil of California also
Andownturns in the value of wheat rePoultry Alive, higher.
Toddv ran after him still wagglns moved to new high ground.
Fowls,
"Mills tale as if he thawt he was grata other "ndividual feature was Gulf sulted today from apparent likeli- lS4i23c; springs. 21c; roosters, 18e.
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1
which
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hood
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up
States
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Steel,
push..
peaceful settlement with
Unstcd of dumm.
to a new 1922 high at 94 on a gain Turkey. The market closed unset- stocks; fairly steady on Early
and 2V4c net lower, with Ohios. Receipts, 182 ears. Total
"lof nearly five points, but fell back tled,
m ,4 at tho close.
December $1.04 to 1.04
!
and May United States shipments,
I
"1,402;
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
J to
northern sacked and bulk whites.
The substantial advance in mer- - $1.08 to 1.08.
e off to
Corn finished
Jl.OOful.lo cwt; Minnesota sacked
shares,
particularly
rhnndlping
the
The virtue of prosperity Is Temperance;
c decline to a shade sand land Early Ohios. $1.00(91.15
'Woolworth and Ivresge was attrib-- gain, oats at
a.
Quarter For
virtue of adversity is Fortitude, which in morals is
woman stopped In uted to reports of increased retail advance and provisions varying cwt: Minnesota Racked Red Rlvpr
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Ohios. $1.051.20 cwt.
Mexican
from
business.
Petroleum,
unchanged to a rise of 32c.
the more heroical virtue. Prosperity Is the blessing front of the perfume counter.
As a rule,, wheat traders started
earlier in the day
"I would like some good per-- i under pressure additional
of the Old Testament; Adversity is tho blessing of
oil taxes with distinctly bearish views about
on rumors of
Xew York MctnR
the New, which carrieth the greater benediction, fume," she told the clcrli. filled with being imposed in Mexico but came the probable
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crisis,
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electrolytic spot and futures
strong
perfume costing $8 an ounce, she gain of
nearly a point on reports outlook throughout the day, al J14.00
even in the Old Testament, if you listen to David's asked to sample it.
Tin Firm.
considerable
bnvinir at
August earnings at the though
Spot and futures,
airs as Because the woman looked as if showing
harp, you shall hear as many hearse-lik- e
times took place owing to reports $32.62.
rate of f5 a share.'
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shares.
703,300
Iron
It
totaled
Sales
to
was
carols; and the pencil of the Holy Ghost hath she
assume
unsafe
Indicating
Steady. No. 1 northern,
the woman to take
clerk
Call money opened ami renewed that reason for anxiety as to fur33.00f335.00; No. 2 northern,
labored more in describing the afflictions of Job a whiffpermitted
of It.
4
r
cent hut eased off to
at
ther warlike
had $32.00:H.00; No. 2 southern,
than the felicities of Solomon. Prosperity is not
"Now, that's pretty good," the in theperearly afternoon and held at been banished. developments
Hedging sales from $25.00 27.00.
without many fears and distastes; and Adversity customer replied, "I think I'll take that figure
until tho close.
the northwest and slowness of exLead Finn. Spot, $6.2506.37.
A large offering of commercial port demand, together with weak
Zinc Firm. Kast St. Louis spot
We see in a quarter's worth." the astonished
is not without comforts and hopes.
madam,"
"Why,
recession of the ness of Winnipeg prices, counted as and nearby delivery, $6.856.90.
needleworks and embroideries it is more pleasing clerk managed to answer, "you've, bills caused a slight
rates.
an
on
the market
additional weight
foreign exchange
Antimony Spot, $7.00.
to have a lively work upon a sad and solemn ground, already had a quarter's worth,"
Closing prices:
here, the movement of the Cana
Foreign bar sllver, 69c,
45
than to have a dark and melancholy work upon The White Star.
dian crop remaining heavy and LV
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New
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since the Turkish situation became closed steady. ,Oct., $20.88; Dec,
American T. & T.
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train.
board
station
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a market factor.
American Zinc
when they are incensed or crushed; for Prosperity
$21.18: Jan., $20.03; Mar,, $21.07;
B3V4
Corn and oats showed stubborn May, $20.37.
"Hang it." ho exclaimed. "I've Anaconda Copper
doth best discover vice, but Adversity doth best disHere, boy, Atchison
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something.
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cover virtue.
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country without an arm, a navy, a
national debt or an income tax such is
Tonga, last remaning native kingdom of
A

the South Seas.

Every male in Tonga is presented with
eight and a quarter acres of land when he
reaches the age of 16. The treasury has
5300,000 surplus, all public improvements
have been paid for and a complete educational system has been set up.
Tonga presents the nearest approach
to Utopia on this planet. Although it is
a tiny island, greater nations like our own
might get some good lessons there.
Switzerland, another little country, is
run on a different plan. The Swiss have
the best drilled army in the world,
they have no need for a navy, as the

PRODUCE

3s,

I

UTOPIA

t all
will eatisfy

dcrncostratlon

A

HOBOS

MOTOR

CO.. phone

5

($c

j

FOll WALK Ten acres of good laud.
mostly In alfalfa, four ml lei olft on
Rio Urande boulevard, on main dlttih
and main road. AcjdreM Bix 114, old
Albuquerque, ur phone LM09-JKOlt HA LF. Oil rTOiDVyWhZ
has
houo ami nt to trud for a nic twenty- acre ranch; one and one-hamilca
from Hur.:liis bripe. fcJee Broad Uleycle
i v., 10 H'tutli Second, phone SK.
l
TKAUJO For city prvp- l'Oli SAI.I-erty. wuburba ri tract, with three-roohous'; bleu place fur truck gard ruing
or raising chickens: close lo consolidated
schnol, on c 'rm-Itoulevard and Camle-Inri.roal, two and a half miles north
f oM Town church.
A. Montoya. owner,
'inbl. plmne -- 1"-'.
iiAM'H ot four acres, entirely 'f'oncecl
throe-fourtwith five-fopoultry wire,
mllo west of Barclas bridge;
three screened porches;
house,
water In hou?e, new garaee and chicken
houses; full blooded chickens and turkeys; also furntiure; ti.in.is. Call owner.

ll7st

Chicago.
Chicago, Sept. 25 (U. S. DepartCattle. Itc
ment of Agriculture).
ceipts, 30,000; better grades native
beef steers proportionately scarce,
fully steady; lower grades slow,
weak to lower; early top
matured beef steers. $11.95; best
yearlings, $11.85: built beet steers
of value to sell at $9.50 fn .10.50:
butcher she stock largely 15c lower; fanners, bulls and stockers
largely steady: veal calves opening
mostly 50c off; bull; fat she stoen,
$4.35". 50; bulk bolonna bulls,
4.25; bulk vealers to pack$4.00
ers early around, $12,00.
Hogs Receipts, 36.000. Lighter
desirable
and
weighty
weight
butchers fairly active. 10 to
higher: others slow, around steady
bulk 170 to
averages.
$10. 50(li 10.65; $10.70 paid; biill;
210 to
butchers, $10.2.'
Cf10.50; good and choice 200 to
butchers, mostly $10. (hi
(5)10.15; bulk packing sows, $7.75
(filS. 35:
pigs slow; holding best
$9.00 fy 10.40 ;
time,$9.75:
heavy.
medium, $9.90 Cf' 10.70; light. $10.25
(&10.70; light, lights, $9.90S10.40;
packing sows, smooth, $ 8.1 0 iff 8.90 ;
packing sows, rough, ?7.35(y S.25;
killing pis, $8.75 ft 9.75.
Sheep
Receipts. 23,000. Best
native lambs opening 10 to 25c lower to shippers and city butchers:
packers talking greater decline;
Top, $14.65 to shippers;
packers
4.23, largely for
bidding $1 4.00
desirable kinds; sheep and feeders
around steady; demand for feeder
lambs active; practically nn fat
westerns hero; receipts Include
direct to packers.

--

TELL IT TO THE WORLD

times.

Kan as City.
Kansas City. Sept. 25. Wheat
No. I hard, $1.01 "31.12; No. 2 red,
f 1.02 1.10.
Com No. 3 white. 5"'ie; No. 2
yellow, CO ',4 It c.
Hay Steady to $1.50 higher;
lower grades alfalfa advancing. No.
1
timotliv, $14. 00 or 15.00; No.
prairies. $1 .00 '0 1.50 ; rlioice alfalfa, $20. 50 f 21.00; clover, mixed,
light, $14.O0M'H.5O.

iV'-.-

being charged for coal
prices
and that Ford had taken up the cudgels
in behalf of the people. But Edsel spoiled it all when he sen a tekjram to all
of the company's plants to the effect that
coal would be forthcoming and that the
plants could resume operations. Had tho
hundred thousand employes "struck" it
would have been a different story.
As a director of publicity, Henry Ford
is one of the greatest living economists.

HOURS QUALITY CARS
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Oct., $11.20; .Tan. $!.:5.
Sept., $10. SO; Oct.. $tt.i0.
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note

sive

Dec,

convertible truck
roadster;
Hroa.
also roadster;
touring;
Ford '22 touring. Ford '20 touring; LexJ. Korber &
ington Minuto Alan
'o., Poriue Urns. IVnlers. Phone 783.
Dodge

434.
Omnlia.
West Central.
Omaha, Kept. 2". Wheat 97c,
83c $1.06.
$l.nj; No.No.2 niixi-d56 HS
2
white,
Corn
FOR SALE Ranches.
No. 2 mixed, filic.
W
i'Ult
Have
j.ine plenum
2
Oats No.
wlilt, 30j 36(ic; propusiU"nn In suburbao
rancbea.
No. 2 white, 36 f? S He
Turner Company

1

non-c:rc:'-

SSSc

5Sc;
36c;

you.
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a
over
half
strike of
The weather bureau announces that the woathcr
In re
lasted more than five months.
is
iurai
ior uiresmng. .nijuo mat is wny mat lei- spouse to demands from every quarter ot low junipe(J on the jiceman down at the gtation
Her Pot Aversion.
Pamela, (who has been told to
the country and in the face of what the other day.
brunt! her teeth) Mother, you althreatened to be a serious condition, tn
ways ask me to do that, and it's
Commerce
Interstate
ot
the
action
,.Tiic grand jury reports that the county Juil is
my favorite thing I hate to do.
Lee
inevitable
Li f e.
an.t'jn a deplorable condition. Possibly that accounts
C.nimission V'.IS both
Papo
In aUCIl a Situation it IS for the absence of crime, which they also reported.
commendable.
Itctict'ncc Ahont Hesiilciiee.
J.ubtful v" ether anyo.'ie woul.1 dissent
Judge (to prisoner) Your acThe owner of that cow that ate the chickens
the view or the Commission that' should
Last nite some berglers climbed in complice refused to give his addressbe enjoying creamed chicken for a few
live?
throo Sid Hunts dining room win . Where do you
the automobile wan a
1'rinnner .Me? across the way
days,
coats and
the
all
dow
stole
and
dissenton
alone
Ford
Henry
industry.
$
things that was hanging in tho hall
a
"strike", ostensibly
and ordered
It seems the Albuquerque police do not approve and climbed out with them agen Transcript.
It is the of live, models in the male underwear line. This and Slds fox terrier Teddy never
against the -- Lie own:...
Ml)tcrr.
even marked,, and today wen Sid
first time in industrial history that a seems to us an unnecessary sex discrimination.
The congressman took a taxlcah
f;min prrmiml with TVihlv us felloWK
strike.
to
the
in
resorted
his
home
tho suburbs. It was
to
has
Sid
Hello
to
started
kid
him.
saying,
"capitalist"
v.'thats ii trratc watch Uou vou got iti rainy day. Me protested wnen
The public was led to believe that exces- r
an extra fare
demanded
ot a uluii the driver
be
--
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Itibs

I
ine coat snunaKe
1

r

,

non-essenti- al

r,M

ST SKI. I. our tar, cheap;
1'hono
OR THADK

Ford,

$1.04; May, $1.08.

There's a surplus of phosphorus
Down on the BoBphorus,
With Kemal with matches at play.
Why not take that Turk
By the neck with a Jerk
And sink him and his fire in the bay?

-

When a COal shortage was threatened
as a result of the strike anu an mcieaht:
in the price of coal was anticipated in
consequence of the curtailed supply, the
Interstate Commerce Commission placed
an embargo on coal to be supplied to
induswhat it termed to be
in
this
automobiles
tries and placed
class. With the resumption of activity
in the coal mines, the Commission removed its baji, permitting the supply of fuel
to automobile plants and the hearts of
trmnennrls nf emnloves were warmed by
t he assurance that they COUld return to
work and earn a livelihood.
;

.SI.

ship--pini-

The industrial world recered with
the news that Ford had
a shock
ordered the closing of his plants, throwthousand
ing upwards of one hundred
exmen out of work, as a protest against
ot
manuiacturcr
The
cessive coal prices.
announced
indigtl
ubiquitous flivver
to be gougnantly that he was not goingNot he. the
barons."
"coal
the
by
Mr. tord
impression went abroad that
in
was performing a great public service to
declining
vast
by
profits
foregoing
interests.
"play into the hands ofof the
one
the
wages
hundyo.l
Meanwhile,
thousand families were stopped. At the
nnri nf a week it was announced that
1
ihp Ford plants would resume opera--

AUTOMOBILES.
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ir.

POG OH If BY MOOT

HENRY FORD AS AN ECONOMIST

jorf.

.

Kuropean, buying
corn and oats, was noted.
FOR A GOOD umd ear com
and se
Trovisions had an upward slant
what we have and thosa we have
in response to higher quotations on for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifthlisted
and
Gold, phone 1S0O.
hnss and because ot better
call for lard and meats.
t'Oli SALE Several bargains In used
Closing prices:
;
$1.03
Wheat
Dec, cars; '21Cadillac touringr, or'19 model;
Sept..

Beptrwbw !6.19S8.

TUESDAY,

mu8-.l-

rn.

like Tonga.

will bo charged

Fh.,ii
Anclrtitjbul'tf

!!cryjG

si'b.-vihi'tiu- n

.

Mincellaneout

PUAKH

6
ijulck
ruller
West Krult.
Beautirui lnuuuted deer's
t"iir!nr car. Phone :nl-or 1L'44-head, fine specimen; can be seen at ISM'HItT liADIATUH ItKl'AllilMl. U
FTauerB KnMlery.
K. Sheet .M.tal Works, 217 N. Third.
KOrt SJAI.E Boj-'bicycle; goud CJllJl-tlo- KOI! SAI.K
3
Buick tonrinip .!
tlo. Call rnornioss, apartment 3,
t4it-clasBond-Dlllu- n
condiUon,
Co.,
1M West R'jma.
city.
I'Ott KAI.K self starter. liUO, Ford ;
fviATTRESS
Kood condition, ?.T,il for quick sale,
MATTRBS8 RENOVATING; XG0 auU tip. fa Vassar.
o
furniture
Wll.r
repairing,
Uug cleaning,
yi:i.t. jny iliui,,n Suptr Six epced- -'
or fc36-parking. I'liono tii3-"ter; perfect condition, tl.i'OU. l'hon
Krvln HediUng Cfmtany.
"10, or call 17. Mcllnl l.ulldlne.
ruu
Furd ton truck. 192", in A- -l
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
nieelmnlcat condition,
cash, llil?
,
Ford
IwTuTiicrale-faUeneilliiilkfeil
roadster, cheap. 4"7 West Coimer.
V.
Boulevard
J.
road,
SAVIJ
Swift,
f,u
to
7i per cent on used parts.
fryer.
Dhcne 1920-etc.; full stock for over twentv-flv- e
difRhode Island Reds, While ferent cars.. Mcintosh Co.. an w.t
FOR 8ALK
Hocks and Dutf Orpingtons: pulleta per.
and cocks; 73 cents each. 1215 Houth iTll; SALE Ford tourlngi tl00; Ford
Waller.
touriiiB,
(ID; Ford touring, starter.
$:00; Ford llsht truck. l7si.
slreU
907 West Mountain road.
Hon.
ter Oarage.
both of
Some

J

rv

WftWIM

SALE

BAICI i.K l'JFOll SALE
J314
FOlt SAf.h'

WANTED
UANTKL

Miscellaneous

Un
good
fust
ion A Wo'1.
UANT12JJ
To buy flat" top office desk;
must Lo in good condition.
"cMilliuu
& Wood, 2u
Weal: Cold.
T UANSKK li and KcavcnKT
ork done,
K. A. Griffith.
reasonable rati-s7:Z
Kast Iron, phone I!t7-MUMiV

niort gages.

M cMMl

' v CTiTk
ma x uau i77n
sJTiT
at si-Kirst. will pay the highest prices fur
cecond-hand
your
clothing, shoes and
furniture, t'hone SS.s.

PjcVJ

RUG CI.KANKKS
IE una
Cleaned, ?!.J5.

MATTIEbiSSES

renovated, $3,&U and up;
furniiuns repaired and packed. Ervln
or Sflfl-tedding fo,. Phones H13-VVANTKD Your piano lo apply on puT
used
chase of new
player
piano.
Phone Tfi and wo will call and quota
values that will make conservative buyer sit up and take notice. George P.
Leanard.
k0 UAK FINl S H I X ti V TIMES a' DAT
satisfaction
Remember,
guaranteed.
Send your flul.i ing t a reliable establish td firm.
on
He turn
postage pal
11 anna
&
mall orders.
LJanna,
Inc.,
Commercial Photographers, Fox News.
A
Ibuquefque.

WANTED

Agents

fur northto sell Sjtearns 'Electo ranches,
Plants
homes, hoteln. sioro?, garages, etc. Beat
plant on market, prico reasonable;
smiall Investment
proposition;
Write quick for territory,
necessary.
Uffht anil .Kquipmcnt Co., U03 Han
Wi'mo-iscsi rett, VA Paso, Texas.
v

A

N'j'I'j!.)
ern New

tric

I.lghl-Powe-

Mexico

r

FOR RENT

Office Room.

b'UU JiKN
Olict) routna, Central avenue, above Mutson't Book Store. Korber nnn Company. A uto Department.

TYPEWRITERS
TVl'KWIilTKHS AH makes ovcrhaulea
"d repaired.
Tilbbona for every .machine.
Typewrit-Albuquerque
V03-122 Houth Fourth.
phone

FOR RENT

Miscellaneous

I'Ull KENT
Kf.PIt

t'i'l:

HUNT
lli:.NT

314

fiitniKc
A
piano.

FOR RENT
I'OU

Kfc.X'1,

.Vent (Joal.

South lllKli.
Phone :07J-W- .

t,23

Storeroom

JJiiIIUIiik lit

12

West.

;up-le- r;

unliable f ir garage. Inquire H. K.
Sherman, at first Saving, Bank and
Trust Company, phone 8.
uTt
WILL, arrange-TtTitenant m lioilou
foot brick bulldins; good condition;
opposite Kanto, Fo shops; reasou&bi
terms. Sea or write L. Ileyman, lot
rc'iQjL-F1!;'Albuquerque, N. M.
;.

"WELL CONTRACTOR
WKLI..S UHILLEU ilnveo end repaired;
pumps, tank,, towera, J. F. Wolklng.

423

West Marble. ph,,n.

1462--

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AITOHMlllj.
WILSON AKU WILSON,
Attorneys,
Rooms 15, 17 and 19 Cromwell Bulldlnf.
Phone 1153-J- .'
PHVSIC1ANS
ANf
UK. 8. J.. buiiton;

lBOKtNM.

I'tseasei or Ilia Stomach
Sulie 9. Barnett Bulldlnr
UK. MAIKiAKGT CAKTWHIGHT,
UZ3 East central
jieaiuesc
Phone 671.
UR, S. JI AIJI.K SKEJil.S.
Oaleoniithio Physician.
Citizens Bank Bids. Ph. 881-or SM5-.UK. S. C. OLAKKE,
Kje, Kar, Nos and Throat.
Barnett-BuildinPhone lit.
Offlc, lloura
I to II
m.. and 3 to I p. m.

l

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to

. UK1NARY DISEASES
AND DISK ASKS OF TUB SKI
assermaa La born tor, In Connection.
Citizen Bank Blag. Phone H86.
GKN1TO

VV

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. fiac-oat. Ground floor. Phons M2.

nd

.

Adrlog

Chlropraetle.

19 and 20 ArniUo Building.
re- o
Albugucr(iie-Ban- t
DAILY tlTAUB
To Xaoa (Bead Doira)
7:30 a.m.
Leave
11:10 a. m.
Aril,

J

'.v

...........

l.ea

Lea re

,.,,11:10 am.
U:jo p, m.

:oa p. m.
Arrive
To APioqnerque (Head Cp
Albuquerque ...Arrive... 1:00 p. m.
Santa T
eave... 4:00 p. infanta Fa
Arrive.. .13:11 p. in.
Arrive.. ,Jl:it a. m.
Repanola
Taos
Leave... T: a. m.
FARE TO SANTA FE. UM
TO TAOS, lll.ni).
Albuquerque Headquarter
Rlngllna
Brothers'
store, 110 W,,t Central
Aver
Phone SOS.
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank C"tfe-tloner- r.

tiar

rhone Ki.
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US

Elf ESEMEITS

WanaH

Ml ITta
PRICED

KOLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

rXTKUEST ON YOLK MOXKY
WITH A JlOMfc BESIDES.
Five large rooms, two sleepfuring porches, completely
nished, arranged for two families in a very desirable locaThis home is built of
tion.
brick, east front, full sized lot.
A dandy buy.
We still have a rew lots left
for sale in the Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.

J,

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
D.

surance.
210 W. Gold.
l'lione

SELL

TO

house,
bath,
sleeping
porch, large front porch, fireplace, colonades, bookcases, built-i- n
buffet, hardwood floors, basestoves go with
ment, walks,
house. See
ACKEKSON A-- GIUFFITn

Realtors
Phone 414.
4th St.

floors, built-i- n
features, nrepiace, uasemem, parage, lawn and trees, two blocks
from Central avenue. A buy at
$4,700. For this and other good
buys see

brick, modern, fine hardfloors, fireplace, large glassed
extra largo llvlnjf room, l.ot
water heat; good Kfirage; West TIJeraa,
?5,ft00
pebble dash dwell-inbath, etc., corner lot 100xJ4'. one
block from Central, Jllghlande, close in.
framf. modern, fine ahadc,
good location, S. Walter St., close in.
porch--

,

A. FLEISCEIIEIK, Realtor
rirc. Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Hurety Ilnnit., Loan.
1'bone 671..
No. Ill 8. lourlh Street,

REAL.

112

five-roo- m

A--

SIX-ROO-

$4,250.

FIVE-ROO-

MODERN ADOBE
choice west side loca-

home,
tion, $3,600.
WE HAVE HOMES IN ALL
PARTS of the city from $750
to fifteen thousand. No trouble to show you.

CO.

ROBERTS-TURNE- R

PHONE

201.

RENTALS
We have a special rental department with an exclusive
rent man In charge,
ROBERTS-TURNE-

R

rhone 407

218 W, Gold.

SHELLEY-BRAU-

CO.

Six

shade,

K ST ATE.

Third

14

.

Furnished-Ter-

Cozy

N

CO.

QUICK!
Phone 150.

Prompt Adjustment and

house, new and neat,
lights, city water, garage and
fenced
Prico
and
complete,
terms the best.
J. K. GOXCE REAL KSTATH
118 W. Silver.
Phono 477

Male and Female.
toachcre
WANTED Immediately;
rural schools. In New Mexico i nd
Kducatlonul
Southwestern
zona,
change, 117 West Copper, city.

WANTED
WANTED
1S4S.

for
AriEx-

Position

Housework by the day.Vhoue

EXPERIENCED
1744--

stenographer,
'

rhone

CLEANING PAPER Kalaomlnlng. John
Goodson. phone 634-- J.
WANTED Washing and Ironing by the
doren. Phone 1703-- J.
WANTED Work by the hour. Call after
6:30 p. m. pnone 1343-'
Will take
WANTED Laundry work.
home or by the day. Phune 21Q1-WANTED Baggage, express and light
Phone
hauling; union shop striker.
S172--

J

WANTED
y

J.

experienced
by
Position,
driver; In or out f town.

A. Martin, phone

zzi--

Position as salesman or
work; twelve years' experience;
can furnish car. Phone isoz-WANTED Position by experienced car
salesman; can furnish best of references. L. W. Wlnfcrd. Hotel Combs.
printer-operatWANTED
Linotype
wants position; union. Write or wire,
T. A. Beardon, care Dr. M. D. Welch,
Tawson, N. M.
H. J. DASHER, contracting, cess pools,
cellars, cement curbing and ditch DOSg
of all kinds. Phone 1370-West Fruit.
WANTED Position ae fitter and alterar;
tion work, or as saleslady In
have had years of experience. Ad
dress nux bb, care journal.
CALL HUTCHINSON fur house oleanlng
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintsweeping;
ing, kalaomlnlng. and chimney
083-- J.
Odd Job Man. phone
WANTED By young lady attending
school, place with small private family to act as companion evenings and assist with the work for board and room.
Telephone 27.
WANTED

WANTED

Real Estate

"
vijii have" business pri,p
ilel u villi McMUUuo A AVuud,

As Long As

$10.00 Per Load
A

Serv-

ice?
Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over State National Bank,
"ele phone 598.

(Of

liealtors.
Lots Third and Fourth Wards.

75x142 feet
300x142 feet

$6,000
$3,500
$750
$1,000
Phono 635

50x100 feet
50x90 feet
200 i W. Gold.

FOR RENT
VOV.

RENT

Houses.

By October

FOR RENT
FOU 11ENT
""mnieuEu,
,.y
FOIl RENT
FOU KENT

Pour-roo-

.New

my home on

modern

iflve-roo-

&zo

1,

modern frame"

Five-roo-

iMurui waiter.

hcuue,

ouutn waiter.
modern house;
tnree-roo-

-

monin.

bungalow.

inone

est 3.
, .
iurnisil- -

furniture, a Rood investment
at $1,800; $200 caRh and $30
a month; Highlands.

stucco
white
New
adobe house, modern, built-i- n
features, basement, good location. Fourth ward; priced for
quick sale, $4,000, terms.
3 room
and sleeping porch
cottage, Just finished, lot BOx
$200
142, price only $1,700;
cash and $30 a month.

Real

FOR RENT

Rooms

Furnished room. 612 North

.,....

w"

,.

jS

fteaultsj

lt
JB1:

New Mexico.

Desirable

Very

Bilghtwood
down
$2U.0U

or woman to
look after The Journal's
In
circulation interests
every town In the state.
Pleasant, dignified and
Adwork.
profitable
dress Circulation Manager, care of Journal, givage,
ing
qualifications
and past employment.

For

with Board
BOARD'oAnliouItb

Rent-Room- s

ROOM AND
ltrriiulwuy.
ROU.U
AND BOARD, 89
Huuth Broadway.

a week.

511

c'ult

RENT Ulassed-l- n
porch,
board.
114 North Maple.
R( OMS AND GLASS Sleeping porch with
board; no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT
.Nicely furnlsned roums with

table board. Phone 1327-South Arno.
FOR RENT Board, room and glassed-i- n
1818
sleeping porch. In new house.
East Central.
Foil RENT Large front room and sleeping poruh and board; sultablo for two.
110 North Maple.
BOARD
Good home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
Broadway and Gold
FOR RENT Room and porch, southern
exposure, with good board. 923 South
Walter, phone 2.103-FOR RKNT
Have lovely vacancy for twu
vuuvmesceuis. airs, w. il. iteea, pnone
1226-J- .
408 South Walter.
First-clas- s
ROOM AND HOARD
meaia;
modem home, near car line; reasonable. 819 North Eleventh, phone 10U9.
FOK RENT
Front bedroom and board for
gentleman only, in private home; no
wkk. Phone 1102-J- ,
or call (ill West Coal.
ROOM
in
AND
BOARD,
private
home; nurse care, tray eervlce, . iud
07 North High, phone
meaia.
17 48-FOK KENT
Nicely furniahedTront room,
ultable for one or two, with board, on
main floor. Phone 1472-613 West
Fruit.
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
or three persona for n.eala by the
week; only a ehort ride from town. Mrs.
Fleming, 105 South Cedur, phone 1578-MilS, MARSHALL'S private home for
convalescents, excellent meals, table
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
North Twelth, phone llfil-J- .
6
bi'lCCIAL summer rates,
per month;
excellent board, private room with
and
sleeping porch
tray service. St.
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491.
JAMESON'S RANCH The place to get
well; two miles from town; free from
dust and smoke; free transportation to
and from town; good borne cooking,
meals served family style. Phone ZliaS-MRS. BERGLUND'S Private Tubercular
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated
rooms; plenty new blankets; good meals;
milk and eggs; home-canne- d
fruits and
our own chickens served; special diet;
nfiS-Phone
general nursing.
FOR HEALTH SEEKERS
Furnished
rooms with: sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room; steam heat; excellent board; tray service; graduate
nurse In attendance; prices reasonable
Casa de Oro, 609 and 613 West Gold.
first-clas-

s

110

BUSINESS CHANCES
FOR SALE
phone 629-FOR SALE

Hotel, Fourth

and Central,

Hotel, twenty rooms, pool
hall and bar; good lease. 313 South
First.
WELL
established high-clas- s
business,
on Central, for $1,000.
Joseph Collier,
207 West Cold.
Two-stor- y
FOR SALE
brick building.
215 South First; lucatlon good for any
kind of business.
FOR SALE
1'pol hall and barber shop,
at Bernalillo, Write or see Agnucio
Del Valle, Bernalillo, N. M.
five-rooFOK SALE
bouse and
A
small grocery; close In; good business.
Call at 316 Bouth Seventh.
FOR
SALE Stores,
hotels, rooming
houses, garages, restaurants and other
hlgh-clas- a
propositions not advertised
Co., 218 West
locally, r.oberta-l'urn-

Gold.

FOR SALE! Cafe, four years established
business; will soli cheap If aold at
once; on national highway, write for
particulars to W. H. stovall, Commercial
Cafe, Hilbrook. ArlB.
FOK SALK One of the finest cafea In
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent
trade, good location; two of the partners
are to leave for Europe; act quick. Address postoffice box 814, Flagstaff. Ariz.
BUSINESS established twenty years, for
quick sale: excellent for man or man
and wife; Ideal for healthseekers; 1300
required. Apply after 6 p. m., or Sunday. C. H. Threadglll. 1220 Forreater.
estab
FOK SALE Profitable
business,
lished five years; owner wishes to
account of having other interests;
price very low and a bargain. For in
terview, address postoffice box D9e, Al
buquerque, N. M.
WANTED
To leose good small laundry with privilege ot buying or straight
lease; northwest Texas, Mew Mexico orArizona; good references, J, L Koninson, Fort Worth Steam Laundry, Fort
Worth. Texas.

FOR SALE

Addition
per

H. W,

$10.00

month

A live man

Livestock.

FOR SALE
Four-roo-

HQ.

Houses

Kl

modern home. In
811 FOl:
very reasonable,

I ' A

Colo.

.SALE
H

II

FOU SALE A
snap In a
mortem furnished
cottage,

Migcellaneous

fur canning, Pnon L'in-R.- l.
Cornet, cheap. 1723 Kast

We will be glad to

Miscellaneous.

nffico

hm

'OH

BALE

n r,;

appicsaml
Wiley's Farm, Post- phono glll-ru- .

Twu bicycles.

In

A- -l

condi-tlo-

at a bargain used eight months.
IlS Soulh Klrar.
if
Ill: YOLlTIiltouMS. made In Albuquer-riu- c.
Duke City Ilroum Factory, 152J
SouthJlrotHlway, phone Ul'S-.FOK SALE Player piano, used, excellent
condition; tlrst
cash
Investigating
buyer sure to take It. Phone 10.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes. 116 and up;',
J per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
change, 13 Smith Fourth.
FOR SALE
Caod
tractors.
and
li-2with gang plows.
Hardware
Department. J. Knrher A Company.
SALE
tult
Typewriters priced right'
fur quick aolo. Wm. Wilcox,
SOU
West Central, phone no.
SAXOPHONES
and all band Instruments.
new or used; private or class lnstruc-Mon- a
on above. Fre.l K, Etlls, Ph, 3'):-FOK
SALE
Acclmated pure- - K a lire ft
winter seed wheat, yijkl 70 bushels to
tho aero. Phnne 2114-11John A.
H" 41'-- ', oily.
FOR SA I.F. Twenty thoua d aharea ot
Cupper licit Silver and Copper Mining

company, at

2

cents a share.

Address

pontoffiei) hex 87, city.
FOR SALE
Gnod cooking and eating
apples, l;c and 3c a pound; also sweet
cliler, uiq a gallon, delivered It desired.
Flovd Miller, phone 2401-Jf- i,
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cusaioua

prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troublea. H. Planter Arch Supports. Thus.
F, Keleher Leather Co.. 40S West Central.
APPLES!
APPLES: Fancy and extra
fancy Jonathans, delivered by parcel
to
post
your door, 60 pound box, 11,60.
Send money order.
L. F. Sage, Karm-Ingto- n,
N. M.

'

FOR HALE Nearly new player piano,
r,
with 10" rolls; Hradley hand
h
metal churn,
roller pipe cutter, pust-hol- e
digger, heavy
brush scythe, cheap. Phone 2403. R'j.
FOR 6ALE Pianos, player pianos, elec-tr- lo
nrchestlan pianos, with alot attachments, phonograpns; pre-wvaluea;
for quick action, phone 10S or write
Qeorge P. Learnard Plana Co.. 214 Bouth.
Walter.
a,
IfcOR SALE
Largo sine mahogany
mahogany base floor lamp, with
some
beautiful shade:
handsome
dresses and two suits, size 38, Call
between 10 and 12 or 3 and 6, Apartment
M, Washington nruirtments.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
dressing, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vala-pa- r.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Paint.
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. SatLeathF.
Thus.
Keleher
assured.
isfaction
er Co., 4'IS Went Central. Phone 107-- J.
ASHE.OlTlToOF PAINT
THIS high-grad- e
paint contains no tar.
and will
pitch or asphalt. Is
the
stand
hot, dry climate of the west.
We also have a red, maroon and green
paint. All kinds, fl rer gallon. Our
roofs with pebble finiait
new, built-uwill Inst twenty-fiv- e
years. Phone 1S34-- J.
The Manzano Co.. 110 South Walnut.

in

selecting

If. CHAS. ROEHU

194g--

Homes. Jt will be to your
interest to see ua before purchasing a
list
home, as we have a large
Kcjerts-Turncr
to select from.
Co., 218!
Wept Cold, phone 407.
FUR
SALE
Beautiful
pressed brick
five rooms, sleeping porch
bungalow,
and double pressed brick garawo; ideal
home near shops.
For particulars Inquire 7(10 South Third.
FOR SALE VVhlto stucco bungalow, at
house;
sacrifice; practically a
front perch, lights, city water; lot (ii;xi4s,
$ :t 3 0 0 ; part cash, rest easy.
Sec owner.
14L'3 Virginia boulevard.
Well-bui- lt
SALE
FOK
by
practical
builder, 1675 cash, or best offer, buys
and glasaed-l- n
sleeping porch.
Ele.trlo and city water. The best in
town for healthseekers.
Palmer, 1822
South High, phono 176S-FOR SALE
In south highlands, new
thiee-roocottage; two large screened
in porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
features; a real buy; very small pay
ment down, balance like rent-- 701 East
Santa Fe. or phone 693.
OWXUIt furued to leave, must sll new
four-rootwu
furnished,
housp,
fruit treon, gnrajie,
screened porches,
chii'kens, horse, humous nnd bi'KKy: sum
cash and balance cheaper than runt. Fur
detnfls plone 4 1 1
WIMj, SEIilj our new house, In University 'llelRhtu, at a bargain; furnished
or unfurnished; this place is strictly
modern with all the now conveniences;
small payment down, balance less than
rent; pussesslon' October '1. Address
Owner, care Journal.

assist you

a home,

i'uit

FOR SALE

909

three-roo-

on South
Walter; ideal for healthseeker or shopman;
priced; easy terms. Apply 701
East Santa Fe.
FOR SALE New homes by owner; one
8.4 West Gold; one
210
110 North Maple;
one four-rooCall ail West
North Maple; terms.
ver, phone
SALE

I'hona

hAISTaTlrTirliiluua

.tiler varieties.

fine condition;
WALK
SilVtT,
Klghth.
FOR SALE Two-mohousp, furnished, Full ,.U.K Hard coal heater,
large alee.
Vli"n
314.
cheap if taken at once. 1215 Vlrglnfa
hmilpvard.
FOIt HALE Three new rabbit hutche.
FOR HALE See mo this week for a real
bargain; four-rouhouse, University
'lit " BODUY-Holghts, 309 ViiKsar,
MILK; JJiiST IS TOWN
I'nonrt Ml.l-ru.
FOIt SALK OR LKASI-new four-ru"i- n
modern hiu. furnished or unfurnisht'Olt SAI.K Ten BharcB Hrj-oHarvester
ed.
H"fk, ? I,'', Phnne 1327-Virginia boulevard.
OK SALE One or nicest small hounes FOR SAM-Complete ahos ,hop. Ad- In University
near car line.
C)irft journal.
Call afternoons. J ' Cornell.
RfKIII'I Vfl
Foft SALE Modern furnished flve-rui- n
EXPERT
gnarnnlfpil work. Phone 1SS4-brick and sU'pplnir
porch, close in;
FOR KALE Water apunlel
Fourth ward. Phono IGol-pupplei; make
mom uumere ana retriever,.
FOK SALE
Phone
Throe room stucco lioust-100x142, on corner; bargain for quick
snle.
MANZANO OIXCER ALB
Apply lfit)i) South Walter.
FOU SALE
New
modern home, fiOU HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
down and monthly payments Uko rent. Full SALE
Two pool table,, at a barJ. A. Hammond. 8M East Silver.
gain. Boo Pablo Chavei. 1825 West
FOU SALE By ownei, suburban home, Control.
four rooms and sleeping porch-- city FOU BALE Five ten-Mdry gonde
counters.
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. PostofApply Kahu'a Store, 109
fice box 21.1, city.
North Flrat.
LOOK
AT
THIS! BuuutUul
modern HEAL fcllk Fashioned II"lery; guaranbrick house, good location; alt you deteed; now four palra (or 5. Phone
sire In a home; furnished or unfurnished. z:52-Phone 18&2-FUR SALE Ktewart heating atove,
FOli SALE Three-roohouse
with
fire bowl: like new; a bar-rnlchlcKen house for two hundred chickens
10(17 Luna circle.
garage, lights and water. 1205 West
HICKS' DAIRY
Iron, phone 490-VCLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
FOK tA LE Three-roohouse, front
pints, 8o; quarts, IBc. Phnne TJ8.
and back porches;
dandy orchard CASH REGISTER
Bough t, aold,
started; on a largo corner lot; terms.
and repaired. El Paso Cash
1224 Virginia boulevard.
Register Co.. 212 North Btanton street
FOK
SALE
Furnished
three El Pnso, Texas.
house,
rooms, bath, electric lights, city water, FOR SALE ElRhty-flv- e
shares Bryan
garage; 54 foot lot, $.00 down and fJO
Harvester atock, priced right. BWX,
130G South Arno,
per month.
enre Journal.
14-- 3
FOK SALE
West Central, sixty-ninFOR SALE Thorough' red Boston bull
foot frontage; pavement all paid
pup; female, five months old; with
house and garage ; pries
for;
papers. 1124 South Walter.
registered
fr,5O0, Inquire 141!) West Central, phous
r,
FOR SALE one splendid Stewart
728-one Copper Clad range: fine
FOK SALE Four practically new
2211-J- .
a
Phone
at
condition,
bargain.
fur cost of construction ; furniture and lots thrown In for good measure. Itoom 7, First National Bunk
Routti

Real Estate,

insurance, Loans and Rentals
Corner of Second and Gold.

Thone 640.

A MOST BEAUTIFUL HOME
will he ready to occupy this week. It has adobe wallg
throushout, living room, fireplace with the bookcaBcg, dining room with French Doora from penrola, kitchen with
largo cupboards, builtin iton board and breakfast table, two
large bedrooms, bath, plenty closets, linen drawers, etc.
Basement, Areola heat; ten foot ceilings, narrow oak floors
Outside finish white
throughout; two screened porches.
stucco, is'o. 308 Harvard avenue.
This home commands a beautiful mountain view from
tho cast and the full, view of tho beautiful sunsets beyond
Its within 200 feet of the trackless street
the volcanoes.
car, University Heights Boulevard drive. Coal avenue.
Get any real estate mnn to show you It today or see me.
Prico IB300. Terms If you desire.

Home Builder.
Phono

l'hone

1I1I-K-

.

Insurance

ZAPF.

Itcsldcnco 1021 AV. New York Ate.
Office, Second and Gold.

610.

Lots Now On Sale in the New

Furniture

SAI.U Duutold. Apartment C, 101
South Walter.
SALE
Fumed oak dining table.
207 North Fourteenth,
ph'me 71ti.
FURN1TU1U0
KEl'AlltlNO
and uphollr-vl- n
8US-613-or
Phone
stering.
Bedding Company.
FOIt SALE Oak dining table and six
leather-bottochairs: Shuttle Worth
Wilton velvet rug; all good as new, tor
one-ha- lt
8S4. or 101 South
Call
price.
F urteenth.
three-quartbed
FOR SALE New
sprlnga and mattress; Vlctrola, sanitary couch and pad, kitchen table, sew-I- n
rug,
lump,
machine,
library
etc. 1222 West Central, phone 1018-J- .
ot
FOU BALK Furniture, consisting
parlor set, William and Mary dining room
bonks,
set, buttet, rugs, book canes,
vacuum cleaner, kitchen chairs and table,
range and buso burner, etc. 403 Wett
Slate.
FOK

Fori

Choice level lots, city water, ditch water. Buy one ot
these lots and pay rent to ypurself, you will be surprised
how soon you will own a home. Lefmis show you the
lots today and begin building at once.

J

Only

20

Sown and

$10 per Month,

McMillion & Wood, Realtors
206 West Gold,

MONEY TO LOAN

Mu.NEK Tu LOAN
On watches, diamonds, (una and everything valuable.
FOK SALE
Fat rabbits.
Mr. B. Marcus, 213 South First.
Fourth, phone 1595-on Ursulas
real
FOR SALE Cheap, one milk cow. M. MO.NET TO LOAN,
I'J.UUO.
11.000,
1.500,
estate;
O. Cobb. 1930 South Second.
Wood toe West Quid.
and
FOK SALb
one
One fresh Jersey cow,
yearling Jersey heifer. J. P. Wilson, MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable, conphnne 2404-Rfidential. Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 105 N. 1st.
FOR SALE Flemish
Rufus
Giants,
Keds, Blacks, Belgians, bucks, does and
frying size rabbits. 710 West Lead, phone

WANTED

1926--

FORSALE
FOU

Ridgway,

Denver,

Gold.

AV.

I

Supt. Motive Power,

STARES & PFEIFB'RU
Hcil Estate and Insurance
Rentals and I.oang
1 hone
168
321 W. Gold

KOH SALK

0ESTREICH, REALTOR
218 !S

will employ In Its shons, round
house and car department at
Denver, Trinidad and Cheyenne, men suitable for aucb
service.
Board
and lodgins
free under ample protection.
Ideal climate and working conditions.
Free transportation.
Time and ojiehaif paid after
ilffht hours and for Sundays
n nd
I.esal Holidays. Wire or
write

Co.

WANTED-- -

409 West CopjK'r Avenue.

FOR RENT

$500,00

Balance like rent buys from ownhouse In heights,
er a new
batli, sleeping
porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors.
If. A. THOM
212 N. High .St.
riiono 1227-W- .j

HOME SITES

Estate Exchange

r.

w

Albuquerque,

2
New
bungalow,
porches, good corner lot, some

OF!

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

$15.00.

about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

Lumber

FOR RENT
North
entrance; yard, porch, trees.
Nice modern f,,r.r,,.
FOR RENT Three rcoms and bath.
house, screened eleeplnif porch,
on car Third.
.
furnished for lltrht housekeeping-609
FOR RENT Nice room, close In, for
South First. Apply at the Savoy Botel LIST your vacant houses
with the City 319gentleman employed; no sick wanted,
office.
North Fifth.
y . " for Promt"
nl efficient
i
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, never
FOR RENT Large front room for
tvi vv esr inin. nnnn, atn
occupied; three rooms, sleeping- porch FOR RENT Vivo.
309 South Broadway.
k
housekeeping.
and private bath, 138. Apply 714 North
ly furnished; In best part of city. In- - Phone 1778-Third.
FOR RENT Rooms, newly furnished,
pnone 2080-FOR RENT October 1, three roome and FOR
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block
unfurnish"cd
bafli, furnished; electrically equipped;
nomee In all parts of the
irom car. 823 South Fourth.
Koberts-Turncity.
1006 West Silver,
porches', also garage.
Co., 218 West Gold,
phone 407. FOR RENT A targe airy front room,
phone 1707-FOR RENT M,i.r Au.iita.ieu
nicely
ground floor, no sick,
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four
cuiiatte, 602 Souitafurnished,
two
rooms
Arno, phone 1721-and
glassed
sleeping porch;
roums, modern; also two-rooapart- .... vi.
mm s.ia, j.-.-Koulh, KJIth IMPERIAL ROOMS
Nice, clean rooms;
ment with sleeping porch, 110 North
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
iOR RENT Two five-rooSecond.
furnished .Theater.
21114
West
Central.
214
220
and
bungalows,
North
Maple,
FOR RENT Three lovely roome and
t5 per month. Apply 724 East Central.
LINCOLN Ai'ARTMENTS, newly furnishglassed porch, east front, close In, FOR
imxT-v,,i,i- -.r,,
ed
hot
rooms;
i,,...
water, cool and close la.
furnished, vae and coal dangee. Phone
.."v... ..UUOC, UUlUIlllgll- - 312 South
1988-Third, phone 914-o
Per month.
Mr. strong, 75; or Mr. Bennett, FOR RENT
Phone
Nicely furnished bed room,
FOR RENT Modern furnished apart 14o.
adjoining bath; steam heat; In private
ment, two rooms and sleeping porch,
home; no sick. 619 North Third.
seven-rooclose In, to couple only. 614 West Iron, FOR RENT
Modern
brick
,u,
-- i
ftirnlNhArihouse.
..- -,
. u BmoBcu-iphone 630-,
rooms, ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
,
118 Norlh MP'e- Call
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
FOR Rent Two and three-roofurnish
w
week or month. 602 ',4 West Central.
ed apartments;
hot and cold water.
FOR
RENT
Four rooms and glassed In FOK BENT Front room well furnished,
llghta and phone paid; rent reasonable.
.
Sleeulnir
nnn.h
,,nr,nui,-.4:114 south Broadway.
i
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
H.i.u, t.ioilcVJ,
w'
CACejll
FOR RENT Two rooms,
kitchenette, range and window shades; vacant October one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
ouuui
Arno,
FOR
RENT Sitting room bod room
Sleeping porclst halls, bath and porches,
RENT Nicely runilshed
combined; private entrunce; private
private entrances: completely furnished. iOR
In highlands, one block from bungalow bath.
318 North Sixth, phone 1166-modern with gas. 1005 Forrester, phone
Central,
Ideal fur convalescent.
137
Call 317 South evenings.
J2V3-pnone
FOR RENT Two desirable bed rooms.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments, con '"iter,
In modern home; gentlemen or ladles
venient tu aanatoriums; four rooms, NEW four rooms, bath, unfurnished, 133.
glassed-i- n
sick.
Including water, lights; big trees In employed preferred;
no
Phone
sleeping porches, gae; on East
1815-R- .
1321
car
Call
East
nelghbornood.
line.
Central
Central,
plenty sunshine. Inquire
or see MoMIUIn
Wood.
Phone 848.
ruin. rnoilfl I91Y-FOR RENT one large housekeeping
FOR RENT Modern flat on West Cen-tra- l.
room with porch, ground floor, close
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
306
Large convenient rooms. Partly in; no children; reasonable rent.
two roome and kitchenette, bath- ad- furnished, sleeping porch. Low rent to West Iron.
de
It
front
garage
joining; large
porch;
vuiiy.
FOR RENT Two clean rooms, furnishsired; thoroughly clean and sanitary; two FOR RENT Well furnished
ed for light housekeeping; prefer two
modern
five-rooadults only and no sick. 124 South Arno,
school teachers, or man and wife, emhouse,
close
614
at
In,
North
phone 632-Third; garage and (hade. See owner. ployed; no sick; no children. 817 North
vv
nUKLII CU11U
Fourth.
FOK RENT Modern bungalow. Fourth FOR RENT Furnished for light housePERSONAL
ward; partly furnished; good garage;
keeping; tw large rooms and sleeping
good basement, furnace and laundry porch, bath connection; water,
JTa',''i3ra1B!ie7
light
room;
and
Price
large
terms.
porch.
6,750;
phone furnished; positively no sick,
Jewelry work. 115 Bouth Second.
no children.
'
J10 West Lad.
WANTED
Private pupils; teacher la ex- FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house;
perienced and specially trained for
large front and back porch, garage;
DRESSMAKING
primary grades: good certificates and also
house In the rear; rent
references on application. Phone 1988-S50
. SEWING by day, 52. or at home. Phone
A
Inoulre mt 122 Rmith
119 North Elm.
1340-1430-phone
FOR RENT Furnished cottage, aewly WANTED Dressmaking.
Work guar-anteeCARPENTERING
decorated, Inside and out, modern and
8, Battlnger, 1500 North Fifth.
FOR ODD JOBS and contract work, call gas. PhnllA ni Pfltl ii.ltDB.n 1A mnA 14 FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guar1676-a. m. Phone S81-keys at 1524 Eaat
anteed. 218 South Walter, phone 1667-- J.
and
WE DO ODD .'OB carpentering
and ladles'
house building, reasonable;; Investigate FOR KENT OR SALE Beautifully fur- WANTED Sewing; children's
114 North
preferred. Phone 2185-R- .
our low prices; estimates free. Panne
nished house, six rooms and bath, two Cedar.
2398-J. F, Kluken, ill lahfc
sleeping porches, steam heat, lawn shade,
and pleating. Phone
t WANT you to Investigate my low prices all modern conveniences. Apply 119 South HEMSTITCHING
bsw, room 9 Mellnl building. Myrtle
on any Kind ot a building proposition High.
you have In view. A, E, Palmer, BungaFOK RENT Newly deoorated, well fur- Slevert.
low Builder, Box 41, city. Phone 1768-nished fine modern home, with glassed 11. BATING, accordion, side and box;
mall orders. N. Crane. 215 Norm
NEw"w6itK or alterations; all work and screened sleeping porches; fire place Seventh.
Crane Apartments, phone 314
heat; best location In highguaranteed; estimates free; will make and furnace
1420
land.
East
WANTED
Silver.
very close figure on a Job In highlands
Dressmaking; prices reasonMiss
or heights. Phone 1765-able; satisfaction
E, E. John FOK RENT Two comfortable furnished
guaranteed.
Vol
Paulin
son, 616 John.
bach, phone 487. 420 West
cottages. In beautiful Tejanu canyon: Gold.
climate Ideal; telephone service.
AdLOST AND FOUND
dress H. B. Hammond, phone 297, post-offi- HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the
box 658, Albuquerque, N. M.
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
LOST Chihuahua dog; answers to name
Singer
of "Toodles." Phone 2376-Reward. FOR RENT 313 West McKlulcy, new 117 GoldMi.avenue, phone 787-chine Company,
house, pleasantly
located, close to Sewing
LOST White bull dog, with one brindlo- North
Fourth
three
rooms,
service
street;
female dog; answers
to name of
FOR SALE Real EstaU
and canvass sleeping porch; bath
'Spot;" a chlld'e playmate. Phone 1145. porch
room and electric lights.
Apply 1512 SEE JtOUKUTS-TUKNKLOST White bull pup with one brlndle North First.
CO., 218 Weit
Gold, fop real bar ra Ins In homea.
potted eye, and brlndle spot on back:
furnished bouse, FOK BALK
name Splvens; 5 reward, A. K. Kline, FOK KENT Four-rooLot, east front, Virginia
not modern but In very good condition.
phone 2413-Jboulevard: ons block from Mountain
electric .lights and city water, large
1243-J- .
l'hone
TAKEN from Harvey lunch room, Sep
road,
three-rooone
also
unfurnished
tember 18, woman's capo; made from yard;
In
house with sleeping porch. Apply 1021 FOR PA LR By owner, desirable
Paisley shawl; liberal reward and no North Eighth from S to 13 a. m.
in ira ward, dona (n; good neighbor
questions asked for return, 512 North
hood; itiltnble for duplex or Hingis real- Fourth, shone 1756,
denco.
Addrees. W. IS, li., car
JournaJ jXau Ada

'

Better Grade

Investments

room adobe, plastered, modern, hardwood floors, corner
lot, Fourth ward, new, $3,500,
easy terms,
3 room frame,
porches. Fourth
ward, close in, garage, terms,
ti.SuO.
Luna Blvd.. 5 retains, brick,
plastered, modern conveniences,
in class by Itself, terms, $8,500.
Choice lots, Fourth ward, $450
to $350,
coiner lot. Two
cliche Iota, shade, closa In,
$750 for quick eale.
4

mechanical craft omployes
having gone on a strike,

IV

McKinley Land
FOR SALE

Investment Co,

It Lasts

Homes and

Loans.

ON ACCOUNT

fire-plac- e,

J.

Let-.Va- n

LITTLE BEAUTY

208 W. Gold.

New concrete block bungalow.
4
rocms, , bath and closets,
select oak floors,
and all the built In feuturoH;
large front and black porch,
Don't fall to
good basement.
see this beauty before you buy.
l'litiiin Dunnr 4.1'.W.
or call nt 110 Columbia St.

Lionalbsir

Five-roo-

McMKIion & Wood
ltealtors Insurance

J, D, Keleher, Realtor
211 W. iioUI.
l'hone 410.

Phone 057

Five-roo-

six-roo-

For Sale on Easy Terms

$2,000.

ms.

i.ni

WANTED Will pay good wages to a
good cook, for a small family or three.
Apply Mrs. D. Weinman, 708 West

Subdivisions.

KiKht ui to tlio minute, 5 rooms
and sleeping
porch, on paved
street, close in, for $7,500. This
is a good buy; the lots are worth

RKALTOR
furnished home
R. McCLVGlIAN",
Dandy
four blocks ot postoffice, nice 20 W. Gold.
Plume 412-shade, a splendid location
In
Fourth ward.
T. P. GILL, REAL KSTATE
'
DO YOU WANT
Phono 770.
823 W. Central.

National

Rentals

221 W. Gold.

four-roo-

A

Realtors.
Insurance

Loans

OPPORTUNITIES

ko-in-

Franklin & Company

FOIL HKNTThroo.
LONCHICT13 form carpenters, teumsters,
Second.
yn, iiiuuewi
laborers; good wages; transportation to
Mar1uette P"ule FOR RENT Furnished room. 415 North
14D8-loo, f.mployment Agency, 110
Third.
Fourth,
FOK RENT Three housekeeping rooms; FOR RENT
VOUNO MAN, living at home, can Work
Three rooms and sleeping
ground floor. (19 North Fourth.
RENT
Cool front room.
60S West
hla way through school and got flrst- porch,' furnished.
Apply :02 Nurth FOR
FOK RENT Three modern light
Arno.
Fruit, l'hone 2042-etass business, education.
Albuquerque
101
rooms.
North Maple.
Iluslnesa College.
FOR RENT Two-roofurnished
rooms.
house with sleep- FOR RENT Two
ing porcuj city water and lights, 115.
l'hone 21168-WANTED Planing mill foreman, famil- FOR RENT Furnished apartment with
y.ione 4111.
iar with Berlin machines, capable of sleeping porch. 207 North Fifth.
FOR RENT
Furnished room; no sick.
Three-rooRENT
grinding saws preferred. Address at once FOK
apartment. FOR RENT Five-roo811 West SilveV.
modern house,
Phone 1450-15:'4 North Second.
McGaffey Co., Albuquerque.
Biuuge. .appiy jui west Kew STork.
FOR RENT Several rtomi, unfurnished.
LEARN TO TELEGRAPH Am starting FOR RENT Housekeeping
apartment,
11M Bmith Edith.
a class In telegraphy and want four
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh. FOK LEASE Klfcht-roohouse,
RENT
FOR
Furnished rooms. 21S South
persona to fill out. For particulars call FOR KENT Two large rooms and sleepfurnished, cu per month. Josephpartly
Col- , -- v,
Walter. Phone 1607-after 6 p, m.
frhone S074-.uuia.
ing porch; very reasonable. GOD South
FOR RENT
FOR RENT I,lKht housekeeping rooms.
High.
Unfurnished fnnr-,v,,,Female.
202 North Edith.
house; 'afKe porch, close In, 3:'. Call
FOR RENT Small housekeeping apartVANTED
Ap- Experienced waitress,
FOR RENT Purnlshea room. 322 South
208
ment; very reasonable.
North
Cafe.
at
Sixth.
ply
Liberty
FOR RENT Modern five-rooSeventh, phune 729-houso on
IVANTED
A waitress.
ranse furnished, 27. FOR RENT Furnishes, rooms) no chilApply at the FOR RENT Four-roofurnished mod
.
v
Ttutter Shop.
ern house; no sick. Inquire 208 South io
dren. 110 South Walnut.
WANTED Second cook. Apply Presby-terla- n r.unn.
FOR RENT Several new furnished
s,
FURNISHED modern rooms; no elck; do
Sanatorium.
very reasonable.
FOR RENT Three rooms and bath, unRoom 7, First
children.
H West Sliver.
WANTED A waitn . Santa Fa Cafe,
furnished, new and cheap. Apply 724 ..Qi...iia, jibiik punning.
GHAYSTONE
rooms. 218 Vi West Gold,
South. First.
FOR RENT Four-roor.asi uentral.
house, furnish- 210-Mrs. E. (iuidl.
phone
ed: owner will honpH ...itv. nn.n... ....
WANTED Good cook. Mrs. K. E. Put- FOK RENT Two furnished rooms, for
FOR
RENT
P'urnished room
private
ney, 1105 West Central.
ngiu Housekeeping; adults; no lick.
entrnnce. 502 South Broadway.
FOR REN T Houses, all x!nds;furnlshed
WANTED Girl for general housework. 724 South Second.
LARUE, cool room, beauiituliy furnished,
mm unrurnunea,
FOR RENT A real nice large apart420 North Fourth.
& Wood,
McMillln
n.-'I ,.rg, 2u West Ould.
privnte bsth. 1211 West Roma.
garage If desired.
WANTED Girl for general housework. 91 ment, furnished;
RENT Large front bed room, close
Forrester.
'uur-ruo304 North Byeamore.
"i'ST
luinlshcd house, FOR
In. For employed woman. Phone 100(1.
with bath and sleeping porch.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, three
024-Call
WANTED Housekeeper.
Ilia
rooms and sleeping porch; no sick;
FOR RENT Nice, cleat, sleeping and
....wiiu, jjuuue Lliil-J- .
Sundays, after p. m .
close In. 311 South Arno.
FOR 11ENT Furnished "new two-roohousekeeping rooms, 121H North Third.
WANTED Competent woman for general FOR
r- .
w in n nun nv
iiuuBe.
Two
FOR RENT One room
RENT
rooms
furnished
and sleeping
for
housework. 227 North- High.
also sleeping
light
porch adjoining. 519 West Gold, phone
j nuiio loii-w- .
housekeeping;
WANTED Cook for family of six. Call
over wooiworths.
rooms,
Two-rooFOR
RENT
modern furnish
at 202 North High, or phone 490-turn iln.nin.
....-I
.-.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern fur lr Cd house:
..s pviuueo,
iv. FOR RENT Furnished room, bath, fur
,t mo V
WANTED Girl for general housework.
ntshed apartment.
nace heat; private entrance.- 719 West
119 West
r.usi
ranta
Fe,
Inquire
Call in person, llanna &
Inc.
Lend.
Gold, or 623 North Fourth.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, furnish- WANTED White woman to keep houso WANTED
eUi tWO tlnrltna
Btin
I.
if
One or two ladles to share my
FOR RENT Nice, clean apartments,
for family ot three, at 1206 East Cenm vi Bouin waiter.
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 14 West
apartments or xour rooms, two sleeping
tral.
Central.
porches, close In. 208 South High.
FOR KENT New three-rooWANTED Woman to do general houae-wor- k FOR RENT Three-roohouse: denl tnf l.nai.i.n i furnished
FOR RENT Attractively furnished front
modern fur
and care for baby. 100 North
niBhed apartment;
close In.
room; furnace heat; no sick. Phone
Inquire only. Key at 1124 South Walter.
Edith.
1B90-.317 west Marquette. I OK RENT
jjonaons parage.
New three-roohouse and
WANTED Woman for household work; FOK RENT Three pleasant rooms, bath
FOR
RENT Two rooms, furnished for
"cmiuB. oce YV,
,,
xt c.n,
must be able to cook. Inquire Strongs'
and front porch, completely furnished; ...
ouiineii, ixvi jortn seventh.
light housekeeping; first floor; private
Hook Ftore.
no stck; no children.
112 South Ninth.
702

WANTED Woman to taKe charge of
nouse; reasonable wages; small family
APpiy ttiw west fruit
WANTEDD Girl for housework, perma-ne- nt
position; no washing;
may go
nome nights. 1014 North Becond
WANTED By American family, reliable
English or Mexican-speakin- g
girl, for
full time or part time: stay nights occas
ionally. 601 West Fruit.
LEARJf TO TELEGRAPH Am starting
a class in telegraphy and want four
persons to rm out. For particulars call
after 0 p. m.
phone 3074-- J,
WANTED Competent girl or woman to
care for baby and do cooking; must be
A-- l;
good home and good wages to right
party. Apply 223 West Central.
WANTED Young; woman of refinement,
to assist graduate nurse In small sanatorium; easy work and good pay; experience not necessary. Answer postofflec
box 224. city.

the best little business
opportunities in the city, and
tiny one with a little capital
and ability can handle it. Some
one will grab this one at once.
Xo phone Information.

.....

$40
house, unf urn.
$45
house, unfurn
house, unfurn
N'ew
$30
houso in Fourth
All are in frond shape and clone
ward, strictly modern, built-i- n
in
in.
the
Highland.
features, hardwood floors, garage,
largo lot, easy terms.
jas. sr. joiixsov 240.
V. Gold.
216
l'hone
An investment:
new building In
location that will Increase
in
value; rents for $135 per month;
$7,000; easy terms.

AVENUE

We have this new modern
home for sale on K:st tfilvor
at the right price. JSix rooms
with hot water hetitintr plant,
been built less than
four
months by one ot the best
g
is
builders in the city, and
to be sold soon for tho
Aslc to
bo
price is right.
shown this house today,

PRESSED BRICK HOME

Street,

rhone

xteaiton

rooms, hall, good porches,
garage,
street,
paved
$4,500; good terms.
Four rooms,
shingle,
dandy
porches, all kinds of fruit, room
for COO chickens, barns and outacres ground, six
buildings, 4
HELP WANTED
blocks from car line; $G,300; good
terms.
This Is an exceptionally
Male.
Seeing is believing.
WANTED Man without encumbrance, to good buy.
to See 'Em."
"Ask
go on ranch to work. Call at 1724 Phone 223.
226 W. Gold
West Central,
218 W. Gold.
Mione 407.
Members:
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

Soutli

THE PLUMBER,

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

Realtors

SILVER

EAST

BUSINESS"

One of

Agents.

QUICK!

223 W. Gold.

216 North Third,
A HOJIE WORTH WHILE.
Select fourth ward location.
New
adobe stucco
built-i- n
with
all
features, areola heat, garage,
etc., $5,250.
MODERN
l
HOME out in fourth ward,
mantel, garage and lawn. Only

lots in
Must bo

Co,,

Exclusive

"PAYING

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.

good

PAT,

L Martin

QUICK!

7,500
wood

LOTS!

LOTS!

For Sale: 3 choice
Luna place, 75xt42.
sold at once. See
A,

Jas, M, Johnson

yarllisQaiiieiils IPay
FOR RENT

L0TS1

The Real Estate Man.
Thoiie 240
210 W. Gold.

FOK SALE

buye In business property.
Lots and houses in all parts of the city.

907--

hardwood

porch,

--

120 S.

Some

In-

Best Buy in Fourth Ward
Four rooms and Biassed sleeping

ITEMS

Salesmen

W'NTED Two men ot Integrity,

clean-cu-

t

FOR KALE OK TRADE For Ford car,
and aggressive, who are real salesteam of heavy work horses; also two men. Men who are In this class can earn
choice Jersey heifers, fourteen months (100 per week.
care JourAddress
nal and. an lutervlcwYlU be arranged.

$4,000.00
Will buy a six room modern house, modern except
heat, located close in on South Walter street. It has an
east front, lawn, trees and hedge, with garage and other
out buildings.

'

WILLIAM J, LEVERETT, Realtor
Phone

110.

31S

West Gold.

Page Tcn"."
t

...

..
J no

Hancock Kiectrie i o.,
Yale.
Phone 22H7--

South
Adv.

Cured

Fresh

Figs,

Fancy

H. CONNER. M. I. 1). O.
i
stcopnthl! Specialist.
Stern IJIrtg.
Tel. 701 .1. :!2."i---

Adv.

RED STAR FLOUR

The car has arrived, all sizes now in stock,
G lb. sacks.
Fresh Red Star Graham flour.
Fresh Red Star Corn Meal.
No higher grade short patent flour milled in
Kansas.
Package seeded raisins, seedless raisins.

STORE,;

replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 123 North First.

EMPIRE Cleaners
DYERS AMI HATTERS
III7CJ O.KAN1NO
Phone 453. or. tub aud Gold

Phone 28

THE ELITE IN
DAHLIAS
For Tour Gifts and Decorations.
K. F. BI.OOM
I'fiono 2167-- J
Uurden .Beside Y. 11. C. A.

Always

Albuquerque's

Finest

Worth

Theater

While

By owner,

in

rnum

Avenue-- .

PURE MILK
milk
or cream, quality
hot tor
guaranteed
than city
health
requirements. Delivered
In
to
dnlly
any quantity
any part
of the city. Butler s Dairy. Phone
2IU5-K-

Diamonds.
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

Jimmy Aubrey in "The Riot"

A THIMBLE
will hold over twenty thousand
ot uie smallest watch screws.

tiring your watch to us. We are
experts in our line.
WISEMAN
Watch Maker. Jeweler, Engraver
Corner Second und Gold.

OF

"QUEEN

Saturday
THE TURF."

retreat. They are en route to California where they expect to reside,
as both the colonel and the major
have recently been retired from

LOCAL ITEMS

Hurry E. Russell, formerly of
this city but for years residing at LI
Paso, Is here on business. Russell
has Hie plastering contract for the
new First National bank building.
Mrs. Iva M. Petty, who spent a
month's vacation in southern Cali
fornia, lias returned to the city.
Jacob Scoflek. who was at the
Jemez Springs, doing work on the
Block store room recently damaged by fire, has returned to the
city.
Simon Noustndt,
general merchant of Los Lunus, cuine in yesterday morning and went to ft.
Joseph's sanatorium, where today
he will undergo a minor operation.
David Weinman, senior member
nf The Economist dry goods firm,
has returned from a purchasing
trip to New York, accompanied by
Mrs. Weinman und son.
Mrs. ,1, M. Doollttlo left on Sunday night for Denver to visit her
son, George Doolittb', who is in
the military hospital there.
Jllss Kthcl lliekey will conduct
a party composed of Miss Esther
ftudobakor. of South Mend, Ind.;
Mrs. W. O. Rowland und son, Howard Roland, of Philadelphia, on a
tour to conclude with the
San Cieroninio fiesta at Taos. The
party will leave here today.
Mrs. Ii. I). Hay no, 617 West tiold
avenue, left last night for Indian- fipolls, Ind.. in response to a message announcing the serious illness
of her sister.
W. L, Klser, county asent leader,
of Stato College, Is in the city for
conference with the local agent.
J. A. Scott, of the district forest
office and J. C. Nave, of the Mari-- j
stano forest, have returned from a
trip on range appraisal at
the t'hupadera mesa.
C. F. Rliss and Robert T.ucken-hil- l,
of the biological survey, left
yesterday for a. general Inspection
tour of the state. They will lie1
gone for two weeks.
William H. Springer,
of I .as
Vegas, Is In the city to attend the
club
district conference.
Rotary
J. G. Hamilton, county agent of
Estancia, and John Corhin. of
were in the city on business
yesterday.
K. C. Kartchner. supervisor of
the Manzano national forest, has
gone to Mountainalr on road and
trail business.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Green left last
liisht for California, where they will
remain for a while before returning
to their home in Guaymas. Mexico.
Mrs.
been visiting
They have
Green's parents, Mr. and Mrs. F.
A. Butt, of 601 West Tijeras avenue.
Col. Samuel TS. Prarsnn and wife
from Fort. D. A. Russell. Wyo., accompanied by MaJ. W. O. lllanch
nrd and wife of the same post, are
visiting Colonel Pearson's cousin,
Mrs. George H. Wheeler at Artist's
pis-da- y

y

a,

service.
Wilbur Rhea, who began his career with the Continental Oil company here as a messenger boy, but
who has been with the Sinclair Refining company ns assistant general manager at Denver for some
time, has been assigned to the office ot the western district at Kansas City. He will work in an executive capacity, and the move Is regard as a promotion. Mr. Rhea
saw service during the war, and
at its conclusion became a salesman for tho Sinclair company,
working up to his present position.
Dr.

D.

Violet-ra- y

R. Murray, Osteopathic and
treatments. Phone 741.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
A Ibuqueiriue
Council, No. 641,
Knights ot Columbus, will hold its
regular meeting tonight at 8
o'clock, at St. .Mary's hall. Adv.

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

OIIL- - James A. Ohl, 35 years
old, died yesterday nt his rooms
In tho highlands.
He came here

about four months ago from El
Paso and was a structural iron
w orker on tho First National bank

Phone

421

2--

V.

The Elk's Circus

COAL

Guy's Transfer is prepared to fill
your bin with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave your or-- !
ders now and avoid ttio rush.
823 South Second.
Phone 371
N. Phono 2122--

STARTING TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Oct.. 2 to 7th, inclusive

'WBSStil

Shades made to order.

(Victor Luxor

Hand-Mad-

e

Fifth and Gold

Cloths)
KIrsh Curtain

Phone

1619--

J.

Rods
41S North Sixth

She married him for money
and lio knew It. But when
the fiend in him threatened to
destroy her
Sco this superb pleturization
u
of the greatest
ever written.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Broadhnrsl's
From
Ocorgo
Sensational Stage Success.

0

marriagc-mclo-drnm-

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM
Music by the
SYNCOPATORS

MEN'S BANQUET AT THE FIRST
M. E. CHURCH
Dinner Served at 6:30 Tickets, 75c.

GNES AYRES
si J AC K.HOLT

Til

ll''iJSv

pammoml

Canon City Coal

Common Brick Face Brick
Fire Clay
Fire Brick
Floor Tile
Fireplace Tile
Flue Lining
Mortar Colors
Metal Lath
Sewer Pipe
Wall Board
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Lame
Cement
Plaster
Tel. 1253--

P. O. Sorenson Co.
Corner

PRODUCTION

Ladies Are Invited to the Lecture at 7:30

BRICK

WILLIAM deMIILE,
-A-

Ma lie reservations
for tickets before 9 a. m. today. The dining room is limited to seat only 3 00. First ordered first
served. For reservations phone French, Martin, Dr. Wylder.
Zapf.
U'Tf.R THF. DINNER IUSIIOP CHARLES L. MEAD OF,
DENVER. COLO., WILL DELIVEU A LECTURE
1T1F.S."
ON EWORLD

North First Street and
Marble. Avenue.

Unloading a car today,
cleanliness.

Unexcelled for heat and

U

4 Phones 5.

Wm. R. Walton, President and Manager

J

MA'

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

'

M

I

"I

bought yon and

1

paid for you

and you're mine:"

Added Attractions

Pathe

innJVrti.ii'iTiiiiirtiWH--

RENT A CAR

COAL

3 DAYS

Events

Review-Curr- ent

Regular Prices

Lyric Theater

FACTORY
BUY IT BY

3 DAYS STARTING TODAY

Dry

WOOD

THE LOAD
Sound

Clean

Fuel

ORDER A LOAD TODAY

SPECIAL TRIP
Taos Fiesta: three days, leaving September 29.
Isleta: Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, nt 9:30.
KOSHARE TOURS
Phone 16M.
Sit W. Gold.

PHONE 91

HAHN COAL CO.

Mazda Lamps
to

60

watts each... 35c

MADAM
PETITE, PALMIST
Will be here 1 more week.
She reads strictly from science, tells past present and
future.
Guarantees satisfaction. 1724 West Central. Phone

10

2130--

Whitney Hardware Co.

CHAMPION LAMPS

to 50 watt, each... 35c
to 60 watt, flvo for $1.80
PHONE 76
We deliver five or more.

10
10

OUR PHONE
numbers are now

T.OWKRY

Luther Owen Low-cr2,".
years old, died Monday
He is survived by his
evening.
wife and other relatives near
Ark., where the body will
be sent for burial. C. T. French Is
in charge.

Save Money by Buying

147 and 148

a,

d

not feel
back.

a

SUGARITE CHESTNUT

IMPERIAL

Never judge
thick-skinne-

anyone to be so
that th y would
friendly pat on the

f ICI ft

LAUNDRY CO.

DR.
W!.

IBANK

MacCKACKEN,
DAISY
B. MucCKACKFJ.i.
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 89-- J
Adv.

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
!i South First.
Phone

310

2SI-V-

A

Beautiful
ferns. Ives Greenhouses. Phone 732. Adv.
Public Stenographer.
Km. 8, Mellnl Bldg. Ph. 303.

reward for the arrest and
conviction of the persons who
threw rocks at my house September IS. 1S22.
J50

J. Antonio Chavez.
42.1

V.

(Adv)

Adv.

... 15c
15c

.....25c

Fancy Onions,
pounds
Fancy Onions, 25 pounds

Representative
W. R. R. at
room 35 Alvarado hotel. Wants
machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths and car repairers. Will
explain conditions and rates of
Of

D.

R.

&

G.

pay.

Free

Transportation

to

Denver.

90c

Cabbage for Kraut
Fancy Mountain Grown Cabbage 25 lbs
.'
Cooking Apples, 6 pounds
Fancy Jonatan Apples, 4 lbs
Bellefleur Apples, pound
Florida Grape Fruit Large Size
California Grape Fruit Large Size
"Try the Willy Nilly Cash Way and Bank
.

.

Difference."

90c
25c
25c
10c
19c
19c

C-O--

205 South First Street.

"The
Prodigal

Judge"

Omera Nut

Featuring

JEAN PAIGE
ADDED ATTRACTION: "BUILDING UP."

Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

WILLY-NILL- Y

Phone 35

A Film That Excels Others Because the Characters Are Real,
the Situations Are Actual, and the Players Forget to Act.
It Is Called THE GREAT AMERICAN PICTURE Because It
Deserves That Title.

in furnace, heater and range

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

Pictures

Based on the World Famous Novel

the

SKINNER'S

It costs less and you use less.

"a

AUCTION SALE
TODAY, SEPTEMBER 26
SEVENTH STREET.
SALE STARTS
PROMPTLY. AT 2:30 P. M.
to
Four rooms of l furniture
go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to be doid:
$100.00 Bird's Eye maple dresser, chiffonier and chair n
match these, three pieces are beauties: brass bed, Bprlng and
mattresses; dining table, buffet and cjiairs to match; largu
leather rockers, library table,, 0x12 rugs like new, sanitary
cot. and pad, refrigerator, tubs, few dishes and cooking
Now if you want to buy good house furnishings,
utensils.
you cannot afford to miss this sale, as these goods are
Just the same as new and jjave never been used by sick; the
closer you inspect these goods tho better you will like
them. The furnishing of this home will appeal to the most
discriminating persons.
Don't miss this snhv Come early nml brlnR your friends.
AT

907

NORTH
A--

Corsages,
Wedding
hoiKjucts.
Ives. Plione 732. Adv.

6

Iron Ave., Albuquerque

CU

'

MTV KI.IXTRIC SHOE BHOP
I'hone 6C7-213 South Kenind.
tree Call und Delivery. Adv.

lb

in Motion

Notice

I",.

CM

We guarantee satisfaction

The Most Lovable Character of Fiction Comes to Life

Gentry's eggs, 63c: for sale at
leading groceries. Adv.

White Mountain Cauliflour

Phone 60.

Don't Forget

Central.

Drive it Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes tnd Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
DRJVF.RJ.FSS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

He is survived by his
building.
widow, who was here with him,
and threo children In El Paso. The
funeral arrangements will be announced later. C. T. French is in
charge.

Large Honey Dew Melons.

.

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

FOGG, The Jeweler

(Story by Zane Grey)
A romance of the Great Southwest.
Also "FOX NEWS," "CARTOONS" and

Thursday, Friday and

SALE RANCH

bal-

Whole:

The Lone Star Ranger'

len-da-

Highlands.
20--

West (iolil

in

I

cash and

ance like rent: a four-rooadobe stucco, nicely furnished

WILLIAM FOX PRESENT5

Miam

$250

FOR

THEATRE

20

DANCE TONIGHT

FOR SALE

TODAY AND TOMORROW

with sand and dust when you
can have comfort by Installing
Piece Metal Weather Strip;
For
guaranteed satisfactory.
or sec
prices phone 1742-For003
at
Thomas
P.
R.
rester avenue.

acres, half alfalfa,
on
house, all kinds of fruit,
boulevard, also 9 acres; selling on
account health failing; make ofor
fer.
Phone owner, 2417-R- 1
348.
P. O. Box 192, Old Albu51.
querque, N.

September 26, 1922.

AIREDALES.
For sale Highly bred pupsired
by International
pies,
Champion, Tlntern Tip Top,
slro of President Harding's
the best
Laddie
Boy;"
known
dog in America.
and
registration
Pedigreefurnished
with each
papers
apFor
inspection
dog.
telephone 1762-- J
pointment, P.
464.
O. Box
or address

WHY SUFFER

1

To

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Centra!.

FOR SALE

Two nlco houses, twenty-fiv- e
foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. See a
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

Let Us Send a Man

98 lb.. 18 lb., 21 lb., 12 lb., and

CASH

i.

C.

Layers

WARD'S

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAIT

AZTEC FUEL
COMPANY
Phone 251
L. Joe Miller, Prop.

Prices:
Matinee: Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night (6 to 11): Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.

(Tax Included)

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

,

WAGGEIIER'S SALE
To get acquainted, to make room; for our other
etock of good3 already bought. We will offer our
entire stock of home furnishing goods at greatly
reduced .prices during the next week beginning
Monday, September 25th.
NOTE A FEW OF OUR MANY BARGAINS.
1
1

1

I
1

1

lot $16 to $18 beds
lot new $10 mattresses
$110 range slitely used

.$10.00

...$.00

Range slitely used
Axmlnlster rug. new
Heavy Axmlnlster rug slitely

...$170.00
S30.00

$40
$40

33.ftO

used

$20.00

Chiffoniers,
Dining Tables, Center
Tables, Library Tables, Cook Stoves, Gas Stoves,
Heaters everything. These goods will sell on
.
sight COME EARLY.

Dressers,

.

IVAGGENER'S
305 North First street.

.

STORE
Phone 375

'

